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Foreword: 

Proceedings of the Sixth Meeting of the 
National Soil Survey Comnittee of Canada 

A. Leahey 

The sixth meeting or the National Soil Survey -Committee ot Cans.da was 
held on ~tober 18·-22, 1965, at Laval University, Quebec. Unfortunately 
it has not been possible to publish this report on the proceedings of the 
meeting unt11 this time. 

The material in this publication may be grouped into several sections, 
namely: 

1. Reports on soil horizon designations and the taxonomic soil 
classitication. 

2. Reports on analyses, soil survey reports and a discussion paper 
on publishing certain e oil maps on a photanosaic base. 

J. Discussion papers by the coordinators of the Canada Land Inventory. 
4. Business matters including resolutions. 
5. Certain reprinted reports from the 1963 Proceedings. 

Space limitations preclude the inclusion of the discussions of the ·v-arious 
matters considered at the meeting. However, the various subcomnittee reports 

-were written after the meeting so that results of the discussions are incor
porated in them. The reporte on the designation of soil horizons and the 
classification o! mineral soils at the higher categories have been :rewritten 
_by the chairmen of these subcomnittees although only the revisions of the 1963 
report.a were discussed at the meeting. Thus the complete reports are included 
here. The comrlttee also decided that three reports !rom the Proceedings or 
the Fitt:.h Meeting should be inclu::led in this publication. These appear in the 
appendices. On the other hand, reports on two important matters discussed at 
Laval are not included. One topic was a discussion led by L. Chapman on the 
climatic region.a of Canada for agriculture as defined by Chapman and Brown in 
Canada Land Inventory Report No. 3, 11Clinates of Canada for Agriculture", ard 
a discussion on the grouping of these climatic regions for capability purposes 
by Bowser and Lajoie. These discussions were certainly educational but did not 
result in definite recomnendaticms as by comnon agreement it was dea·ided that 
further study on this subject wue necessary before the climatic regions could 
be grouped for capability purposes. The second topic de~lt with the correlation 
of the American and Canadian systems of soil classification. A report on this 
study is not yet available but when ready it will be issued as a separate 
document. 

The classification reports on mineral soils and soil horizon designat.ions 
have been approved for use as the official system for classifying and designating 
soil horizons in Canada. The three reprinted reports have also been adopted by 
the soil survey organizatione in Canada. The other reports and papers are 
either of an advisory nature or for information purposes. 

The number of participants at this N.s.s.c . meeting was the highest on 
record and the interest was maintained at a high level throughout. The members 
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of t he N.s.s.c. were particularly pleased by the useful contributions made by 
forest soil scientiste ani pedologista who were invited guests. We would 
es~ciaJ.ly note here the aasista~e given to ua by Dr. Roy Simonson., Principal 
Soil Correlator., Washington., whose presence indicated the continuing interest 
o! the u.s.D.A. Soil Survey in our work. 

en behalf .,r the N.s.s.c. I would express our appreciation of the excellent 
!acilitiee provided by the University or Laval tor our meeting and for the 
cooperation., hospitality and courtesies ext.emed to us by the members of ·the 
Departmont of Soils of the University, the Quebec Forest Research Laborator;y 
of the Canada Department. ot Fcrestry and the Quebec Soil Survey. 
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The Canadian System of Soil Classification 

A. Leahey, Chairman, N.S.s.c. 

The Canadian taxonomic system ot soil classification has 6 levels 
or categories. These are the order, great group, subgroup, family, series 
an:l type. However, the classification reports presented here deal only 
with the definitions and part.ial. descriptions ot the soils placed in the 
various classes of the order, great group and subgroup categories. In 
addition, one :!port defines the family concept and discusses criteria !or 
grouping series into tam.lies. 

The level of generalization or detail used for classifying soils at 
these 6 levels is indicated by the number of classes :in each that have been 
recognized to date in Canada for mineral soils. These numbers are: 6 orders, 
22 great groups, 112 subgroups, about 3,000 series and 4,000 types. The 
relatively small increase of types o'V9r series is because the majority of 
the aeries are monotypes. Since the family category of classification has 
not been used extensively, no reliable estimate can be made of the number 
of families but judging from the experience gained to date the number would 
be in the 600-1000 range. 

Soil horizon designations an:l definitions Jllllst be considered as an 
integral. part or the clas•ifi~ation system as the soil horizons and sub
horizons are used as criteria in the classification of eoile. In fact 
a national system of soil classitication would not have been developed 
without prior agreement between the pedologiets of Canada on uniform defini
tions and designations tor soil horizons and eubhorizons. The report on 
eoil horizon des1D1ations deal.1 with this matter. 

In the following reports on taxonomic classification certain soil 
horizons and subhorizons are required to meet stated minimum thicknesses 
and degrees of development in order for them to be diagnostic at the 
subgroup and great group levele ot classification. Howe,rer, beyond these 
minimums, thickness or degree of development of horizons are not considered 
as criteria at these levels. The importance of comparative thickness and 
degree of development between soils placed in the same subgroup is not 
underestimated but these features are used as criteria for separation of 
such soils at the series level. 

1Soil eeries: A group of soils having horizons s:imilar in differentiating 
characteristics and arrangement in the soil profile arxl developed fran a 
particular kind of parent material. A soil type is a division _of a series 
based on the texture of the surface soil. 
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The Can9.dian taxonomic system of soil classification is of comparatively 
:recent origin as it was first adopted for official use by the soil survey 
organizations of this country in 1960. However, the roots of this system 
extend back to the time, about 40 years ago, when the concept of the great 
group2 was accepted by Canadian pedologists. Thus when sufficient knowledge 
of our soils had been obtained through soil surveys to permit devising a 
national syste~ of classification, it was developed arouni the past concepts 
of the great group and the series as basic taxonomic groups. 

Knowledge on the kinds o! soils occurring in Canada am their character
istics is constantly increasing. Pedological concepts are also subject to 
change because of advancing knowledge. For both these reasons revision of the 
classification becomes necessary from time to time . Hence a classification 
system must have sufficient flexibility so that additions and sOlD!!J revisions 
can be made without invalidating its structure. On the other hand a classifica
tion syetem must be reaso~bl.y stable as too many changes either in structure 
or nomenclature can cause confusion. The present Canad.ian system appears to 
be a satisfactory solution to the problem of canpromising between flexibility 
and stability. However., the time may cane when it is no longer adequate for 
the purpose for whioh it was devised. In such an event it would be advisable 
to adopt an entirely new system rather than to drastically revise the old one. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2areat soil group: A t axonanic group of aoile having certain morphological 
features in common that reflect a similar pedogenic environment. 
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Outline of the Canadian System of Soil Classificat.ion 
at the Order, Great Group and Subgroup Categories 

Note 1: 
Subgroups shown with a dash after the first two numbers and an oblique 
stroke before the last number should be used in combination with other 
subgroups of the same great group not numbered in this manner. The dash 
indicates a missing subgroup number. For example, a Gleyed Orthic Brown 
Forest would be nwnbered 4.11/ 8 ard a Gleyed Degraded Brown Forest 4.12/8. 

Note 2: 
Horizon designations of profile types in the reports on classification 
make use of the following ~onventions: 

Diagnostic horizons are W1derlined. 
Non-diagnostic horizons that may be present are bracketed. 

Note .3: 
The Peaty subgroups as defined in the N.S.S.C. 1963 report have been 
dropped and a peat surface layer of less than 12 inches on certain mineral 
soils is now considered as a phase distinction. 

Order Great Group Subgroup 

1. Chernozemic 1.1 Brown 

1. 2 Dark. Brown 

1.3 Black 

1.11 
1.12 
1.13 
1.14 
1.11-2.ll 
1.14-2.21 
1.1-/5 
1.1-/6 
1.1-/7 
1.1- /8 

1.21 
1.22 
1.23 
1.24 
1.21-2.11 
1.24-2.21 
1.2-/5 
1.2-/6 
1.2-/7 
1.2-/ 8 

1.31 
1.32 
1.33 
1.34 
1.31-2.12 
1.34-2 .22 
1.3-/5 
1.3-/6 
1.3- /7 
1.3- /8 

Orthic Brown 
Rego Brown 
Calcareous Brown 
Eluviated Brown 
Solonetzic Brown 
Solodic Brown 
Saline Brown 
Carbonated Brown 
Grumic Brown 
Gleyed Brown 

Orthic Dark Brown 
Rego Dark Brown 
Calcareous Dark Brown 
Eluviated Dark Brown 
Solonetzic Dark Brown 
Solodic Dark .Brown 
Saline Dark Brown 
Carbonated Dark Brown 
Grumic Dark Brown 
Gleyed Dark Brown 

orthic Black 
Rego Black 
Calcareous Black 
Eluviated Black 
Solonetzic Black 
Solodic Black 
Saline Black 
Carbonated Black 
Grumic Black 
Gleyed Black 



Order --
1. Charnozeruic 

2. Solonetzic 

3. Podzolic 
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Great Group 

l. .l+ Dark Gray 

2.1 Solonetz 

2.2 Solod 

Subgroup 

1.41 
1.42 
1.43 
1.41-2.12 
1.41-2.22 
1.4-/ 5 
1.4-/ 6 
1.4-/ 7 
1.4-/8 

2.11 
2.12 
2.1.3 
2.14 
2.1-/8 

2.21. 
2.22 
2.23 
2.2-/8 

J.l Gray Brown Podzolie J.11 
:; . 12 
J.13 
J.1-/8 

Orthic Dark Gray 
Rego Dark Gray 
Calcareous Dark Gray 
Solonetzic Dark Gray 
Solodic Dark Gray 
Saline Dark Gray 
Carbonated Dark Gray 
Grumic Dark Gray 
Gleyed Dark Gray 

Brown Solonetz 
Black Sol one tz 
Gray s,,lonetz 
Alkaline Solonetz 
Gleyed Solonetz 

Brown Solod 
Black Solai 
Gray Solod 
Gleyed Solod 

Orthic Gray Brown Podzolic 
Brun.1. aollc G1·a.y Browr. Poa.zo.d.::: 
Bisequa Gray Brown Podzolic 
Gleyed Gray Brown Podzolic 

J.2 Dark Gray Wooded J.21 Orthic Dark Gray Wooded 

3.3 Gray Wooded 

3.4 Humic Podzol 

J.5 Podzol 

3.21-2.2- Solodic Dark Gray Wooded 
J.2-/8 Gleyed Dark Gray Wooded 

3.31 
J.32 
3.33 
3.31-2.2.3 
J • .3-/ 8 

J.41 
3.42 
J.4-/3 
J.4- /8 

3.51 
J.52 
J.53 
J.54 
J.55 
J.5- /7 
3.5-/8 

Orthic Gray Wooded 
Brunisolic Gray Wooded 
Bi sequa Gray Wooded 
Solodic Gray Wooded 
Gleyed Gray Wooded 

Orthic Humic Pcxlzo1 
Humus Podzol 
Ironpan Humic (us ) Podzol 
Gleyed Humic(us) Podzol 

Orthic Podzol 
Orstein Podzol 
Bisequa Podzol 
Textural Podzol 
Corcretionary Podzol 
Cryic Podzol 
Gleyed Podzol 
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. Order Great Group SubgrouE 

4. Brunisolic 4.1 Brown Forest 4.11 Orthic Brown Forest 
4.12 De~;raded Brown Forest 
4.1-/8 Gleyed Brown Forest 

4.2 Brown Wooded 4.21 Orthic Brown Wooded 
4.22 Degraded Brown Wooded 
4.2-/7 Cryic Brown Wooded 
4.2-/8 Gleyed Brown Wooded 

4 • .3 Acid Brown Wooded 4 • .31 Orthic Acid Brown Wooded 
4 • .32 Degraded Acid Brown Wooded 
4.3-/7 Cryic Acid Brown Wooded 
4.3-/8 Gleyed Acid Brown Wooded 

4.4 Acid Brown Forest 4.41 Orthic Acid Brown Forest 
4.4-/8 Gleyed Acid Brown Forest 

4.5 Conoretionary Brown 4.51 Orthie Cone retionary Brown 
4.5-/8 Gleyed Concretionary Brown 

4.6 Al.pine Brown 4.61 Ort.hie Alpine Brown 
4.6-/7 Cryic Alpine Brown 
4.6-/8 Gleyed Alpine Brown 

5. Regosolie 5.1 Regosol 5.ll Orthic Regosol 
5.12 Deorcic Regosol 
5.1-/5 Saline Regosol 
5.1-/7 Cryic Regoaol 
5.1-/8 Gleyed Regosol 

5.2 Podzo Regosol 5.21 Arenic Podzo Regosol 
5.22 Cutanic Podzo Regosol 
5.2-/7 Cryic Pcdzo Regosol 
5.2-/8 Gleyed Podzo Regosol 

6. Gleysolic 6.1 Humic Gleysol 6.11 Orthic Humic Gleysol 
6.12 Rego Humic Gleysol 
6.1.3 Fera Humic Gleysol 
6.1-/5 Saline Humic Gleysol 
6.1-/6 Carbonated Humic Gleyeol 
6.1-/7 Cryic Humic Gleysol 

6.2 Gleysol 6.21 Orthic Gleyaol 
6.22 Rego Gleysol 
6.23 Fera Gleysol 
6.2-/5 Saline Gleysol 
6.2-/6 Carbonated Gleysol 
6.2-/7 Cryic Gleysol 

6 • .3 Eluviated Gleysol 6.31 Humic Eluviated Gleysol 
6.32 Low Humic Eluviated Gleysol 



Orde r 

7. Organic 
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Proposed Claesification of Organic Soils 

Great Group 

7.1 Fibrisol 

7.2 Meeisol 

7 • .3 Humisol 

Subgroup 

7.11 
7.12 
7.1-/3 
7.1-/4 
7.1-/5 
7.1-/6 
7.1-/7 
7.1-/8 
7.1- /9 

7.21 
7.22 
7.2- /.3 
7.2-/4 
7.2-/5 
7.2-/6 
7.2-/7 
7.2- /8 
7.2-/9 

7 . .31 
7.32 
7.3-/3 
7.3-/4 
7 .3-/5 
7.3-/6 
7 .J-/7 
7.3-/8 
7 .3-/9 

Fannie Fibri21ol 
Mucinic Fibrisol 
Stratic Fibrisol · 
Clasto Fibri sol 
LiDmo Fibrisol 
Cumulo Fibrisol 
Cryic Fibrisol 
Terrie Fibrisol 
Lithic Fibrisol 

Unic Meeisol 
Luvic Mesisol 
Stratic Mesisol 
Clasto Mesisol 
LiBmo Mesisol 
Cwnulo Mesisol 
Cryic Mesisol 
Terrie Mesisol 
Lithic Mesiaol 

Unic Humisol 
Luvic Humisol 
Stratic Humisol 
Clast o Humisol 
Li.mno Hwnisol 
Cumulo Hwnisol 
Cryic Hwnisol 
Terrie Humisol 
Lithic Humisol 
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REPORT ON SOIL HORIZON DESIGNATIONS 

D. W. Hoffman 

Chairman, Subcormnittee on Soil Horizons 

In this report of the Subcommittee on Soil Horizon Designations the major 
change fran that presented in 1963 is the more detailed definition of horizons 
considered to be diagnostic. Limits have been set for lower case suffixes 
ca, e, f, g, h, j, n, ea and t and for certain combinations of these suffixes. 
Two lower case suffixes (band x) and R have been added. 

Conventions Concerning the Use of Designations 

1. The capital letters A and B may not be used singly in profile descrip
tions but must be accompanied by the lower case suffix (Ah, Bf, Bt, etc • ) 
indicating the est:iJD.ated modification from the parent material. The capital 
letter C may be used alone except when the material i~ affected by reducing 
conditions or has the properties of a fragipan. 

2. Unless otherwise specified additional. lower case suffixes indicate a 
secondary or subordinate feature or features in addition to those character
istic of the defined major horizon. The symbol Btg, for ex.ample, indicates 
that in addition to the dominance of illuvial clay in the B horizon there is 
also evidence of strong gleying. Some combinations are redundant or imprac
tical in light of preB'Bnt knowledge and definitions, thus their use should 
be avoided, e.g. Bmj . In sone cases, such as Bgf, Bfh and Bhf, the combination 
of suffixes has a specific meaning differing from that of the sum of the two 
suffixes used singly-. 

·3. All horizons except AB, A and B, AC, and B and A may be vertically 
subdivided by consecutive arabic numbers after the letter deeignatione . The 
assigned arabic nwneral has no meaning except that of vertical eubdivitiion. 
For example, a profile may be described as having the following: Ael, Ae2, 
Btl, Bt2, BtJ, Bt4, Cl and 02. 

4. Roman n\l.11'3rale are prefixed to horizon designations to indicate 
unconsolidated lithologic discontinuities in the profile. Roman numeral I 
is umeretood for the uppermost material and therefore is not written. 
Subsequent contrasting materials are numbered consecutively in the order in 
which they are encountered downward, that is, I I, III, etc. 

Organic Horizons 

Organic horizons may be found at the surface of mineral soils, at any 
depth beneath the surface in buried soils or overlying geologic deposits. 
They contain more than 30 per cent organic matter. Three horizons are 
recognized. 

L - An organic layer characterized by the aceunrulation of organic 
matter in which the or iginal structures are ·easily discernible. 
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F - An organic layer characterized by t he accumulation of partly 
decomposed. organio matter. The original structures are discern
ible with difficulty. Fungi my-celia are often present. 

H - An organic layer oharacteriaed by an accumulation or decomposed 
organic matter in which the original structures are undiscernible. 

Note l - If it is not possible or advisable to subdivide the 
organic layer it may be referred to ae L-H or other combinations. 

Note 2 - It may be desirable to uae lower case suffixes to differ
ent:iate kirns of' organic material. Ha1ever, none is suggested in 
thi1S report. 

Master Mineral Horizons and Layers 

Mineral horizons are those that contain less organic matter than that 
specified for organic horizons. 

A - A mineral horizon or horizons .fonned at or near the surface in 
the zone or removal or materials in solution and suspension and/ or 
maximum in situ accumulation of organic matter. Included are: 

(1) horizons in which organic matter has accumulated as a result 
o.f biological activity (Ah) ; · 

(2) horizons that have been eluviated of clay, iron, aluminm, 
and/or organic matter (Ae); 

(3 ) horizons having characteristics of 1 and 2 above but transitional 
to underlying B or C (AB or A and B) ; 

(4) horizons markedly disturbed by cultivation or pasture (Ap) . 

B - A mineral horizon or horizons characterized by one or more of the 
following: 

(1) an enrichment in eilicate clay, iron, aluminum, or humus, alone 
or in combination (Bt, Bf, Bfh, Bht, and Bh) ; 

(2) a prismatic or columnar structure which exhibits pronounced 
coatings or stainings and with significant amounts of 
exchangeable sodium (Bn); 

(3) an alteration by bydro1ysisJreduction or oxidation to give a 
change in color or structure fran horizons above and/or below 
and does not meet the requirements of (1) and (2) above (Bm, Bg). 

C - A mineral horizon or horizons ocmparativel..y unaffected by the 
pedogenic processes operative in A and B, excepting (1) the process 
of gleying, and (2) the accumulation of calcium and magnesium 
carbonates and more soluble salts (Cea, Csa, Cg and C). 

R - Underlying consolidated bedrock, such as granite, sandstone, lime
stone, etc. 
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Lower Caee Suffixes 

b - Buried soil horison. 

o - A cemented (irreversible) pedogenic horizon. The ortstein of a 
Podzol, a layer cemented by calcium am a duripan are examples. 

ca - A horizon with secol¥iary carbonate enrichment where the concentra
tion of lime exceeds that present in the unenriched parent material. 
It is more than 10 cit. (4 imhes) thick, and :lf it has a calcium 
carbonate equivalent of less than 15 per cent· it should have at 
least 5 per cent more calcium carbonate equivalent than the parent 
material (IC). If it has more than 15 per cent calcium carbonate 
equivalent it should have 1/3 more calcium carbonate equivalent 
than IC. If no IC is present this horizon is more than 10 cm. 
thick and contains more than 5 per cent by volume of secornary 
carbonates in concretions or sott, powdery forms. 

cc - Cemented (irreversible) pedogenic concretions. 

e - A horizon characterized by removal of clay, iron, aluminum or 
organic matter alone or in canbination. Higher in colour value 
by 1 or mere units when dry than an unierlying B horizon. It is 
used with A (Ae). 

f - A horizon enriched with }zydrated iron. It usually has a chroma 
ot 3 or more. It is used with B alone (Bf), with Band h (Bfh 
and Bht) and with Bard g (Bfg), etc. 

The criteria for ant horizon (excepting Bgf) are that: the oxalate 
extractable Fe+ Al exceeds that of the IC horizon by 0.8 per cent 
or more (A Fe +~Al> 0.8%) and the organic matter to OJtalate extract
able Fe ratio is less than 20. 

These horizons are differentiated on the basis of organic matter 
content into: 

Bf less than 5~ organic matter 
Bfh from 5 to 10% organic matter 
Bhf greater than 10% organic matter 

g - A horizon characterized by gray colors ani/or praninent mottling 
indicative of pennanent or periodic intense ·reduction. Chromas 
of the matrix are generally l or less. 
It is used with A and e (Aeg); with B alone :(Bg); with B and f 
(Bfg); with B, h an:1 f (Bfhg and Bhfg); with Bandt (Btg); with 
Cal.one (Cg); with C arvi k (Ckg); etc. 
In some reddish parent materials, matrix colors of reddish hues 
and high chranas may persist, in spite of long periods of reduction. 
In such soils, horizons are designated as g if there is gray mottling 
or if there is marked bleaching on ped faces or along cracks. 

Aeg - This horizon must meet the definitions of A and e as 
woll as those of g. 
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Bg - This hor izon cannot be defined precisely at present. 
It includes those horizons occurring between A and C 
horizons in which the main features are: 

(1) Colors o! low chroma and a change in structure 
from that of the C or, 

(2) Matrix color15 of low chroma accompanied by mottles 
more praninent and/ or abundant than those in the C, 
but not satie!ying the requirements of Bgf horizons. 

Bg horizons occur in sane Orthic Humic Gleysols and in 
sane Orthic Gleyaols. These horizons are comparable, to 
sane extent, with the an horizons of soils that are not 
strongly gleyed. 

Bf g, Bfhg, Bhfg, Btg, etc. - When used in any of these combina
tions the horizons must be within the limits set for f, 
fh, hf, t, eto. 

Bgf - The dithionite extractable Fe of this horizon exceeds 
that or the IC by 1% or more and the dithionite extract
able Al does not exceed that of the IC by more than 0 .5%. 

This horizon occurs in Fera Gleysols and Fera Humic 
Gl ~ysol e, and po~sibl y bt:llo~ th~ Big ho.1zono o: glaysd 
Podzols. It is distinguished !ran the Bfg horizon of 
Podzola on the basis of the extractability of the Fe and 
Al. The iron in the Bgf horizon is thought to have 
accumulated as a result of arldation of ferrous iron. 
The ferric oxide formed is not associated intimately with 
organic matter or with aluminum, and it is sonetiJnes 
cryst&lline. Ueuall~ Bgf horizons are praninently 
mottled and more than half of the soil material occurs 
as mottles or high chroma. 

Cg, Ckg, Ccag, Csg, Csag - When g is used with C alone or 
C and one of the l ower case suffixes k, ca, s , sa, it 
must meet the definitions for C and these suffixes. 

h - A horizon enriched with orJ&nic matter. It is used with A alone 
(Ah); or with A and e (Ahe); or with B alone (Bh) ; or with B .ind f 
(Bth, Bhf'). 

Ah - When used with A alone it refers to t~ accumulation of 
organic matter and must contain less than JO per cent 
organic matter. It must show one Munsell unit of value 
darker than the layer inmediatel.y bel ow or have 1 per cent 
more organic matter than IC. 

Ahe - When used with A and e it refers to an Ah horizon which 
has been degraded as evidenced, urxler natural 'conditions, 
by streak11 a rd splot ches and often by pl aty structure . 
It may be overl ain by a darker colored Ah arxi underlain 
by a lighter colored Ae . 
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Bh - This horizon contains more than 2 per cent organic matter 
ar¥i the organic matter to oxalate extractable Fe ratio is 
20 or more. · 

·rn general this horizon has a color with value and chroma 
of less than 3 when moist. Usually tha ~ (Fe + Al) is less 
than 0.8 per cent but in some cases 4Al is great enough 
to exceed this value. 

j - Used as a modifier or suffixes e, r, g, n and t to denote an expres
sion of, but failure to meet the specified limits of the suffix it 
modifies. It must be placed to the right and adjacent to the suffix 
it modifies. 

Aej - When used with A and e it denotes an eluvial horizon 
which is thin or discontinuous or slightly discernible. 

Btj - When used with B and t it is a horizon with some illuvia
tion ot clay but not enough to meet the limits of Bt. 

Bfj - When used with B arrl f it is a horizon with some illuvia
tion ot iron and aluminum but not enough to meet the 
limits of Bf. It must un1erlie an Ae horizon. 

Btgj, Bfgj, Bngj - When used with git refers to horizons which 
are mottled but do not show the neutral colors of inten~e 
reduction. 

Bnjt - j m.q be used with n when secorrlary enrichment of sodium 
is present but does not meet the limits for n. 

k ·- Presence of carbonate as indicated by visible eff~rvescence with 
dilute HCl. May be used with any master horizon or combination of 
master horizon and lower case suffix. Most often is used with B 
arrl m (ank) or C (Ck). 

m - A horizon slightly altered by hydrolysis, oxidation and/or solution 
to give a change in color and/ or structure. The suffix is used 
only with B to denote a B horizon that is greater in chroma by 1 
or more units than the parent material, or that has granular, blocky 
or prismatic structure without evidence of strong gleying, and that 
has ~ (Fe + Al) <0.8 per cent. It may not be used under an Ae 
horizon but may be used unier an Aej horizon. This rule distinguishes 
it fran a Bfj horizon. It can be used as lb, Bmgj, Bmk, lins. 

n - A horizon in which the ratio of exchangeable calcium to exchangeable 
sodium is 10 or less. When used with Bit must also have the following 
distinctive morphological characteristics: prismatic or columnar 
structure, dark coatings on ped surfaces, and hard to very hard con
sistence when dry. 

p - A layer disturbed by man• s activities, i.e. by cultivation and/or 
pasturing. It is to be used only with A. 
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s - A horizon with ealta inclu:iing gypsum which may be detected as 
cryst a l s or veins, or as surface orwsts of salt crystals, or by 
distressed crop growth, or by the presence or salt tolerant plants. 
Most ccmmonly used with C ard k (Csk) but ca.n be used with aey 
master horizon or canbination of master horizon and lower case 
suffix. 

sa - A horizon with secondary enrichment of aalte more soluble than 
calcium &nd 1.nagnesium carbonates wl19 re the concentration of salts 
exceeds that present in the unenriched parent material. The horizon 
ie 10 cm (4 inches ) or moN thick. The conductivity of the satu.ra
tion extract must be at l east 4 DIDhoe /cm and must exceed that of the 
C hori zon by at least one-third. 

t - A horizon enriched with silicate clay. It is used with B alone (Bt) 
and with Band g (Btg) , etc. 

Bt - A Bt horizon is one that containa illuvia.l layer-lattice 
clays. It !ormabelow an eluvial horizon but may occur at 
the surface of a soil that has been partially truncated. 
It wsually has a higher ratio of tine clay to total clay 
than IC. It hae the !ollowing properties: 

1. If any part of an eluvia.l horizon remains and there is 
no lithologic discontinuity between it and the Bt horizon, 
the Bt horizon a ontains .mol'Q T.ot&l and mol'e .U.l.le clay than 
the eluvia.l horizon as tollowa: 

(a ) If any part o! the eluvial. horizon has less than 
15 per cent total clay in the fine earth .fraction, 
the Bt horizon must contain at l east 3 per eent 
more clay-., e.g. Ae 10% clay - Bt minimum 1.3% clay. 

(b) If' the eluvia.l horizon has more than 15 per cent 
and less than 40 per cent total clay in the fine 
earth fraction, the rat io of the clay in the Bt 
horizon to that in the eluvial horizon must be 1.2 
or more, e.g. 20% clay increase in the Bt over Ae. 

(c) If the eluvial horizon hae more than 40 per cent 
total clay in the tine earth fraction the Bt 
horiman must contain at least 8 per cent more clay 
than the eluvial horizon. 

2. A Bt horizon must be at least 2 inches (5 cm) thick. In 
same sandy aoila where clay accumulation occurs in lamellae ., 
the tot al thickness or the lamellae should be more than 
4 inches (10 cm) in t he upper(:/) inches (150 cm) of the profile. 

3. In massive soils the Bt horizon should have oriented clays 
in some pores and bridging the :,and grains. 

4. If peds are pre sent a Bt horizon shows clay skins on 
some ot both the vertical and horizont al ped surfaces and in 
t he .fine pore s or sha..ra oriented claye in 1 per cent or more 
of cross section. 
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5. If' a soil shows a lithologic di •.5cont:lnuity between 
the el uvial horizon and the Bt horizon or if only a plow 
l~r OV'erlies the Bt horizon., the Bt hor.izon need .show 
only clay skins in soii1e part., either in acme fine pores or 
on some vertical and horizontal ped surfaces. Thin sections 
should show that SOIB part of the horizon has about l per 
cent or more or orient,ed clay bodies. 

Btj and Btg are defined umar j and g respectively. 
I 

x - A horizon of tragipan character. A tragipan is a loamy subsurface 
horison of hifth bulk density. It is very low in organic matter., it 
is seemingly cemented when dcy having a hard consistence. When 
moist it has a moderate to weak brittleness·. It has few or many 
bleached fracture planes. It is overlain by a friable B horizon. 

z - A permanently frozen l~r. 

Notes: 

1. Transition horizons need capitals only., and 

(a) if transition gradual use e.g. AB, BC, etc. 
(b) it transition intertingered use e.g. A ani B, B and C., etc. 
(c) it desired., dominance can be shown by order e.g. AB and BA. 

2. The designations for diagnostii: horizons must bei given in the same 
sequence as abown for the definition, e.g. Ahe not Aeh. 

J. Although definitions have been given to all diagnostic horizons 
all possible combinations or horizon designations have not been covered. 
It is still necessary to write profile descriptions. 
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REPORT 00 THE CLASSIFICATI~ OF CHEBNOZEMIC SOILS 

J. s. Clayton 

Chairman, Subconmittee on Chernozem.ic Soils 

1. Chernozemic Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

1.1 Brown 

1. 2 Dark Brown 

1.3 Black 

1.4 Dark Gray 

l.ll 
1.12 
1.13 
1.14 
1.11-2.11 
1.14-2.21 
1.1-/ 5 
1.1-/ 6 
1.1-/ 7 
1.1-/ 8 

Orthic Brown 
Rego Brown 
Calcareous Brown 
Eluviated Brown 
Soloretzic Brown 
Solodic Brown 
Saline Brown 
Carbonated Brawn 
Grumic Brown 
Gleyed Brown 

Subgroups same as for Brown 
except ror great group name 
- thus 
1.21 Orthic Dark Brown 

Subgroups same as for Brown 
except tor great group name 
- thus 
1.31 Orthic Black 

1.41 
1.42 
1.43 
1.41-2.12 
1.41-2.22 
1.4-/5 
1.4-/6 
1.4-/7 
1.4-/8 

Orthic Dark Gray 
Rego Dark Gray 
Calcareous Dark Gray 
Solonetzic Dark Gray 
Solodic Dark Gray 
Saline Dar k Gray 
Carborilted Dark Gray 
Grumic Dark Gray 
Gleyed Dark Gray 

A diagrallll?latic repre aantation of the horizon pattern o! the main subgroup 
profiles in the Chernozemic Order is shown on the next page. 
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Fig , 1 n111gi-a111111nt i.c hod~on pnttcrn nncl ,·t!laqons hi ps of Llw key 
prn fi l c~ of the Clicrnozcmi c Or d0r , 

1 . 1 , 1, 2 , . 1.3 - Brown , Dark Brown and Bl ack Crciat Groups. 

1,4. D.ark 
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Dark Gray 

Ca 1 ca reot1 s 
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Ca l careous 
Dark Gray 

Orthic 

Orth i.c 
Dark Gray 

Eluviaterl 

Dark Gray 
Wooded 
(Podzo lic) 

llat i.nnn l Soi l Survey 
Cnn11n i. tte0 . l 96fi . 
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1. Charnozemic Order 

Definitions and Criteria at the Order Level 

Well to imperfectly drained aolle with dark surface Ah, Abe or Ap, 
Chernozemic A horizons as defined, and with B or C horizons of high base 
saturation with divalent cat ions., usually calcium being dominant. Chernozemic 
soils occur un~er cool (mean a.mu.al temperature usually less than 42°F)., semi
ar:id to subhurnid continental cliJDAtes wi t h the characteristics of t he A 
horizons developed and maintained tram the accumulation am decomposition or 
a cyclic growth of xero- or mesoph;vtio grasses and forbe., representative of 
grassland colllllunities or of transitional grassland-forest comnunities with 
associat ed shrubs and f orbs. 

At t he order l evel the definitions and criteri a establ ished for Chernozemic 
soils are such that they may be closely correlated with the Order of Mollisols, 
in the suborders of Borolls and Ustolls as defined in the American Canprehensive 
Syst em of Classification. However, a number of other soils with dark colored 
surface hor i zons are excluded !rem the Cheniozemic Order by definition. These 
include: 

1. Dark surface soils with distinct solonetzic., n., horizons as defin:9d 
within the Solorittzic Order . 

2. Dark surface soils developed Wlder hydrophytic vegetation and 
d .. tuibi ., .L.-~ hc.1. favn .. -'i~h .. ~ on~:J e;J.uy"'~ 1..,.Ara .... i.v .l-.,tl\,;,, .::._ \j.o! l.n&l 
within t he Gleysolic Order. 

3. Dark surface soils developed under cold climatic conditions and 
under characteristic vegetat i ve communities or the Subarctic., Arctic, 
Subal.pine, and Alpine regions. 

4. Dark surface soils deTel oped under deciduous or mixed-forest 
vegetation of moderate climatic regions (M.A.T.:,42°F) or under 
Boreal forest vegetation where praninent l ight colored Ae horizons 
> 2~ inches ( 6 cm) in thiclmeaa have developed due to podzolization. 
The l att er will include some Dark Gray Wooded and some Gray Brown 
Podzolic soils as defined in the Podzolic Order. 

Definition. A Chernozemic A horizon should conform to the f ollowing 
characteristics: 

The thicknees of the Ah horizon in virgin soils should be not lees 
than 3! inches (9 cm) , with color values darker than J.5 when moist or 5.5 
when dry, and with chroma of 4.0 or less, moist or dry. In soils disturbed 
by man' s activit ies, i.e. cultivation and/or pasturing., the Ap horizon should 
be of sufficient thiclmees and darknees to provide 6 inches (15 cm) of 
surface horizon with the above color cri teria. The color of the Ah or Ap, 
moist or dry, should be at least l Munsell unit darker in value t han the C 
horizon and should not be higher in chroma than the B horizon if present . 

The Ah of virgin soils will usually have an organic matter ·content in 
excess o! 1.5% organic matter !or 6 inchee (15 cm) when mixed or disturbed 
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and with a carbon-nitrogen ratio of 17 or lel!ls. It cannot exceed 30% in 
organic matter content. 

Normally 6 inches (15 cm) of Ap horizons may be expected to meet the 
requirements of 1.5% organic matter content specified for the Ah. However, 
where the original Ah was thin or where the present Ap horizon is thin or 
partially eroded, this requirement is waived, and the Chernozemic surface 
soil may contain as little ae 1$ organic matter. I£ resting on oonl!lolidated 
bedrock .(R), the 6 inch thickness apacified tor a Chernozemic surface may be 
reduced to 4 inc he l!I (10 om). 

Virgin and cultivated A horizons of Chernozemic soils should have peds 
or clods with well nocculated, moderate to strong structures which do not 
become amorphoul!I (massive) on wetting or single grained on drying. 

1.1 Brown Great Gr~ 

Chernozem.ic soils with Ah horizons of value darker than J.5 moist and 
5.5 dry of sufficient thickness to produce 6 inches (15 cm) of mixed surface 
or Ap horizons with the following ranges of moist and dry color. Value 
darker than .3.5 moist and from 4.5 to 5.5 dry. Chroma usually greater than 
1.5 dry. In virgin Brown Chernooemic soils the surface layer of the Ah 
horizon is usually as light or lighter in value than the lower portion of 
the Ah or of the upper B horizon. 

Brown soils are associated with and developed fran the decomposition 
of a cyclic growth of mixed xero· to ~sophytic grasses and forbe. 

1.ll Orthic Brown Profile type !h, Bil, Btj or Bt, Q, (Cea), (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a color an, or a weak to m<rlerately textural Btj or Bt. The 
B horizons are free of primary carbonates, and range in reaction .from 
slightly alkaline to slightly acidic. 

The B horizon is normally medium to fine prismatic in macro-structure, 
breaking to medium and fine blocky or to coarse granular aggregates. Coarse 
prismatic structure is usually associated with coarse textured fabric. 
Decreasing size of macro-prismatic structure and an increasing tendency to 
break into finer blocky and granular aggregates is apparently associated 
with increasing clay cmtent of the solum, and particularly with the occur
rence of a textural (Bt)horizon. Thin discontinuous coatings on the surface 
of pads m~ occur in textural (Bt) horizons. Although these are not readily 
visible by eye, they may be obs~rved with a hand lens or in thin section. 
The occurrence of textural. B horizons in orthic Ohernozemic soils may reflect 
simple gravitational movement ard colloidal now through pores and cleavages, 
or trends towards minimal developnent of solonetzic or podzolic character
istics. A thin weakly developed Bm horizon or a transitional BO horizon is 
frequently present between the Bt and C horizons. A lighter colored horizon 
of' carbonate aocwr.'Ul.ation, Cea, is usually present but is not an essential 
criterion. 

Orthio profiles with minimal grumic characteristics occur in soils of 
high clay content, and are characterized by granular to fine subangular 
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blocky pads in the A horizon and massive to angular blocky structure in the 
B horizon. Frequently dark tongues o! A horizon extend into the B and C 
due to sloughing into cracks. The boundaries between A, Bm and Ck horizons 
are usually sharper and lese ditfuae tha.n in rego and calcareous Chernozemic 
subtypes. This profile type is designated as Grum.ic Orthic Brown, 1.11/7. 

Ll2 Rego Br~ Profile type ~ g_, (Cea), (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by O horizons . Profile e in which no major leaching of primary 
alkaline earth carbonates has occurred below the A horizoms. Transition AC 
horizc,ne may occur. No distinctive development of a B horizon is permitted 
in Rego Chernozemic soils. 

In profiles with well developed internal drainage, or in those occur
ring on sites with moderate to excessive surface drainage the virgin Ah 
horizons are commonly f ree from carbonates or salts. When disturbed or 
under cultivation, the A horizon is usually calcareous. 

In profiles with limite d internal drainage, or in those occurring on 
sites of imperfect drainage and excessive moisture accumulation, the A horizons 
may be infused with secondary carbonat es, or salts, due to precipitation 
from solution of lime or salt bearing waters . Carbonated rego profiles may 
usually be detected by-visual observation of strings or beads of carbonate 
crystals occurring in the Ah horizon arrl confirma.ble by an effervescence test 
with acid (Ahk). Under cultivation such soils usually have a distinctly 
grayish surface cast or color. 

Grwnic rego profiles are mainly confined to fine textured soils, usually 
with over 50 per cent clay. The self-mulching properties of the se soils, 
due to the repetition of swelling, shrinking and the sloughing of surface 
material into cracks, result in profiles with ill-defined A horizons which 
me rge into a transitional AC horizon. A t endency to form a surface granular 
mulch is particularly characteristic o! grumic phases. 

Gleyed rego p r ofiles are characterized by weak development of mottling, 
arxi other characteristics of temporary wetness in the A and uppe r C horizons. 
Carbonated and saline profiles frequently s how evidences of gleying. 

1.13 Calcareous Brown Profile type ~ Bmk, Cea or Ck 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by Bm horizons, from which primary alkaline earth carbonates are 
not completely removed (Btnk) . 

The B is usually medium to fine prismatic in macro-structure, brownish 
in color, and slightly to moderately alkaline in reaction. Coarse prismatic 
s~ructure is usually associated with coarser textures. A lighter colored 
Cea horizon of carbonate accumulation is usually present above the C. 

In profiles occurring on sites with moderate to excessive surface 
d rainage, the primary carbonates in the B horizon are present through 
insufficient l eaching. 

Salinized, carbonated, grum.ic, am gleyed modifications of Calcareous 
Brown profiles occur and may be designated as Sa.line CaJ.careous Brown 1.13/5, 
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Carbonated Calcareous Brown l.13/ 6, Grumic Calcareous Brown l.13/7 am 
Gleyed Calcareous Brown 1.13/8. 

In profiles occurririg on sites of imperfect drainage and excessive 
moisture accumulation, the occurrence of carbonates or sal~s above the C 
horizon may be primary due to retardation ot leaching (:&Dk),or an expression 
ot upward moisture movement and precipitation ot secondary carbonates. In 
this lat'i;er circumstance both carbonated arrl gleyed phases may be recognized 
where significant. It is not considered practical to recognize a carbonated 
calcareous profile unless there is a significant accumulation or carbonates 
iri the surface Ah or Ap horizon. 

Grumic phases of calcareous profiles with self-mulching characteristics 
may be .found in protiles of fine texture (greater than 50 per cent clay). 
In these soils a tendency to form a surface granular mulch is comnon and the 
separations ot A, Band C horizons tend to be diffuse and transitional.. 
Tongues of A horizon frequently extend into the Band C horizons due to 
alolJ8hing into cracks. Slickensidee may be frequently observed in the C 
horizons. Gleyed Calcareous Brown profiles may be recognized by mottling 
in the A or Bmk horizons. 

1.14 Eluviated Brown Profile type ~,(Aha)., !! or AB, Bt or BtJ, 9., (Cca),(Ck) 

Soila with Ah or Ap horizons aa defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by significant horizona of leaching or eluviation, beyorn the 
concepts of the orthic chernozemic developnent. Thia eluviation ia manifested 
by the occurrence of canbinations arrl sequences ot eluvial Ahe, Ae, and 
tranaitional AB horizons, underlain by weakly to moderately developed illuvial 
B horizons. The leached horizons are ·characterized by ·the development ot 
alight to moderate acidity and a minor reduction in base saturation. 

Two subtypes are recognized. These are: 

Ao A profile type in which eluviation is characterized by light colored 
relic macro-prismatic structure below the Ah or Ap, which breaks 
into coarse to medium platy pede which treq1.J3ntly exhibit vesicular 
or tubular voids, suggesting the formation of eluviated Ae or AB 
horizons fran a former prismatic B. The Btj or Bt horizon is scmewhat 
finer textured than the Ae with well developed macro-prismatic structure 
breaking to block1' peda of lower color value and slightly higher ch·roma 
ttian the Ae. The development of coatings on the surface of the peds, 
H' present, is less strongly expressed than in Solonetzic Bn or Bnj 
horizons alXi the cationic ratio of calcium to other ions usually remains 
high. 

B. A 11cumulic" eluviated type in which the accumulative effects of surficial 
deposition of transported soil material, merge and overlap the horizon 
differentiation due to leaching within the profile. Such soils are 
characterized by thick horizons o! partially leached accumulated 
materials, overlying form.er A or transitional AB horizons. They are 
usually tound in lower concave slope positions where accumulation o! 
excess run-off and sediments may be expected to occur. Such profiles 
are frequently imperfectly drained and may- be weakly gleyed. This 
profile type may be referred to as Cumulic Eluviated. A suggested 
criteria for recognition of this type is when the depth from the sur
face to what is considered original B horizon exceeds 16 inches. 
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iluviated Gleyed Brown profiles, 1.14/8, are of frequent occurrence. 
Saline Eluviated Brown 1.14/5 am Carbonated Eluviated Brown l.l4/ 6 are 
uncoo:mon but are known to occur. Grumic Eluviated Brown profiles, 1.l4/7, 
have not been observed and their occurrence is doubtful. 

Finer textured phases are usually characterized by an increase in 
granular (shottv) arxl tine subangular rather than medium to coarse blocky 
15tructl.ll'es in the Ahe, Ae and B horizons. 

Solonetzic and Solodic Brown 

Sc,lonetzic Brown and Solod.ic Brown profile types have been listed as 
subgr oups within the Chernozemic Order. These profiles are to be considered 
as intergrades between Solonetsic and Chernozemic soils rather than as 
typical uubgroupa within either order. Such soils are characterized by the 
occur rence of a Chernozemic Ah horizon and a BnJt horizon with pronounced 
structure and haro consistence, usually overlying a saline subsoil. The 
Bnjt horizon as def:ined would not meet the chemical requirements of a Bn, 
i.e., ratio of exchangeable calcium to exchangeable Na of 10 or less, but 
would have a significant amount of Na or Na ,+-Mg present, above that consid
ered. normal for Chernozemic soils. 

1.11-2.11 SoJ.onetzic Brawn Profile type Ah, &ljt, Q., (Cea), (Csk) 

Soils with Ah or Ao horizons as defined in the order and Brown Great 
Group, un:ierlain by a prismatic structured Bnjt horizon with hard consistence 
and with blocky secoooary structure characterized by a "varnish-like" coating. 
A Cea, Csk horizon m8iY underlay the Bnjt. They may be considered as inter
grades between Orthic Brown am Brown Solonetz profiles. 

1.14-2.21 Solodic Brown Profile type Ah, (Ahe ) , Ae or !!!, Bnjt, · Q., (Cea), (Cak) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the ord9r and Brown Great 
Group, unierlain by a sequence of eluvial Ahe, Ae, or transitional AB horizon 
lUlderlaid by a prismatic or blocky Bnjt horizon with pronounced coatings. 
The eluvial Ae or AB horizona are frequently characterized by mac1.·o-prismatic 
structure breaking into coarse to medilUll platy peds. They mey be considered 
as intergrades between Eluviated Brown and Brown Solod profiles. 

Saline, carbonated, and gleyed modifications of Solonetzic Brown an::i 
Soiod.ic Brown profiles m83' occur, and can be designated in a similar manner 
to other modified Brown Subgroup profiles. Grum.ic modifications of these 
intergrades have not been observed. 

Modifying Subgroups 

Saline, carbonated, grumic and gleyed modifications of all major 
Brown Subgroup profiles may occur and are identified with the following 
horizons. 



1.1-/5 Saline Brown 

1.1-/6 Carbonated Brown 

1.1-/7 Grumic Brown 

1.1-/8 Gleyed Brown 

- 2.3 -

Saline A and/or Band C horizons s or sa. 
Salinity may be detected by viaual evidence 
of salt crystals and confirmablo by simple 
qualitative field test. 

A or B horizons of secondary enrichment. 
Ak, (Aca), Bk, (Bea), Ck 

Clayey soils with A arrl B transitional self
mulching horizons. 

Weakly gleyed A, B or C horizons. 

1.2 Dark Brown Great Group 

A soil with an Ah horizon of value darker than J.5 moist and 4.5 dry; 
am with chroma usually greater than 1.5 dry of sufficient thickness to 
produce 6 inches (15 om) of mixed surface or an Ap horizon with the following 
ranges of moist and dry color.. Values darker than 3.5 moist and between J.5 
and 4.5 dry with chroma greater than 1.5 dry, or with .values fran 2.5 to 
4. 5 it the ohrana is greater than 2. 5. In virg:in Dark Brown Chernozemic 
soils the Ah horizon is usually darkest in value at the surface and becomes 
progressively lighter with depth. 

Dark Brown soils are usually associated with and developed from the 
decomposition of a cyclic growth of mesophytic grasses and forbs. 

1.21 Ortbic Dark Brown Profile type !!:!, Bm, BtJ or Bt, Q., (Cea), (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defirted in the order and Dark Brown 
Great Group underlain by a Bm, or a weak to moderately textural Btj or Bt. 
The B horizon is free of primary carbonates. 

Additional features characterietic of Orthic Dark Brown profiles are 
similar to those described for Orthic Brown 1.11. 

1.22 Rego Dark Brown Profile type!!:!, Q., (Cea), (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and Dark Brown 
Great Group underlain by C horizons . 

Additional features characteristic of Rago Dark Brown profiles are 
similar to those described for Rego Brown 1.12. 

1. 2.3 Calcareous Dark Brown Profile type filL, ~, 2.£! or Ck 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and Dark Brown 
Great Group; underlain by an horizons, from which primary alkaline earth 
carbonates are not completely removed (&Dk). 

Additional. features characteristic of Calcareous Dark Brown profiles 
are similar to those described for Calcareous Brown 1.13. 
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1.24 Eluviated Dark Brown Profile type ~ ,(Ahe), !! or AB, ~ or Btj, Q., (Cea) , (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and Dark Brown Great 
Group underlain by sequencea of eluvial Ahe, Ae and transitional AB horizons 
overlying weakly to moderately developed illuvial B horizons. The leached 
horizons are characterized by the developnent of slight to moderate acidity and 
a minor reduction in base saturation. 

Additional features characteristio of Eluviated Dark Brown profiles are 
similar to those described for Eluviated Brown 1.14. 

1.21-2.11 Solonetzic Dark Brown Protile type!!!.,, .Bnjt, Q., (Cca) , (Ck), (Cs ) 

Soila with an Ah or Ap horizon as defined in the order and Dark Brown 
Great Gr oup, underlain by a prismatic structured Bnjt horizon with hard 
consistence and with blocky secondary structure characterized by a "varnish
like" coating. A Cea, Ck or Cs horizon mq umerlq the Bnjt. They may be 
considered as intergrades between Orthio Dark Brown and Brown Solonetz 
pro!'ilee. 

1.24-2.21 Solodic Dark Brown Profile type !!!.,, (Ahe ), Ae or ~ Bnjt, Q., (Cea), (Cek) 

Soils with an Ah or Ap as defined in the order and Dark Brown Great 
Group, un:ierlain by a sequence of eluvial. Ahe, Ae or transitional AB horizons 
overlying a prismatic or blocky Bnjt horizon with pronounced coatings. The 
eluvi&l Ae or AB horizons are frequently cnaractarizod by macro-prismatic 
structure breaking to coarse or medium platy peds. They may be considered as 
intergrades between Eluviated Dark Brown and Brown So1od profiles. 

Saline, carbonated and gl.eyed modifica.tione of Solonetzic Dark Brown and 
Solodic Dark Brown profiles m~ occur and can be designated in a similar 
manner to other modified Dark Brown profiles. Grumic modi!icatione of these 
intergrades have not been observed. 

Modifying Subgroups 

Saline, carbonated, grumic and gleyed modifications of all major Dark 
Brown Subgroup profiles may occur and are identified with the following 
horizons; 

1.2-/5 Saline Dark Brawn 

1.2-/6 Carbonated Dark Brown 

1.2-/7 Grumic Dark Brown 

1.2-/8 Gleyed Dark Brown 

Saline A and/ or Band C horizons s or ea 

A or B horizons of secondary carbonate enrichment. 
A!, (Aca), !!!_,(Bea), Ck 

Clayey soils with A and B traneitionEU selt
mulchi.ng horizons. 

Weakly gleyed A, B or C horizons 
A!! or ~ ]gJ_, ~ 
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1.3 Black Great Group 

A soil with an Ah horizon or value darker than 3.5 moist or dry, and 
with chroma of 1.5 or lesa moist, of sutficient thickness to produce 6 inches 
(15 cm) of mixed surface or an Ap horizon of value less than 4.0 dry and with 
chroma less than 2.0 dry. 

Although Thin Black soils with Ah horizons less than 6 inches in depth 
are quite conmon, many Black soils have deeper Ah horizons extending well 
below the normal depths of a cultivated Ap layer. 

Black soils are usually but not exclusively associated with and developed 
from the decomposition or a cyclic growth ot ~sophytic grasses and !orbs, 
but may also be associated with thin or discontinuous tree and1 shrub cover. 
Where this latter ccndition prevails the dominant ground cover is one ot !orbs 
and grasses. 

1.31 Orthic Black Pro.tile type Ah, ~ or W, Q., (Cea), (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and Black Great 
Group, underlain by a color Bm, or a weak to m<Xieratel.y textured Btj or Bt. 
The B horizon is free ot primary carbonates. 

Additional features characteristic or Orthic Black profiles are similar 
to those describQd for Orthic Brown 1.11. 

1.32 Rego Black Profile type Ah,£, (Cea) , (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order ard Black Great 
Group, urnerlain by C horisons. 

Additional features characteristic of Rego Bl.a.ck profiles are similar 
to those described for Rego Brown 1.12. 

1.33 Calcareous Black Profile type Ah,, Bmk, Cea or Q!t 

Soils with Ah or Ap, horizons as defined in the order and Black Gree\t 
Group, underlain by color Bm horizons, from which primary alkaline earth 
carbonates are not completely removed (Bmk) . 

Additional features characteristic of Calcareous Black prof lies are 
similar to those described tor Calcareous Brown 1.13. 

1.34 Eluviated Black Profile type Ah, (Ahe), ~ or AB, ~ or Btj. Q., (Cea) , (Ck) 

Soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and Black Great 
Group W1derlain by a sequence of eluvial Ahe, Ae and transitional AB horizons 
overlying weakly to moderately developed illuvial B horizons. The leached 
hori~ona are characterized by the developm:int of slight to moderate acidity 
and a minor reduction in base saturation. 

Additional. features characteristic of Eluviated· Black soils are similar 
to those described for Iil.uviated Brown 1.14. 
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Solonstzic and Solodic Black 

1.31-2.12 Solonetzic Black ( Intergrade) Profil e type~ BnJt, Q (Cea), (Ck), (Cs ) 

Soils with an Ah or .Ap horizon as detined in the oroer and Black Great 
Group, un:ierlain by a prismatic structured Bnjt horizon with hard consistence 
am with blocky secondary structure, characterized by dark "varnish-like" 
coatings. A C1. a, Ck or Cs horizon ma_y tmderla_y the Bnjt. These soils may be 
considered as. intergrades betwe,en Orthic Bl ack and Black. Sol onatz profiles. 

1.34-2.22 Solodic Black (Intergrade) Profile type ~. (Ahe), As or rc;' rj(, ~ 
Cea, CskJ 

Soils with an Ah or Ap horizcn as defined in the order and Black Great 
Group, underlain by a sequence of eluvial Ahe, Ae, or transitional AB horizons, 
overl.yins; a prismatic or blocky structured Bnjt horizon with pronounced coatings. 
The eluvial Ae or AB horizons are frequently characterized by macroprisma.tio 
structure breaking to coarse or medium platy peds. They may be c•.:nsidered as 
intergradee between Eluviated Black and Bl ack Solod profiles. 

Saline, carbonated, and gleyed mod.iticationa ot Solonatzic Black and 
Solod.ic Black profile e may occur and can be designated in a s1.ndl.ar manner to 
other .modified Dark Brown Subgroup protilas. ·Grum1c modifications or the 
intergrades have not been observed. 

ModUyinR: Sub~roun11 

Saline, carbonated, grumic and gleyed modifications of all. major Black 
Subgroup profiles m&y occur and are identified with the following horizons. 

1.3-/5 Saline Black 

l.J-/6 Carbonated Black 

1.3-/7 Grumic Black 

1.3-/8 Gleyed Black 

Saline A and/ or B, and C horizons s or sa 

A or B horizons ot eecondary carbonate enrichment. 
~ (Aca) , ~ (Bea) , ~ 

Clayey soils with A and B transitional selt
mulching horizons 

Weakly gleyed A, B or C horizons 

1.4 Dark Gray Great Group (Formerly termed Degraded Black) 

A soil with a Chernozemic A horizon by order definition, but with 
slgnificant characteristio e irdio&tive ot degradation or other modification 
resulting from the accumulation am decomposition of forest vegetation 
including leaf mats, (L-H horizons ) . Such eoila in their original or un
disturbed state support a m:lxed vegetation ot trees, shrubs, !orbs and 
grasses, characteristic o! transitional areas between grassland ard f orest, 
but if protected from fire tend to be dcminated by tree and shrub cover. 

Virgin Dark Gray soils frequently have leaf mats, (L-H horizons ) , over
lying Ah and Ahe horizons. The peds of the A horizons may have relatively 
dark colored surfaces but these will usually crush or rub out to grayer or 
browner colors of higher value or chroma A "salt and pepper effect", i.e. 
li8hter grayish spots or band.a may be olJservable in Aha horizons, and these 
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exhibit a tendency to platy structures which crush easily to a fine granular 
condition. In Rego and Calcareous Dark Gray subgroups these evi,iences of 
degradation are frequently weakly expressed and the horizon may be designated 
as an Ahej. 

A Dark Gray Chernozemio A horizon has the following criteria. An Ah 
horizon, if present, in virgin Dark Gray soils has a color value darker than 
3.5 moist and 4.5 dry and chroma o! less than 2. The Aha horizon has peds 
which crush to lighter colors thar:i the Ah if present with .values between 
J.5 and 5.5 drf• The Ah, Ahe or (Ah Ahe) combination should have a .minimum 
thickness of 3~ inches (9 om) or must be of sufficient thickness and darkness 
to produce 6 inches (15 cm) of a mixed surface or Ap horizon of color values 
darker than J.5 moist and 4.5 dry, and with chroma of 2 or less dry. A minimal 
development of a lighter colored Ae horizon less than 2! inches (6 cm) is 
allowable providing that the Ap or m:ixed horizon meets the above requirements 
for Dark Gray soil. Where a distinct Ae horizon greater than 2! inches (6 cm) 
in thickness, and a Bt occurs beneath a Dark Gray Chernozemic surface (Ah Aha), 
the soil is considered to have undergone sufficient podzolization to be clas
sified with the Dark Gray Wooded Great Group of the Podzolic Order. 

et.her soils with dark colored Ah or Ahe horizons devaloped under a forest 
le.at mat with moist values of .3.5 or less, but of insufficient thickness t,o 
produce 6 inches (15 om) of mixed surface or Ap with values darker than .3~5 
moist or 4. 5 dry are considered to be non-chernozemic. Such soils on the 
basis of their other horizon characteristics should be classified with the 
Pcxizolic, Brunisolic or Regoeolic orders as defined. 

1.41 Orthic Dark Gray Profile type (L~H), (Ah), !h!_ (Ae), Bm or Bt, 9., (Cca) , (Ck) 

Soils with L-H, Ah-Ahe, L-H, Ahe or Ap horizons as defined in the order 
and Dark Gray Great Group, umerlain by a color Bm or textural Bt horizon, 
free of primary carbonates. 

A minimal development of Ae horizon of less than 2! inches (6 cm) is 
allowable within the 6 inches (15 cm) of surface horizons of orthic profiles 
providing that the mixed canbination will meet the criteria for a Chernozemic 
A horizon, and that no undisturbed or continuous Ae horizon is present below 
this depth. 

A Bt horizon is more commonly associated with orthio Dark Gray soi1 than 
a Bm horizon, ant becomes more pronounced with increasing degradation of the 
A horizons. These textural horizons are frequently subangular blocky to 
coarse granular in structure and may show a weakly expressed enrichment of 
hydrated iron. The reaction of the orthic Bt is usually slightly acidic, 
but the lower B horizon above the Cea may be slightly calcareous. 

Salinized (1.41/5) and Carbonated (1.41/6) modifications of Ort.hie Dark 
Gray profiles are uncomnon. Grumic mod.i.t'icatione (1.41/7) are also uncommon 
but clayey profiles tend to form a granular (ehotty) and fine subangular 
blocky structure in the Ahe and B horizons. Gl eyed modifications (l .41/8) 
are of frequent occurrence. 
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1 . 4:.2 Rego Dark Gray Profile type (L-H), (Ah),Ahe, ~ (Cea) , (Ck) 

Soils with L- H, Ah-Ahe, L-H-Ahe, or Ai:; horizons ai, defined in the order 
and Dark Gray Great Group un1erlain by C horizons, usually moderately to 
strongly calcareous. In Rego Dark Gray soils the evidences of degradation 
in the Ahe are frequently weakly expressed and the horizon may be designated 
a s Ahej. Unde•' continued cultivation auoh soils are not easily distinguished 
fran Rego Black soils. Rego Dark Gray profiles are most frequently found 
in sites o! limited internal drainage · or in imperfectly drained positions 
and gleyed (1.42/8) profiles are oomnon. Rego Dark Gray soils are less 
commonly associated with sites of moderate to excessive s urface drainage. 

Sa.1.inized modifications (l.42/5) of Rego Dark Gray profiles are of 
doubtful occurrence,. carbonated modifications (1.42/ 6) of Rego Dark Gray 
profi l1 a with slight to moderate occurrence of carbonates in the Ah, Ahe 
below the leaf mat are coimnon but carbonate accumulations in excess of that 
i n the C horizon (ca ) are infrequent. Grumic modifications or Rego Dark Gray 
soils (l.42/7) have not been observed urxler virgin oorditions but may develop 
in cultivated clay soils after the L-H l~rs are destroyed. 

Additional features characteristic of Rego Dark Gray soils are i,imilar 
to those described for Rego Brown 1.12. 

1.43 Calcareous Dark Gray Profile type (L-H) , (Ah ) , Ahe, Bmk, Cea or g1£ 

Soils with L-H, Ah-Ahe, L-H, Ahe, or Ap horizons as defined in the 
order and Dark Gray Great Group, un:ierlain by color an horizons from which 
primary alkaline earth carbonatee are not canpletely removed (&ale). In 
Calcareous Dark Gray soils, the evidences of degradation in the Ahe are 
frequently weakly expressed and the horizon m~ be designated as Ahej. 
thier continued cultivation with accompanying decanposition of ·1eaf mat 
material evidence of degradation is not. easily distinguished. 

Saiinized modifications of Calcareous Dark Gray soils (1.43/5 ) are of 
doubtful occurrence. Carbonated modifications (1.43/6) are uncommon in 
virgin sites but are more evident W'lier cultivation. Grumic modifications 
(1.43/7) have not been observed. Gleyed modifications (1.4.3/8) are of canmon 
occurrence . 

Additional features characteristic of Calcareous Dark Gray soils are 
similar to those described for Calcareous Brown 1.1.3. 

Eluviated Dark Gray - Dark Gray Wooded 

A "degraded II type, in whioh pronounced leaching and eluviation has 
resulted due to the genetic influence of accumulation and decomposition of 
wooded vegetation inclu:iing leaf mats was formerly classified as the 
Eluv:i.ated Dark Gray (degraded) Subgroup, and recognized as intergrading 
towards the Podrolic Order. 

The separation of these soils (which were also fonnerly designated as 
moderately degraded black) from Podzolic soils has presented sane difficulties 
and it has been decided that they will now be classified and described with 
the Dark Gray Wooded Great Group in the Pod.zolio Order. It should be noted 
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that Dark Gray_profiles with an Ae horizon of less than 2l inches (6 cm) ·are 
inclooed with the Orthic Dark Gray Subgroup. Virgin soils with lees than 3! 
inches (9 cm) of an Ah, Ahe beneath a leaf mat and with an Ae horizon extend
ing below 6 inches (15 oia:i) in depth will not meet the requirements for Dark 
Gray Chernozemic soils and will be classified in the Dark Gray Wooded Subgroup 
of the Podzolio Order. · 

Solonetzic and Solodio Dark Gray 

1.41-2.12 Solonetzic Dark Gray Profile type (L-H ), (Ah) , Ahe, (Ae), jnj(, ~ 
(Cea, CukJ 

Soils with L-H, Ah-Ahe, L-H, Ahe, or Ap as defined in the order and Dark 
Gray Great Group underlain by a prisms.tic structured Bnjt horizon with hard 
consistence ard with subangular 'blocky secondary structure characterized by 
distinct dark coatings on the peds. A Cea, Ck, or Cs horizon may underlay 
the Bnjt. An Ae horizon less than 21 inchee (6 cm) is frequently found in 
this intergrade type within the upper 6 inches of surface horizon below the 
lea! mat. If, however, the Ae horizon is thicker than 2! inches or extends 
to more than 6 inches (15 cm) below the leaf mat, the soil must be. classified 
as a Solodic Dark Gray Wooded (3.21-2.22). . 

1.41-2.22 Solodic Dark Gray (Intergrad.e) Profile type (L-H ) , (Ah), Ahj, (Ae )~ 
~ Bnjt. Q., (Cea , (CskJ 

Solle with L-H, Ah Ahe; L-H (Ahe ) , or Ap as defined in the order and Dark 
Gray Great Group with a color of the mixed A horizons of value less than 3.5 
moiet ani less than 4.5 dry underlain by transitional AB horizon, or an Ae, AB 
sequence, overlying a prismatic or blocky structured BnJt horizon with pro
nounced coatings. Such a soil can be considered as an intergrade between an 
Ort.hie Dark Gray and a Gray Solod, or as an intergrade between a Dark Gray . 
Wooded and Gray Solod. An Ae horizon it present should be less than 21 inches 
(6 cm) in thickness . 

Salinized modifications of all Dark Gray Chernozemic soils (1.4-/5) 
are of doubtful occurrence. Carbonated modifications (1.4- /6) are comnonly 
associated with Calcareous and Rego Dark Gray profiles but not, with C>rthic 
Dark Gray. Grumic modifications (1.4-/7) are of doubtful occurrence; gleyed 
modifications (1.4-/8) are comnon. 
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REPORT 00 THE CLASSIFICATION OF SOLONETZIC sons 

W. Earl Bowser 

Chairman, Subcon:rnittee on Solonetzie Soils 

2. Solooatzic Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

2.1 Solonetz 2.ll 
2.12 
2.13 
2.14 
2.1-/8 

Brown Solonetz 
Black Solonetz 
Gray Solonetz 
Alkaline Solonetz 
Gleyed Solonetz 

2.2 Soled 

Foreword: 

2.21 
2.22 
2.23 
2.2-/8 

Brown Solod 
Black Soled 
Gray Solod 
Gleyed Solod 

The following classification of tbe soils o! the Solonetzic Order differs 
!rOlll the previous classi!ication in two respects: the great groups have been 
reduced from three to two, and the primary subgroups have been reduced from 
14 to 7. 

The Solodized Solonetz Great Group hae been eliminated. The term 
solodized solonetz d06e not have universal acceptance and the literal trans
lation of the tenn is, in fact, synonymous with the term solod. With rare 
except ions all the soils of the Solo118tzic Order in Canada are, to some degree, 
solodized. A significant point in the solodization process is where the Bnt 
shows visible evidence of breakdown. This point can be seen in the field, can 
be precisely defined, and can be wliformly interpreted by tm field surveyor. 
It is suggested that th18 is the onl,Y break that should be recognized at the 
great group level. Practically all the soils "above" this point have an A 
horizon that is neutral. to slightly acidic, showing varying degrees of leaching., 
and ie abruptly separated from the Bnt horizon. All the soils 11below11 this 
point have an acidic A horizon with a well developed Ae subhorizon arrl there ie 
usu.ally a well defined AB horizon. 

Since there are varying degrees ot leaching in the A horizon the color of 
this horizon is much lees amenable to precise definition than in the geograph
ically associated orthic soils: generally the Ap of the Solonetzic soils is of 
higher value (lighter in color) than adjacent orthic soils of other orders. 
Also, since the characteristics of the Bnt horizon are dominant in these soils., 
the color, and he nce the organic content, of the A horizon is subdominant. It 
is suggested that three color ( zonal ) separations are all that can be oatis
factor ily ' defined at the subgroup level. 
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2. Solonetzic Order 

Soils with solonetzic B and saline C horizons. Morphologically a solonetzic 
B horizon is characterized by a colwnnar or prismatic macro structure that can 
be broken into a blocky mesa-structure. The blocks are hard to very hard in 
consistence when dry and have dark surface stains. Chemically the solonetzic B 
horizon has a ratio of exchangeable calcimn to exchangeable sodimn of 10 or less. 
They are well to imperfectly drained soils. 

It is generally assumed that Solonetzic soils originated from a parent 
material that was more or less uniformly salinised. Tbj.s material. was, and still 
is, subjected to leaching by rainwater. This leaching oaused desalinisation 
and an increase of alkali peptised and deflocculated colloids that concentrated 
in a B horizon. The next process is asswned to be the removal of the alkali 
bases and the forming of an acidic A horizon with a platy structUt"e. In the 
final stages of solodization there can be a structural breakdown of the 
eolonetzic B horizon. The occurrence of "pillared black alkali" soils with 
a strongly alkaline A (the first stage in Solonetz fonnation) is of limi.ted 
occurrence in Canada. Practically all the Solonetzic soils of this region 
have a neutral to acidic A horizon indicating that solodization has become 
operative. It is also g~nerally true that as solodization proceeds the salt 
accumulation horizon moves lower in the profile - from the lower B to well down 
in the C - and the lime accumulation horizon moves downward. In most Solonetzic 
soils the C horizon has a conductivity (saturation extract) of more than 4 nmhos: 
there is evidence that solodization is arrested where saline ground water is 
within capillary reach of the solum. ·It is also assumed that most Solonetzic 
soils developed under a vegetative cover of grasses and !orbs.· Although some 
members of this order may oocur under a tree cover it is believed that the 
trees did not become established until solodization was well wner way. 

It is recognized there are soils that are intergrades between the . 
Solonetzic Order and the soils of the Chernozemic and Podzolic orders. Thes,3 
are to be classified in the latter orders. In general, these intergrades fall 
into two categor:iB s: (a) soils with weak solonetzic characteristics that will 
usually intergrade towards the Chernozemic Order, and (b) soils with relic 
solodic characteristics that will intergrade towards either the Chernozemic or 
Podzolic orders. 

2.l Solonetz Great Group 

Soils with A horizons as defined in the subgroups. There is an abrupt 
break (less than 1 inch) between the A and B horizons. The Bnt horizon is very 
hard columnar (the flat or round tops may have a thin capping of white siliceous 
material.). There are dark stains on the cleavage faces. The upper portion of 
the Bnt columns is massive (intact) when removed from the profile. See note 
wner 2.14. 

In soils of the Solonetz Great Group the A hori zon is usually thin in 
relation to the B horizon. There are varying degrees of solodization discernible 
in the A horizon, indicated by the relative praninence of a.n eluvial. horizon. 
The B horizon usually has a very low hydraulic conductivity. As a result, 
during periods of excess moisture , water may be t emporarily held above the Bnt; 
this is often indicated by weak mot.tling in the lower portion of the A horizon. 
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Clay flows can usually be readily discerned on the cleavage facee of the 
Bnt. Roots tend to concentrate along the cleavage faces rather than penetrat e 
into the peds and the roots are usually nattened. . 

This great group includes t he Solonetz an:i moet of the Solodized Solonetz 
great groups of the previous (1963) report.. 

2.11 Brown Solonetz 

Profile type : Ah or Ahe alli/or ~ an intact Bnt, (Bs ) , (Bk)~ (Cea ) , (Cs) , 
~ca),-rck) 

A soil associated with a grase and forb vegetation and a semiarid climate. 
The mixed A eubhorizone have a color value of more than 3.5 (dry) (usually more 
t han 4.5 ) and a chroma or more than 1.5. 

Areas of this subgroup are often characterized by a patchy microrelief 
due to the differential erosion of the A hor izon. The eroded pits usually 
havd steep sides and support a very sparse vegetative growth. 

2.12 Black Solonetz 

Profile t ype : ~ Ahe an:i/ or Ae, an i ntact Bnt, (Bs ), (Bk) , (Csa) (Cs) , 
lCcaJ.(Ck) 

A soil associated with a mesophytic grass and forb, shrub, or discontinuous 
t ree vegetation alli a subhumid climate. The mixed A subhorizons have a col or 
value of less than 4.5 (dry) and a ohroma of less than 2.5. 

There may occasionally be a thin L-H horizon in those profiles that are 
intergrading to the Gray Subgroup. The differential e rosion of the A horizon, 
comnon in t he areas of t m Brown Subgroup, is usually of limited occurrence 
in ·~he Black Subgroup. Those that do exist are generally fairly well covered 
with grass. 

2.13 Gray Solonetz 

Profile type: (L-H ), (Ah) , (Ahe ) , ~. an intact Bnt, (Csa ) , (Cs ) , (Ck), (Cea) 

A soil associated with a scattered or stunted forest vegetation and a sub
humid climate. The mixed A subhorizons have a color value of more than 4.5 
(dry) and a chroma of less t han 2.5. 

2.14 Alkaline Solonetz 

Profile type: (Ah) , Bn or Bntj, (Bskg) , Cskg 

A soil associ ated with a grass and ! orb vegetation that contains a sig
nificant percentage of alkal i tolerant varieties. Areas of this soil have 
varying degrees of restricted drainage. 

Note: 
This subgroup is of rare occurrence in Western Canada. It differs from 
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the other subgroups of the Solonetz Great Group in that the Ah is strongly 
alkaline and the break bet··rl9en the A and B is usually indistinct. The prisms 
of the B horizon often have pointed tops that protrude into the A. The Ah 
usually has a oolor value (dry) of less than 4.5. These soils show little or 
no evidence of solodization, 

2.1-/8 Gleyed Solonetz 

Soils with the same differentiating characteristics as any of the above 
subgroups but with the addition ot some mottling and duller colors in the 
A, B, and/or C horizons. 

Mottling in the A horizon (usually in the lcwer portion) is generally 
the result of a temporary water table above the Bnt. Mot.tling is usually 
quite pronounced in the lower portion ot the B horizon and the chroma of the 
Bis usually lower than in the non gleyed subgroups. 

2,2 Solod Great Group 

Soils with A horizons with a color as defined in the subgroups. There 
is eitn.,r a distinot (more than one inch) AB transition horizon or there is 
a prominent (more than two inches) Bntl horizon that breaks readily into 
blocky aggregates - usually both these horizons are present. The contact 
between the AB and Bnt is not well defined. The Bnt is hard to vecy bard 
but can be broken into darkly stained blocky aggregates. The C horizon is 
saline and usually calcareous. 

In soils of this great group the A horizon is generally thicker in relation 
to the B horizon than in the geographically associated Solonetz soile. The Ae 
is pronounced and usually platy. It may retain vertical cleavage lines that 
are relics ot a former columnar B horizon. The blocky aggregates of the AB 
horizon are usually silica coated and otten only the centre of the blocks retain 
the dark color of the former B horizon. The Bnt horizon is usually similar to 
the lower Bnt of the associated Solonetz soils. It therefore may not have 
well developed columnar structure. The Ce horizon is often below the Ck 
horizon. 

2.21 Brown Solod 

Profile type: Ah ~ind/or Ahe, ~, AB, Bnt, (Cea), (Ck) , (Csa), (Cs) 

A' soil associated with a xero. to-mesophytic grass and forb vege¥ation 
and a semiarid climate. The mixed Ah and Ahe has a color value of more than 
3,5 {dry) {usually more than 4.5) and a chroma of more than 1.5. 

In areas of this aoil there is otten some incidence of previously eroded 
pits. They are, however, grassed over and usually quite shallow. 

2.22 Black Solod 

Profile type: (L-H), Ah and/or Ahe, Ae, AB, Bnt,(Cca), (Ck), (Cs), (Cea) 

A soil associated with a mesophytic grass and !orb, shrub, or discontinuous 
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troo vegetation a ni a subhumi.d climate. The mixed Ah and Ahe has a color 
value of less than 4.5 (dry) and a chroma of less than 2.5. 

In these soile the Cs or Csa is often considerably below the Ck or Cea 
horizon. 

2.23 Gray Solod 

Pro.tile type: (L-H), (Ah), (Ahe), ~ @., Bnt, Cs, (Csa), Ck (Cea) 

A soil associated with a forest vegetation and a subhumid climate. The 
mixed A subhorizons have a color value of more than 4.5 (dry) and a chroma. 
leas than 2.5. 

2.2-/8 Gleyed Solod 

Soils with the same differentiating characteristics as any of the above 
subgroups but with the addition of some mottling and duller colors in the AB 
and/or C horizons. 

Al though sane evidence of gleying may occur in any of the three master 
mineral horizons it is most camnon in the lower Band C horizons. 

Note 1: 

The subgroup separations are based primarily on the color of the A horizon 
- which in turn is related to the vegetative cover and the regional. climate. 
The color of the Ah horizon when present usually approximates the chroma and 
value of the geographically associated Chernozemic or Podzolic soils -
specifically it is usually of slightly higher value. Since the nature of the 
B horizon is the dominating characteristic of Solonetzic soils the color of the 
A horizon is relatively lees important than in the geographically associated 
Cheniozemic and Pcxizolic soils. For this reason it is suggested that three 
subgroups,based on the color of the A horizon, are all that can be va.J..idly 
defined at this level of categorization. It should al.so be stated that there is, 
going from Brown-to Black-to Gray or fran semiarid to subhumid, generally an 
increase in depth of A horizon and in depth o! soil developnent. Finer sub
divisions on the basis of the color of the A horizon can be recognized at the 
series level. 

Note 2: 

In areas where the A horizon has been eroded away the soil should be 
classified as an eroded phase and given the subgroup color indicated by 
geographica.lly associated Solonetzic soils. 

Note 3: 

Profiles oocur that have biaequa features. They have been formed in 
areas wmre there is a fairly deep coarse to medium t extured surface layer 
over a saline fine textured substratum. The pro.tiles have the following horizon 
sequence: Ah, (Ahe), Bm, Ae, II.Bnt, IICs and k. There are insufficient data 
ava ilable as yet to define a specific subgroup. 
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REPORT ~ THE CLASSIFICATION OF POOZOLIC SOILS 

P. C. Stobbe 

Chairman, Classification of Podzolio Soils 

The soils of the Podzolic Order are divided into 5 great groups and into 
a number of subgroups as shown below • 

.3. Podzolic Order 

3.1 Gray Brown Podzolic .3.11 Orthic Gray Brown Podzolic 
(with Bt and mull-type Ah) .3.12 Brunisolic Gray Brown Podzolic 

.3.1.3 Bisequa Gray Brown Podzolic 

.3.1-/8 Gleyed Gray Brown Podzolic 

.3 .2 Dark Gray Wooded .3.21 Orthic Dark Gray Wooded 
(with Bt and with degraded .3 .21-2.2- Solodic Dark Gray Wooded · 
cheniozemic-like Ah or Ahe) .3.2~/s Gleyed Dark .Gray Wooded 

3.3 Gray Wooded .3.31 Orthic Gray Wooded 
(wit.h Bt and no Ah) .3.32 Brunisolic Gray Wooded 

3 . .3.3 Bisequa Gray Wooded 
.3 • .31-2.2.3 Solodic Gray Wooded 
.3.3-/8 Gleyed Gray Wooded 

3.4 Humic Pai zol .3.41 Orthic Humic Podzol 
(with Bh or Bhf) 3.42 Humus Podzol 

.3.4-/3 Ironpan Hurnic(~ Podzol 

.3.4-/8 Gleyed Humi~us Podzol 

.3. 5 Podzol 3.51 Ort hie Pod zol 
(with Bfh or Bf) 3.52 Ortstein Podzol 

.3. 5.3 Bis1:1qu& Podzol 

.3.54 Textural Podzol 
3.55 Concretionary Podzol 
J.5-/7 Cryic Podzol 
3.5-/8 Gleyed Podzol 

A diagrammatic representation of the horizon patteni of the main subgroup 
profiles is given in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 2 Diagrammatic pattern of horizons in the Humic Podzol and Podzol great soil 
groups. 
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3. Pod.zolic Order 

Well am imperfectly a.rained aoils developed under fore st or heath, 
having under virgin condition or,tanic surface horizons (L-H), light colored 
eluviated horizons (Ae) &rrl illu·r.1Al (B) horizons with accumulations of organic 
matter, seequio.xidee or clay; or any canbination ot these. These soils may 
al.so have minera.l~rganic (Ah) hi>rizons below the organic surface. 

Um.er cultivated comitions the L-H, Ah, Ae ani the upper part of the 
B horizons may be partly destroy11d a.rd mixed . U?Xler such coRiiti.ons the soils 
of thiJ order may be recogni1JBd by remnants, i! any, ot the A horizor.,e and by 
the underlying B horizons, i.e .. , Ill, Bh!, Bfh, BC or Bt horizons., as defined. 
The Ap horizons may vary considerably in physical. and chemical charact eristics 
depending on the nature arxi thioknlllles of the original horizons am on manage
ment practices. However, they do not, in general , meet the color requirements 
of t .he Chernozemic surface horizons., as defined.. In cases where they meet the 
color requirement they are generally unierlain by prominent light colored Ae 
horizons. 

The Podzolic Order as defined may be cloeel.y correlated to t he Alf isole 
a.rd Spodosole. Tho Gray Brown Podzolic., Dark Gray Wooded a.rrl Gray Wooded 
great soil groups., all. of which have a Bt horizon, may be correlated with the 
Alfieols, while the Humio Podzol ar¥1 Podzol great groups, which have Bh, Bhf, 
Bfh or Bf (spodic ) horizons, may be correlated with the Spodoeols • 

.3.1 Gray Bro1m Podzolic Great Group 

Soils with dark colored fo·rest mull-type surface horizons (Ah), more than 
211 (5 cm) thick, with lighter e,:,lored eluviated horizons (Ae) and with illuvial 
horizons in which clay is the m.ain product of accumulation (Bt). An increase 
of dithionate extractable iron ,9.lld ama.11 inoreasea of organic matter are 
usually associated with the accamulation or clay. The soil has developed on 
basic or calcareous parent materials am the aolum has a high degree of base 
saturation ( by neutrs.l. saJ. t extraction). 

The soils have devsluµsd u.rrler deciduous or mixad forest vegetation and 
under .111oierate cl.imat..ic; condii:.ione., generaJ..ly having .naa.n amual temperatures 
> 42°r (5 .5°c). Under umi,t:u:4 bed oonditionl:l the soils may have L, F ard H 
horizons but due to high biological actiTity am abundance of earthwonne the 
leaf litter usually is quickly incorporated into the soil and humi.fied. 

A transitioual AB or BA. horizon, having gray coatings on structural. 
aggregates, is generaJJ.y present., particularly- in medium- am tine-textured 
!!!oils. Although the Bt horizon is generally inm.ed.iately underlain by calcareous 
pa.rent materials a transitional ~ horizon., free ot lime., may be present. These 
transitional horizons are not diagnostic for the group. 

Under cultivated conditions the Ah am often part of the Ae are mixed to 
form an Ap but the Bt am some of the Ae usually remain intact un1er the Ap 
unless cultivation greatly exceeds 6" in depth. 

The soils of thie group di!ter from the Degraded Brown Forest soils in 
which Ae an:i B developnent ie weak and the B horizon doc,e not meet the require
ments of Bt. They differ !ram the Dart Gray Wooded soils, which have developed 
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under cooler climatic conditions (generally< 42°F (5 .5°c ) mean annual tem
perature), mainly in the natur0 of t he A. horizons. Whereas t he Gray Brown 
Podzolic soilB have a forest-mull type of Ah., with well developed granular 
struoture (texture permitting) , t he Dark Gray Wooded soils have a chernozemic
like Ah which has been degraded as evidenced by gray s treaks and splotches; it 
lacks strongly developed granular otruoture and may be platy. The Gray Wooded 
soils l~k or have only a very thin Ah and ,men oultivat ed are distinctly 
lighter in color (values of 5.5 or higher) than the Gray Brown Podzolic soils. 

The subgroups of the Gray Brown Podzolic groups are established on the 
basis of the profile developnent above the Bt horizon am on the eVidence of 
gleying in the aolum. 

3.11 Ort.hie Gray Brown Podzolic 

Soils with the general characteristics ot the great group and having 
well-developed Ah., Ae and Bt horizons. The Ae is light colored., with values 
ot 4.5 or higher and with ohrcmas of 3 or less; the difference in chroma 
between the upper and lower Ae is lees than 1. The Ae is urderlain directly 
by a blocky Bt with prominent clay- skins or by a BA horizon in which the 
blocky aggregat es have gra:y coatings am tend to disintegrate. Faint mottling 
ma:y occur 1Jlm9diately above the Bt or in the lower part of the B horizon. 

The cultivated surface soil usually has a color value between 3.5 and 
5 .5 dry arxl a chroma of leas ·t:.han .3o The color value may vary considerably 
with relative thickness of original Ah and with management practices. 

Profile type: (L-H) , !h,o ~ (AB) ., (BA) ., ~ (BC), (Ck), Q. 

3.12 Brunieolic Gray Brown Podzolic 

Soils with the general characteristics of the great group and having 
well-developed Ah, Ae and Bt horizons . The upper Ael is brown (chrana of 3 
or more) and grades t,o a lighter c olored lower Ae2 . The difference in chroma 
between the upper Ael a.nd the lower Ae2 ie l or anore. The thiclmess of the 
upper Ael (or Bm) should be sufficient that it can be recognized under a 
cultivated (Ap) la~r. 

The upper Ael is gen0r ally granular., while the lower Ae is often pl,.aty 
am friable when moicrt ,but it may be hard., often vesicular, when dry. When 
texture pe:nni ts the m. is blocky:> and the aggregates have distinct clay coatings. 
An AB horizon having gray riltructural coatings is o.ften present. Faint mottling 
may occur in the lower B horizon or irumediately a bove the Bt. 

This subgroup represents ea.rly stages of bisequa developnent in which the 
upper sequum tends towards an Acid Brown Wooded or Acid Brown Forest soil. The 
Ael may be considered as a Bm horizon and the lower Ae2 as the C horizon of the 
upper sequum. The degree of base saturation of ~~he uppe~ solum is more typical 
of the Gray Brown Podzolic soils than of the Acid Brown Wooded. 

The cultivated surface noil usually has color values simil ar to the 
orthic subgroup but the chroma may be slightly higher on s:lmilar parent 
materials. 
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Profile type: (L-H), &, Ael or an, Ae2, (AB),Bt, (BC), (Ck), C 

J.13 Bi sequa Gray Brown Podzolio 

Gray Brown Podzolic soils in which a Pcxl.zol sequence of horizons (Ae and 
Bfh or Bf) has developed in the Ae of the Gray Brown Podzolic soil and which 
is urrlerlain Ly a continuous textural Bt horizon, as defined. 

The depth and degree of develoµtV3nt of the Podzol sequence m.ay vary 
greatly ralative to the develoµnent of the Bt. When the de pth of the Podzol 
sequence to the Bt its greater than 3611 the soil should be clazssified as Bisequa 
Pod zol. At depth between 18 and 3611 the soil may be classified as Bise qua Pod.zol 
or Bisequa Gray Brown, depending on the degree of developnent of the Podzol 
sequence relative to the degree of developnent of Bt. 

These soils differ f'rcm the Bisequa Gray Wooded soils i n that the latter 
lack a mull-type Ah; when the Ah do,ss not meet the requirements of the Gray 
Brown Podzolic group, the s oil ehould be classified in the Bisequa Gray Wooded 
Subgroup. 

Coarse-textured soilB with profiles resembling Bisequa Gray Brown Podzolic 
but in which the Podzol sequence does not meet the minimal requiremente of a 
Podzol should be classified as Bruniaolic Gray Brown Podzolic; if both the 
Podzol sequence and the t extural B do not meet the respective requirements 
the soi1 8hn11M l-A ~,,>qq;f'-4_..,.! '!.rt.~· E?"'...:.ri:,=li c er P.z6v .Jo!..i.1,; C-.. -J...,i . 

Under cultivated corxiitions these soils may be disti nguished fran the 
Brunisolic ~ubgroup by the preseme of the podzolic B horizon (Bfh or Bf) under 
the Ap horizon. 

Pro.file t ype: (L-H), !h., ~ Bfh or~ (Ae), (AB or A+B),fil:., (Ck), 2, 

3.1-/8 Gleyad Gray Brown Podzolic 

Soils with the same type of profile as any of the above subgroups but 
wi th mottling and commonly with duller colors due t o periodic wetness in the 
Ae and Bt horizons than in the associated well-drained soils. 

The Gleyed Gray Br own Podzolic soils generally have thicker a nd darker 
Ah horizons than the well-dra ined subgroups on similar materials. The color 
and taxt~l differ ences between the Ae arrl Bt are generally l ess marked in the 
gleyed than .in the wll-drainad subgroups. 

Peaty or muoky phases., having le:!s than 1211 of muck, canpacted peat, or 
both over the Ah horizon may occur in the gleyed subgroup. 

Specific profile types may be indicated as 3.11/8; .3.13/ 8; etc . 

Profile type: (L-H), &., !!.&1, ~ (Ck ), Q. 
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J.2 Dark Gray Wooded Great Group 

Soils with L-H horizons, with chernozemic-like Ah and/or Ahe horizons, 
more than 2 inohee (5 cm) thiok which have been degraded as evidenced by 
gray streaks and eplotches and often by platy structure, with prominent Ae 
horizons (distinct Ae more than 2l inches thick a~ generally extends to a 
depth of .ncre than 6 inches) and with Bt horizons in which clay is the main 
accunulatian product but which al.so may contain dithionate extractable iron 
associated with the accumulations or clay. The solun generally has a high 
degree of base saturation as measured by neutral salt extraction. The parent 
material. ie generally bal!lic. 

An AB or BA horizon, having gray coatings on the structural. aggregates 
is_ often present. · The Bt horizon may be underlain by a BC, Cea, Ck or C 
h6rizon. These transitional and lime horizons are not diagnostic at the 
great group level. 

Uiner cultivated conditions the mixed surface layer (Ap) 6 inches thick 
generally has a color value between 3.5 and 5.5 when dry. The Ap is underlain 
by remnants ot Ae. 

The soils of this group represent various stages of advanced podzolic 
(lessive') degradation ar:d they may be considered ae intergradee between the 
Dark Gray Ohemozemic and the Gray Wooded groups. They have fomed in moderately 
cool climates ( < J+.20F M.A. T.) arxi under boreal. forest or under .forest in the 
forest-grassland transition zone. They correspond to the Gray Brown Podzolic 
soils which have formed in warmer climates (generally>42°F M.A.T.) and which 
have a forest-mull type or Ah. Earthworms, which a.re abundant in the Gray 
Brown Podzolic soils, are generally scarce in the Dark Gray Wooded soils. 

The separation of the Dark Gray Wooded and Dark Gray Cheniozemic groups 
may present some difficulties. It is based on the degree of degradation and 
the thickness ard color of the Ah and Ahe, or color of A~, relative to the 
thickness of Ae. In general, when the Ae is less than 2t inches (6 om) the 
soils are classed with the Dark Gray Chernozemic group, provided the Ah and 
Ahe are thick enough to .form an Ap (6 inches thick) with a color value darker 
than 4.5 dry. When the Ae ie thicker than 2! inches (6 cm) or when the Ap 
has a color value between 4.5 and 5. 5 the soil is classified with the Dark Gray 
Wooded group. 

The Dark Gray Wooded soils are separated from the Gray Wooded 11oiltJ on 
the baaiB ot the Ah horizon or color of the Ap horizon. The Gray Wooded soils 
lack or have a very thin (generally lees than 2 inches (5 cm) ) Ah horizon. 
The cultivated surface soil (6 iooh depth) has a color value lighter than 
5.5 dry. 

3.21. Orthic Dark Gray Wooded 

Soils with the general ch.aracterist~es of the g~at group and having 
L-H, Ah and/or Ahe more than 2.inchee thick, prominent Ae horizons more than 
~ inches thick, and Bt horizons as defined. The solum has a high degree of 
base saturation. 

The soils ot this subgroup inay be elightly mottled above the Bt or in 
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the lowe-r B horizon. 

Profile type: L-H, Ah or :ihe, Ae, (AB) , fil'._, (Coa ) ., (Ck) , £ 

3~21-2.2- Solodic Dark G~y Wooded (Intergrade ) 

Soils wi h the general characteristics of the great group but with hard 
prismatic or blocky Btnj horizons with pronounced dark coatings instead of 
the Bt horizon characteristic of the great group. 

'l'hese soils resemble the Solod structurally but they contain somewhat 
less exchangeable sodium than is required for Bn horizons ob.aracteriatic of 
Solonetzic soils. 

They may be considered as intergrades between the Dark Gray Wooded and 
t he Solcxis. 

Profile type: L-H , Ah or Ahe, ~ (AB) , Btnj, £, (Cea) , (Csk) 

3.2-/8 Gleyed Dark Gray Wooded 

Soils with the sane type of profile as the orthic subgroup but with 
mottling and commonly with duller colors, due to periodic wetness, in the 
Ae and Bt horizons than in the associated well-drained soils. 

Peaty arrl nrucky phases, having lass than 12 inches of muck or consolidated 
peat, or bot h, over the Ah horizon may occur in this subgroup. 

3.3 Gray Wooded Great GrouE 

Soils with organic surface horizone (L-H), with light colored eluvial 
horizons (Ae) and with i l lTJvial horizons (Bt ) in which clay is the ma.in 
accumulation product. An ire reaM of dithionate extractable iron and small 
increases of organic matter are often associated with the accumulation of 
clay but increases of oxalate extractable iron and aluminum a.re not significant. 
The solum is generally slightly to moderately acid but the dE:gree of base 
saturation, based on neu~ral salt extractions, is generally high. 

An Ah horjzon is generally absent or, if present, is generally less than 
2 inches (> cm) thick. An AB or OA horizon, having gray coatings on the 
structural a.e;gregates is often present. Tbe Bt horizon may he underlain by a 
ca horizon, by a BC ho~lzon or directly by a Ck and C horizon. The se t ransi 
tional horizons are not diagnostic at t he great group level. 

Tho cultivated soils (Ap 6 inches thick) are light in color, with color 
values of 5.5 or higher when dry, and l ow in organic Ill'ltter. They are o~en 
underJnin by remnants of Aa and by St horizons. 

The Gray Wooded soils have g;:,veloped under mcrlerately cool cl imat ic 
conditlons (usually less than 4?. F of N.A .1'.) and under Boreal forest or 
under mixed forest in the grassland-forest transition zone . They generally 
have formed on basic materials. 

The Gray Wooded soils differ from the Dark Gray Wooded and Gray Brown 
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Podzolic soils mainly iri laoking or having only vecy thin (less than 2 inches). 
Ah horizons and umer C\lltivated conditions the Ap horizons have less organic 
matter and lighter colors (dry color value of 5 .5 or higher) . They differ 
from the Podzols which may be found under similar climatic am vegetative 
comitions i n that the latter have Bf'h or Bf horizons. 

3.31 o~thic Gray Wooded 

Soils with the gener al characteristics of the great group., having organic 
surface horizons (L·H)., light colored Ae and Bt horizons. An Ah., if present ., 
is very thin (generally l ess than 2 inches ) . The lower part of the Ae horizon 
may be slightly mottled and frequently overlies a marked AB or BA horizon. 
The Ae, when dry., has a oolor value of 5.5 or higher and usually a chroma or 
less than 3, al.though some higher chromas may be associated with some parent 
materials. The cultivated surface soils (Ap 6 inches thick) have a color 
value of 5. 5 or higher. 

Profile type: L-H, (Ah) or (Ahe ),~ (AB), ~ (Cca),(Ck),Q. 

3.32 Brunisolic Gray Wooded 

Soils with the general characteristics of the great group, having organic 
surface horizons (L-H) ., brown (chr oma of 3 or higher) upper Ael horizons., 
which gene ra.lly grade into lower Ae2 horizons with lower ohramas. The thick
ness of the brown upper Ael horizons should be sufficient that they can be 
recognized umer the cultivated layers (Ap 6 inches thick). The un:lerlying 
Bt horizons are char acteristic of the Gray Wooded soils. AB horizons having 
gray coatings on the str uctural aggregates are often present. Faint mottling 
may occur in the lower Ae or in the lower Bt horizons. 

This subgroup may be conaidered as representing early s tages o f a bi sequa. 
developnent in which tha upper sequence tends towards an Ac id Brown Wooded 
soil. The upper Ael rna,y be considered as the Bm or Bf horizon arrl the lower 
Ae2 as the C horizon of tho upper sequence . The degree of baf1e satui:-ation 
is generally higher tha n in canparable Acid Brown Wooded soilu . 

In some soils with chroma of 3 or more there is no appreciable difference 
in chroma between upper and l ower Ae. They represent either advanced stages 
ot developnent in which t hfJ an has developed throughout the entire depth of 
Ae to the Bt., or they repre sent normal Ae development in which the high chroma 
has been inherited from the parent material. The soils in which the high 
chroma has been inhe r i t ed from the parent material should be classified with 

· the orthic subgroup., regardlsas of anything stated above. Where the Bt develop
ment is too weak to meet the requirement of a textural B, the soil should be 
classified on the basis of the upper sequmn in the Brunisolic or Regosolic 
order. 

The cultivated aurfaae soil of ·this subgroup has a slightly higher chroma 
than the cultivated soil of the orthic subgroup on s :imilar materials. 

Profile type: L-H, ~ or~ (Ae2), (AB ) ,!!!:_, (Ck),Q. 
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J. J3 Bisequa Gray Wood~d 

Gray Wooded soils in which a Podzol sequence of horizons (Ae and Bfh) 
has devel oped in t he Ae of the Gray Wooded soil and wh ich is underlain by a 
continuous textural (Bt) horizon. 

The devel opment of the Podzol sequence relative to the develoµnent of 
the Bt ma.y vary greatly in intensity am in depth, restll ting in a range of 
profiles that approach the Brunisolic Gray Wooded soil on the one hand and the 
Biaequa Podzol on the other . 

The following arbitrary limits are euggested as a guide for the separa
tion o f the two subgroups . All soils in whi ch the depth to a well-developed 
Bt is less than 18 inches should be classified as Bisequa Gray Wooded. All 
soils in whi ch the depth to a Bt is greater than 36 inches should be classified 
a., Bisequa Podzols. In cases whe re the depth to the Bt is between 18 to 36 
~nc hes, the classifi cation as Bisequa Podzol or Bieequa Gray Wooded is based 
upon the degree of development of the Podzol sequence in relation to the 
degree or developnent of the Bt. 

Coarse-textured soils with profiles resembling Bisequa Gray Wooded but 
in which the Podzol sequence does not meet the minim.al requirements of a 
Podzol should be classified as Brunisolic Gray Wooded ; if both the Podzol 
sequence and the textural B do not meet the respective requirements the soil 
cd,"'111rl ho ,- 1 aacdr.; .. ~ -1 r +nl"I Pr,.i.w:..ia"",i"' or R"c:;c:0l~c or-'1°r 

Profile type: L-H, ~ Bf or Bfh, (Ae2 ) , (AB or A+B) , !!i, (Ck), g_ 

3.31-2.23 Solodic Gray Wooded (Intergrade ) 

Soil s with the general charac teristics of the ~at group but with hard 
prtsn.at ic, or bl ocky Btnj horizons with pronounced dark coatings, inetead of' 
the Bt horizons cbar~ct~ristic of the Gray Wooded soils. 

Thos~ solle resemble the Solod s tructurally but t hey conta:in scmewhat 
less exchangeable souium t.han is required for Bn horizons characteristic of 
the Solonetzic soils. They may be considered as intergrades betw-een the 
G.ra;-r Wooded and the Solod.. 

l-'rofile type: L-H, (Ah ) or (Ahe ) , ~, (AB) , Btnj, (Cea), (Csk) ,g_ 

J.3-/8 Gleyed Gray Wooded 

Soils with the same type of profile as any of the above subgroups but 
~ itb mottling and commonly with duller colors due to periodic wetness in the 
Ae and Bt horizons than the associated well -drained eoils. 

The Gleyed Gray Wooded soils generally have thicker L-H hori7.ons than 
the wej1-drained subgroups and peaty or mucky phases with less t han 12 inches 
of consolidated peat or muck on the surface of the mineral ~oil may occur. 
'l'hey often have thicker Ae and stronger developed Bt horizons in depressions, 
on reasonably permeable material s, than t he associated well -drained soils in 
t he Gray Wooded and grassland transit jon zones . In more humid regions, on 
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level land, particularly on less permeable materials, the gleyed members 
may have leas-developed Ae and Bt horizons than the associated well-drained 
soils. They differ from the Low Humic Eluviated Gleysols in that the latter 
haw dewloped under greater extremes of wetness and usually have matrix 
colors of lower chroma. · 

Profile type: L-H, Aeg, ~' Btg, ID£1, Q. 

Specific profile3 may be designated as 3.21/8, 
3.23/8, etc. 

3.4 Humic Pod.zol Great Group 

Soils with thick organic surface horizons (L, F, H), with light colored 
eluviated horizons (Ae) and with dark colored (generally with a value and 
chroma of 3 or less) illuvial horizons (Bh or Bhf) in which organic matter is 
the main accumulation product . Under virgin conditions the Ae horizon is 
more than 1 inch thick and the upper 4 inches (10 cm) or more, of B horizon, 
either contain an average of more than 10% organic matter as well as appreciable 
amounts of oxalate extractable iron (Bh.f) , or it contains very 11.ttle iron, 
with an organic matter to iron ratio of more than 20 to l, and with more than 
2% of organic matter (Bh) . The degree of base saturation is very low and the 
cation exchange capacity (NH4 acetate) is very high. 

The Bh may be underlain by Bhf' horizon and. these in turn by Bfh or Bf 
horizons. A thin or a series of very thin (total thickness of less than 
1 inch), involute, impervious, hal'"d, dark reddish brown ironpan may occur in 
the solum. 

These soile have developed under heath or forest with heath and sphagnum 
tµidercover; consequently, the L-H horizons are generally thick and peaty. 
They are lmown to occur in cool, moist coastal regions, in cool moist locations 
at higher altitudes inland and locally in some peaty depressions in warmer and 
less moist regions. 

3.~ Orthio Humi.c Podzol 

Soils with organic surface horizons (L, F, H), with light colored 
eluviated horizons (Ae) more than 1 inch thick, and with dark (generally with 
value and chroma of 3 or leas) illuvial l3 horizono The upper 4 inches c,f B 
horizon contain more than 10% of organic matter and the organic matter to 
oxalate extractable iron ratio ia < 20:l. The Bhf horizon is generally 
underlain by B.fh or Bf hor i zons. The B horizons may ,ro.ry fran .friable to 
very .finn. Humic Podzols with cemented B horizons should be integrated with 
the Ortstein Podzols, 3041/3052. A thin, involute, impervious, hard, dark 
reddish brown ironpan ia lacking. Faint mottling may occur in the Ae and in 
the lower Bf horizons. 

Pro.file type: L-H, ~ Bhf, (Bfh), (Bf ), Q. 

3.42 Humus Podzol 

Soils with organic surface horizons (L, F, H), with light colored 
eluviated horizons (Ae) and with dark (color value ard chrana of 3 or less) 
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illuvial (Bh) horizons. The Bh cootains more than Z' of org~inic It:.atter and 
has an organic matter to oxalate extractable iron ratio of 20:1 or higher. 
The Bh horizon g\.~nerally coota.ina less t han 0.35% of ax.alate extractable 
Ye aoo does not turn redder on ignitioo. It generally contains free aluminum. 
Tha Bh may or may not be underlain by Bhf and Bf horizons. The B horizons 
may vary from soft and friable to very firm and hard in consistence. A 
thin, involutt, hard, dark reddieh brown ironpan ie lacking. 

These s ils generally have !onn.ed on parent materials low in iron or 
on materials from which the iron has been removed by pedogenic processes. 

Profile type: L-H, Ae, Bh,(Bhf), (Bf), £. 

3.4-/3 lronpan Podzol 

J.41/3 Ironpan Humic Podzol 

3 .42,/3 Ironpan Humus Podzol 

Soils with profiles like .3.41 and 3.42 but with thin 11 ironpan 11 ., generally 
less than! inch thick. The pan coneists of a single or of a aeries or very 
thin (generally about 1/8 inch thick) stra,ide, which are irregular or involute, 
ha.rd and impervious., often vitreous, and dark reddish brown in color. The 
ironpans studied to dato contain considerable amounts of organic matter, as 
·-11 .., .. """""'"'" n.- ""' ~: J .:. ...... ~ ......,u"'-••:.. l...;;...Ul. ... j' ll:l.,tgvo ;,J;{Jw.) '-U .J...);;. 'l'l 11:1 
ironpan may occur in any of the B horizons, except the Bh of the Humus Podzol, 
and often extends into the C horizon. 

Due to the impermeability of the ironpsn sane gleying generally occurs 
immediately above the pan, particularly in the troughs of the :involute pans, 
while below the pan the soil may be well drained. Due to the irregular and 
wavy nature or the pan, the overlying· profiles may vary greatly in their 
moil5ture regime. Orthic Humic or HU!llue profiles occur above the crtists and 
on the upper slopes o! the pan, while gleyed Humic and Humus profiles may 
occur on tht3 lo'WE'I .· eloiJSs and trou,r,hs or the pan am in extrem(;I cases 'Peaty 
Gleysols occur o~r the de6p.J• troughs of the pan. Whenever possible the 
1ronpan designation should be used with t.~e appropriate subgroup, i.e., 
3. '.,.2/3 Ironpan H\111\18 Podzol; 3.4.1./8/.3 Gleyed Iroopan Hum.ic Pod.z.ol. 

Profile type: Same as J.41 and J.42 but with thin ironpan Bfc or Bhfc 

J.4-/8 Gleyed Subgroups 

J.41/8 Gleyed Humic Podzol 

.3.42/8 Gleyed Humus Podzol 

Podzol soils with the same general types of profiles as either ot the 
above subgroupo but with indications o! excessive wetne~e. In the Gleyed 
Humic Pcxizols mottling and iron staining ie evident in the Ae and B horizons. 
In the dark colored Bh horizons mottling and iron staining is often only 
visible along root channels but is prominent in the underlying Bht and Bf 
horizons if these horizons a.re present The Bh horizons may be splotched 
black and gray; they may have di!fuee or sharp upper and lower boundariee, 
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depending on the alternating water levels. 

The free iron in the Gleyed Humus Podzole has been removed under extreme 
reducing conditions in reduced form or in complexed form with organic matter 
from the upper part or from the entire solum. The thick organic surface 
horizons yield large quantities or humus which accumulate in the Bh horizon. 

Profile types: 3.41/8 L-H, ~ Bhfg,1, (Bf~j), [ 

3.4.2/8 L-H, Aeg, Bhg.j, (Bhfgj), (Bfg), [ 

3.5 Podzol Graat Group 

Soils with organic surface horizons (L-H), with light colored eluviated 
horizon (Ae) and with illuvial horizons (Bfh and Bf) of higher chroma in which 
organic matter and sesquiox.ides are the main accumulation products. Under 
virgin· conditions the Ae is more than l inch thick and the upper 4 inches of 
the B horizon contain an average of less than 10% of organic matter. The 
organic matter to oxalate Fe ratio is <20, and Fe+ Al (oxalate extraction) 
exceed that of the C horizon by about 0.8% qr more. 'lb.e solwn generally has 
a low degree of base saturation, based on pennanent charge and the B horizon$ 
have a high pH-dependent charge . Some sandy Podzols may have moderate to high 
base saturation. The color of the B horizon generally has values of 3 or more 
and chromae of 4 or more. The difference in color value or chroma between the 
Ae and B should be two, or more. 

The Bfh or Bhf, if present, may also contain more clay than the Ae or C 
horizons (possibly due to infiltration or translocation with organo-mineral 
complexes). The clay is not, or only very weakly, oriented and does not form 
clay skins. Although the increases of clay in the B may be as great as those 
required for textural B horizons, due to a lack or orientation they do not 
meet the requirements of textural B horizons. Thin, involute, hard, impervious 
dark reddish ironpans are absent. A fragipan may underlie the Bf horizons. 

Under cultivated conditi ons the upper horizons, L-H, Ae and upper Bfh, 
are generally mixed. Such soils may be recognized by unm:bced remnants of Ae 
and Bfh in the Ap or by undisturbed remnants of Bfh, Bf and occasionally Ae, 
below the plowed layer. 

The Podzol soils have developed under mixed and coniferous forest 
vegetation over a wide range of cljmatic conditions, but they are dominant 
on the better drained sites in moist, cool regions on coarse noncalcareo\ll3 
materials or on materials from which free lime has been removed. 

The major processes of development involve the accumulation of organic 
surface layers, the formation and translocation of organo-eesquioxide complexes 
and their deposition and accumulation in the B horizon and the decomposition 
of the clay minerals in the Ae. 

3.51 Orthic Podzol 

Podzol soile with organic surf ace horizons (L, F, H), with light colored 
eluvial horizons, more than l inch thick and with friable Bfh and Bf horizons, 
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generally ha·ving a ahrana o! 4 or more. The difference in ohrom.a or value 
between the Ae and B.fh or Bf is 2 or more. A thin Bhf horizon may be present 
but the averag-e organic matter ccntent of the upper 4 inches of B is less 
than 10%. In the Bth and Bf' horizons Fe+ Al (oxalate extraction) exceed 
that of the C horizon by about o.8% or more. The Bfh horizon ma,y contain 
more clay than the Ae or C horizons but the clay is not oriented and does 
not form clay Jkins. The most prominent accumulation of clay occurs im.
media.tely below thti As in the hol"izon ot greatest organic matter and 
aasquioxide accumulation. Some mottling may occur in the lower B horizon., 
particularly if the latter is underlain by a tragipan. 

Profile type: L-H, ~ (Bht)., B.fh and/or !!!,,(Brg) ., (00 ).,Q. 

3.52 Ortstein Podzol 

Soils with organic surface horizons (L-H) ., with light colored eluviated 
horizons (Ae) and with cemented Bth or Bt horizons ot high chroma. The 
cemented B horizons may be discontinuous or interrupted, and generally but not 
always, lie immedia.tel.y below the Ae horizon and are underlain by friable Bt 
horizons. Tongues of Ae horizon often extend into the B forming an A T B 
layer. 

The Ortstein Podzolei are frequently g l eyed or have aome evidence of 
former gleying conditions. 

Profile type: L-H, !!,,(A +B),!!!!!£. or ~,(Bf'),Q. 

J.5J Bisequa Podzo.l 

Soils with Podzol sola which haw developed in the Ae horizons of Gray 
Wooded or Gray Brown Podzolio soils and which are underlain by a textural. (Bt) 
horizon at depth or 36 inches, or more, or at shallower depth (18 to 36 inches) 
depending on the relative degree of Podzol am textural B developnent. 

· The Podzol develoJID8nt should at leaet meet the minimal requirements of 
the group (difference in color between Ae am B should have a value and chrana 
of' 2, or more, or difference in Fe+ Al (oxalate extractable) between B am C 
should be about o.8%, or more), and the Bt should meet the requirement of 
textural B. 

Soils in which the developnent or the upper solum is too weak to meet 
the requirement of Podzols, but with' a Bt horizon as defined., may be classified 
as Bisequa Gray Wooded; while soils in which the Podzol sequence meets the 
requirements of the group but in \llhich the lower B does not meet the require
ments of textural B may be classified with the other appropriate Pod.zol 
subgroup. Soils having the general appearance of Podzols but in which neithe1~ 
the Podzol nor the textural B meet the respective requirements, as defined., 
should be classified in the Brunieolic or Regoeolic Order. 

Profile type: L-H, ~ (Bfh),Bf, (Ae2 or c) , Bt, Q 

3.54 Textural Podzol (Podzol - Gray Wooded Intergrade) 

Soils with organic surface ho~izons (L-H), a light colored eluviated 
horizon and illuvial horizons containing accumula.tions or organic matter, 
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free seequioxides (oxalate extractable ) and more clay than t.he Ae. The 
organic matter and free saoquioxid~ accwnul.ation is greatest in the upper B 
and drops rapidly with depth. The difference in oxalate ex.t.ractable Fe+ Al 
between Bf and C is genoral.ly about 0 .8%. The clay content increases 
significantly from the Ae to the upper B and generally continues to increase 
slightly to the l ower Bt2 or Bt3. There i s no appreciable decrease of total 
or fine clay in t he C horizon, an:i there is no appreciable difference in 
dithionite extractable Fe in the Band C horizons . There is evidence of 
some orientation of clay on ped surfaces and clay flows may be evident to 

-considerable depth in the parent material. 

This subgroup may be considered as an intergrade between the Podzol 
and Gray Wooded groups as the B horizon has some characteristics of both, 
It differs from the Biseque. Podzols in which the podzol B horizon (Bfh) 
overlies a t exttn"al (Bt ) B horizon. 

These soils have formed on medium to fine textured acidic materials in 
which the clay disperses rapidly, as evidenced by clay flows, to considerable 
depth. Soils having lithologio discontinuities in which the Podzol solum has 
been developed in coarser material but is un:ierlain by finer material should 
be classified with the Orthic Subgrou.p. 

Profile type: L- H, ~ (Bfht ) , Bft, Bt, (BC), Q. 

J. 55 Coro retion.ary Podzol 

Soils with organic surface horizons (L-H) , a light colored eluviated 
horizon (Ae), more than 1 inch thick and an illuvial horizon with high chroma 
containing numerous hard magnetic, rounded concretions (Bee) in addition to 
illuviated organic natter and sesquioxides. Degrading concretions with gray 
coatings may occur in the Ae; sone mottling may occur in the lower B. The 
solurn is generally moderately to st r ongly aoid and unsaturated. 

'The5e soils occur in the west coast region in a climate characterized 
by mild wet winters and cool dry sunrners. They have developed under a 
coniferous vegetation of hemlock, red cedar and Douglas fir with a dense 
understory of ferns, bracken, salal ard Oregon grape on mcderately coarse- to 
fine-textured material.so 

Soils with an Ae lees th:,m l inch thick and with a weak B developll)3nt 
(difference in chroma or value between Ae and B. less than 2 or thiclmess of 
Bee les s tha.n 8 inches) are classad with the Comretionary Br own soils. 

Profile type : L-H, ~ Bhfcc or Bfcc, (Bcog), Q. 

J.5-/7 Cryic Podzol (with permafrost ) 

Podzol soils underlain by permafrost within 1 met re of the mineral soi l 
surface. This subgroup may form in'l;ergrades with any of the other subgroups, 
i.e ., J .51/7; J.51/7/8; etc. The soils with permafrost may be gleyed :rn the 
lower part of the solum. 

Profile type : L-H, ~ Bf , (Bfg), Cz 
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3.5-/8 Gleyed Podzol 

Podzol soils with the general characteristics of any of the above sub
groups but with mottling and duller colors due to periodic wetness in the Ae 
and B horizons. The L, F and H horizons in the gleyed subgroups are generally 
thicker than in the catenary well-drained aubgroups and a thin, dark, mucky Ah 
horizon ie of ~en prseent. 

The Gleyed Podzols resemble sanewhat in appearance the Fera Gleysols. 
The l atter have Bgt' horizons containing marked accumulation of dithionite 
extractable iron, but only small amounts of oxalate extractable Fe and of 
free Al and a comparatively low organic matter cc:mtent. In the field the 
Fera Gleyaols may be recognized by strongly mottled Bgf in which the mottles 
are of high chroma. The color value of the B does not increase with de pth as 
it does in moat Gler,d Podzols. 

Peaty or mucky phases with less than 12 inches (30 cm) of muck or 
consolidated peat on the surface of the mineral soil may occur in this sub
group. 

Profile type: L-H , (Ah), !!&1, B.fhg.1 or Bfg, Q. 
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fil:PORI' 00 THE CLASSIFICATIOO OF BHUNISOLIC SOILS 

Paul G. Lajoie 

Chairman, Subconunittee on Brunisolic Soils 

4. Brunisolic Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

Brown Fore:ist 4.11 
4.12 
4.1-/8 

Orthic Brown Forest 
Degraded Brown Forest 
Gleyed Brown Forest 

4. 2 Brown Wooded 4.21 
4.22 
4.2-/7 
4.2- /8 

Orthic Brown Wooded 
Degraded Brown Wooded 
Cryic Brown Wooded. 
Gleyad Brown Wooded 

4. 3 Acid Brown Wooded 

4.4 Acid Brown Forest 

4. 5 Cororetionary Brotm 

4.31 
4.32 
, ... 3-/7 
4 . 3- /8 

4.41 
4 .4- /8 

4.51 
4.5- /8 

Orthic Acid Brown Wooded 
Degraded Acid Brown Wooded 
Cryic Acid Brown Wooded 
Gleyed Acid Brown Wooded 

Orthic Acid Brown Forest 
Gleyad Acid Brown Forest 

Orthic Concretionary Brown 
Glayed Coro retionary Brown 

4.6 Alpine BrO\m 4.61 Orthic Alpine Brown 
4.6-/7 Cryic Alpine Brown 
4.6- /8 Gleyed Alpine Brown 

4. Brunisolic ~ 

Well to :imperfectly drained soils developed unde r forest, mixed forest 
and grass, grass an:i fern, or heath and tundra vegetation, with brownieh 
colored sola and without marked eluvial horizons . They may or may not have 
a distinct Ah horizon as defined below. 

A distinct Ah in this order is a horizon more than 2 inches thick with 
a Munsell color value of 3.5 or less when moist and is lower in value by 
one unit or more, or lower in chroma by 2 units or more than the next W1der
lying horizon. 

4.1 Brown Forest Great Group 

Brunisolic soils with a distinct mineral- organic (Ah) surface horizon, 
a brownish B horizon and a weakly acid to mildly alkaline solum. 

These soLls may or may not have an (L- H) horizon; usually the leaf litter 
is incorporated into the mineral soil through the action of earthworms. The 
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sola have pH values ( i n water) ranging generally between 5.5 and 7. S, and a 
bnse saturation of 100 percent as detenulned by neutral salt {NaCl). The 
C hor lzon is usually of calcareous nature. 

The Brown Forest soils occur mainly in the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence 
Lowlands where the mean annual atmospheric temperature is higher than 42°F 
(5o50C ) . They have developed under clin\!itic am biotic conditions similar 
to those of the Gray-Brown Podzolics and they appear to represent a stage of 
soil developni,nt between a Regosol and a Gr~y-Brown Podzolic soil. Their lack 
of distinct eluvial or illuvial horizons may be due to their youthfulness, 
high lime parent material, or a combination of both . 

Subgroups : 

4.11 Orthic Brown Forest - (L-H), ~ an or Bf, Ck, (Cea) 

Well drained soils with no apparent eluvial or illuvial horizons. 

4.12 Degraded Brown Forest - (L- H) , &_,!!!.or Bf, Btj, Ck or (L-H), Ah,{Aej), 
!!! or !K, Btj, Ck 

Well drained soils that may or may not have an Aej horizon arvi always 
have a Btj horizon. 

4.1-/L> t.Tleyeu Browu r'ort,st 

Imperfectly draimd soils with mcttling arx:l duller colors present in 
the lower solum and in the pa.rent material. 

4 .2 Brown Wooded Great Group 

Brunisolic soiJ.s with organic surface horizons (L- H) , with a brownish 
Em or Bf horizon, a weakly acid to mildly alkaline solum, but without a 
distinct mineral-organic (Ah) surface horizon. 

The chroma, the organic matter cor~ent and the oxalate-extractable iron 
and aluminum content of the Bm or Bf horizons decrease with depth. The sola 
have pH values (in wat er) above 5.5 arrl. 100 percent base saturation as 
determined by neutral salt (NaCl) . The parent material is usually calcareous. 
&lrthworms are not found in these soils. 

The Brown Wooded soils occur in t he dry valleys in the Cordillera and 
extend fran the United States into the Yukon Territory. They occur also in 
northel'n f orested portion of the Great Plains Region. In the valleys of the 
Cordillera they appear to be the zonal soils of the dry forest areas, but in 
the forested Great Plains areas t hey are developing under climatic and biotic 
coniitions similar to those of the Gray Wooded soils. The Brown Wooded soils 
appear.to represent a stage of soil developme nt between Regosolic arrl Podzolic 
soils. Their lack of distinct eluvial and illuvial horizons appear to be due 
to dry climate, youthfulness, high lime parent materials or a combination of 
all these factors. 
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Subgroups: 

4.21 Orthic Brown Wooded ... L-H, (Ah < 2"). Bm or fil:., (Cea), ~ or Q. 

Soils with L-H organic horizons in virgin condition, overlying Bm horizons, 
or occasionally with Bt horizons. The Bm horizon has usually a chroma of 3 or 
more and the chroma difference between B and C is greater than 1. The parent 
materials are usually calcareous. 

4.22 Degraded Brown Wooded - L-H, !!, or !!J., Bf or Bfj or ID!! or Btj, Qk or Q. 

Soils with light-colored eluvial (Ae) horizons less than 1 inch (2.5 cm) 
thick or Aej several. inches thick, with Bm or Bf horizons. Btj horizons occur 
on loarq and finer-textured pairent materia.la but are unually absent on coarse
textured parent materials. 

4.2-/7 Cryic Brown Wooded 

Soils with permafrost within 40 inohee (100 cm) of the mineral soil 
surface. 

4.2-/8 Gleyed Brown Wooded 

Imperfectly drained soils with mottling and duller colors present in 
the lower solum am in the parent material. 

4.3 Acid Brown Wooded Great Group 

Bruniaolic soils with organic surface horizons (L-H), with a Bf or Bm 
horizon and a mcxierately to strongly acid solum, but without a distinct 
mineral-organic (Ah) surface horizon. 

Light-colored eluvial horizons up to 1 inch thick may be present. The 
chroma, the organic matter content and the oxalate-extractable iron and 
aluminum of the Bf or Bm horizons decrease with depth. The sola have pH 
values (in water) ranging generally from 4.5 to 6.0 am the base saturations 
(determined by NaCl extraction) range from about 65 to 100 percent. The 
parent materials are usually acidic. 

Earthwcrms are invading some Acid Brown Wooded soils and under their 
action the upper mineral i;art. of the solum is incorporated into the organic 
surface to form a distinct Ah horizon. Where such conditions are foWld these 
soils may be included with the Acid Brown Forest Great Group. 

The Acid Brown Wooded soils occur in all provinces but their major 
distribution is in the western part of the Appalachian region in Quebec and 
in the southern parts of the Canadian Shield in Ontario and Quebec. In these 
areas they may be considered as zonal soils. 

The Acid Brown Wooded soils appear to represent a stage of soil develop
ment between the Regosol and the Podzol. 
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::>ubgroups: 

4.31 Orthic Acid Brown Wooded - (L-H), (Ah < 211 ), fil: or B!h or ~ or ~ Q. 

Well drained soils without any apparent eluviated horizons and with 
B horizons of high -ohrana at or near the surface axri fading in chroma with 
depth. 

4 , .32 Degraded Acid Brown Wooded - (L-H) , !!. or A!J_, fil: or fil'.h_ or 1!!:!! or Bf j. Q. 

Soila with Ae borizona less than l inch thick or Aej several inches thick 
an:i with Bt, or Bfh, or an horizons. 

4.3-/7 Crzic Acid Brown Wooded 

Soils with perma.!rost within 40 inches (100 cm) of the mineral soil 
surface. 

4.3-/8 Gleyed Acid Brown Wooded 

Imperfectly drained soils with mottling aJXi duller colors present in 
the lower eolum. a rd in the parent material.. 

4.4 Acid Brown Forest Great Group 

Brunisolic eoils with distinct mineral-organic (Ah) surface horizons, 
with &nor Bf horizons arrl moderately to atrongly aoid sol&. 

The organic matter content of the surface horizon is generally high. The 
base saturation (NaCl) of the sol1111 is CCIIIDOnly 80 to 100 percent and the pH 
( in water) generally ranges fran 4.5 to .5.5. The parent materials are acidic. 

The main occurrence of these soils is in the west coastal area of 
British Coll.1Dlbia. where winters are mild aid the BUDlllers cool ani dry. Where 
these soils are foum. the mean amuaJ. temperature is generally a.bow 470F 
(8.3°C) am the armual precipitation rangeis !ran 27 to 45 inches, of which 
only 1.1 to 2.2 inches falls in July am A.uguet. 

The present native vegetati on on these soils ranges from coniferous 
forest to grass ard tern. However, there is clear evidence that the3e soils 
were developed unier gra.iss &!Xi !ern vegetation having a canopy o! oak trees 
and that now this vegetation is being replaced by coniferous tree species and 
shrubs. 

Theee soils are not common in Eastern Canada. Where found the mea.n armual 
temperature is otten below 42°F (5.5°0) am the precipitation averages about 
40 inches arm\Jllly, well distributed throughout. the year. Here t.hey occur 
mainly wxler deciduous trees. The developnent ot distinct Ah horizone ie 
attributed to the incorporation of the L-H horizons by earthworms into the 
upper part of the mineral sol.a ot Acid Brown Wooded soils an:i Podzols. 
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Subgroups: 

4.41 Orthic Aoid Brown Forest - (L-H), ~ Bm or .!!r or Bfh, Q. 

Well drained soils with a distinct dark grayish brown to black Ah 
surface horizon over a brown to yellowish brown B horizon (Bm or Bf). 

4.4-/8 Gleyed Acid Brown Forest 

Imperfectly drained soils with mottling and duller colors in the lower 
solum and in the parent material. 

4.5 Concretionary Brown Great Group 

Brunisolic soils wii:,h thin organic surface (L-H) horizons underlain by 
a brown to reddish brown (Bree) horizon containing many concretions (shot) 
and having an acid eolum. 

The soils usually have some clay-coated pads in the lower part of the 
solum. The parent materials are generally moderately acid and or medium to 
fine texture. 

Iron and aluminum oxides are formed in the upper B horizon but are not 
translocated downward. The tz-ee ox.ides bind the other soil constituents · 
into. hard magnetic concretions which range in size from silt to fine gravel 
and these oxides inactivate both organic and inorganic exchange sites. The 
present investigations suggest that dioctahedral aluminum chlorite form.e 
authigenically from interstratified montmorillonite clay inherited from the 
parent material. The exchange oation content of the Bfcc horizons is low 
but, owing to the low effective cation exchange capacity (NaCl) the base 
saturation is moderately high. 

The Concretionary Brown soils have been found in Canada only on the 
west coast of British Columbia where winters are mild and sumners are cool 
and dry. Where these aous are found the mean annual temi:erature is gen
erally above 47°F (8.3 C) and the annual precipitation ranges from 35 to 
70 inches, of which only 1.5 to 3.0 inches fall in July and August. These 
soils are seldom affected by frost. 

The natural vegetation found on these soils is Douglas fir, hemlock 
and red cedar with a dense understory of ferns, bracken, salal and Oregon grape. 

Subgroups: 

4.51 Orthic Concret ionary Brown - L-H, ~ or Bfhcc, Q. 

Soils with a thin ( < 211 ) mineral-organic (Ah) horizon that overlies a 
brown to 1-eddish-brown horizon (Bfcc or Bfhoo) containing many spheroidal 
concretions or shot-like. 

4.5-/8 Gleyed Concretionary Brown - L-H, Bfcc, ~ Q& 

Soils with distinct mottles in the lower part of the sola. These 
soils have soDJ;Jwhat thicker Ah hori zons and brighter chroma ir.. the Bfcc 
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horizons than the associated Orthic Coreretionary Brown s oils. 

4 .6 Alpino Brown Great Group 

Brunieolic soils with t hin, organic mats (L-H) and with dark colored 
distinct Ah horizons usually turfy in the upper part, and brolm B horizons. 

The parent materials of the Alpine Brown soils are moderately acid and 
of medium to coarse texture. The cation exchange capacity and base satura
tion are low. There is no visual. evidence or translocation of miner al 
elements in t he profile. Freet processes and down slope movement are 
act ive. 

These soils have developed in t he forest-al.pine transitional areas of 
the Cordillera. With increasing grass cover (increasing e levation) the 
Ah horizons become thicker and more turfy., and with increasing density of 
coni.ferous forest s (dec reasing elJ!vation) Ah horizons become thinner and 
lees turfy. 

Subgroups: 

4.61 Orthic Alpine Brown - (L-H), Ah, !!l, Q. 

Well drai~d soils having a thin organic mat (L-H) over a distinct dark 
colored Ah hortzon and 8 hrnwniAh ~ h~~i7.IYI'\ 

4.6-/7 Cryic Alpine Brown 

Soils with permafrost within 40 inches (100 cm) of the mineral soil 
s urface. 

4.6-/8 Gleyed Alpine Brown 

Soils highly mottled and with higher chranas in the l ower part of the 
sola. 
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REPORT ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF REGOSOLIC SOILS 

L. Farstad 

Chainnan, Subcommittee on Regoaolic Soils 

Great Group 

5.1 Rego sol 

5.2 Podzo Regosol 

5. Regoaolic Order 

5.11 
5.12 
5.1-/5 
5.1-/7 
5.1-/8 

5.21 
5.22 
5.2-/7 
5.2-/8 

5. Regosolic Order 

Subgroup 

Orthic Regoaol 
Deorcic Regosol 
Saline Regosol 
Ceyic Regosol 
Gleyed Regosol 

Arenic Podzo Regosol 
Cutanic Podzo Regosol 
Cryic Podzo Regosol 
Gleyed Podzo Regosol 

Well arxl imperfectly drained mineral, soils with no horizon developnent 
except a nonchernozem.ic Ah horizon (see page 18) that may or may not be present, 

and 

Well ard imperfectly drained soils that have tight colored eluvial 
horizons (Ae) more than 1 inch thick and weak illuvial horizons (B) containing 
insufficient accunulations of eesquioxides, clay or organic matter to meet the 
requirements of the Podzolic Order. 

5.1 Regosol Great Group 

Well and imperfectly drained mineral soils with no horizon developnent 
except a nonchernozemic Ah that may or may not be present. Organic surface 
horizons (L-H) less than 12 inches (30 cm) may occur. 

5.11 Orthic Regosol - (L-H),(Ah),g_ 

Soils consisting essentially of parent material in which any A.b if 
present is too weak or too thin (leas than 211 ) to produce a mixed surface 
soil 6 inches thick (Ap horizon) appreciably darker than the parent material. 
These soils lack visible evidence of soluble salts, gleying ard permafrost. 

Included in this subgroup are aridic soils that have or will produce an 
Ap horizon 6 inches thick with color values lighter than 3.5 moist and 5.5 
dry. 
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5.12 Deorcic Regosol - (L-H ) , fill, Q. 

Soils with nonchernozemie Ah horizons of sufficient developimnt to 
produce mixed surface eoils 6 inches thick (Ap horizons) appreciably darker 
than the parent material. These aoils lack visible evidence ot soluble 
salts, gleying arrl perma:f'roet. 

N.B. "Appreciably darkern meane that on light colored parent materials with 
color values of 7 and 8 {dry), the Ap horizon must have a color value or 5.5 
or l ess (dry) . On darker colored parent materials, 6 or less (dry) , the Ap 
horizon must be darker than the parent material by more than one unit or 
value (dry). 

5.1-/5 Saline Regoaol 

Soils with a saline ( > 4 mnhos/cm conductivity) horizon or layer 
within two feet (60 cm) o! the surface or salinity exceeding a conductivity 
of 6 nmhos/cm between 2 and 4 feet it the soil above is nonsaline. 

5.1-/7 Crzic Regosol 

Regoaols with permanently trosen layers within 40 inches (100 cm) or 
the ~ ral soil surface. There may be gleying in the lower part. or the 
profile. 

5.1-/8 Gleyed Regosol 

Regoeols with the characteristics of any of the above subgroups but 
with mottling and dull colors in the subsurface soil due to periodic wetness. 

The separation or Gleyed Regosols !:n>m Humic Gleysole and Gleyaol ia 
based on the distinctness of the gle:,ed horizon. Gl.eyed Ragosols have Cgj 
horizons while t he eoile in t he Gleysolic Order have Cg horizons. 

5.2 Podzo Begoeol Great Group 

Well arxi imperfectly drained soils that have light colored e luvial 
horizons (Ae) more than 1 inch thick and weak illuvial horizons (B) contain
ing insufficient accumul.&tions o! aesquioxides, clay or organic matter to 
meet the requirensnts or the Podzolic Order. The parent material. of these 
soils is coarse or moderately coarse in texture. Organic s urface horizons 
(L- H) are usually present in the virgin eoils but seldom e:xceed a few inches 
in thickness. Weak or th.in Ah horizons may also be present. 

These soils have developed under forest or pine grass-forest vegetative 
cover. They were formerly classified as Gray Forested aoils in the Podzolic 
Order. The description given in the N.S.S.C. 1963 report, however, applies 
chiefly to the Cutanic Podzo Begoeol Subgroup. 

5.21 Arenic Podzo Reg08ols - (L-H), (Ah) , Ae, B!J. Q. 

Pod.zo .Regoeols with tree iron and aluminum as the main accumulation 
products in the B horizon but less than t hat required for the Podzol Great 
Group. That ie, the oxAl.ate extractable A (P'e + Al) io less than 0.8 percent. 
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These aoile strongly resemble Pod.zols in appearance except the B 
horizons are usually lower in chroma. Aleo they usually have less acidic 
eola and higher base saturation than the Podzols. These Pod.zo Regosols .have 
only been found on sa.nie having a low amount of weatharable minerals. They 
occur in many parts ot Canada. 

5 .22 Cutanic Pod.zo Regosola - (L-H}, (Ah), Ae, Bt.1 or ~ or A and ~' Q. 

Podzo Regosols with clay as the ma.in .accumulation product in the B 
horizon but lacking a :et hor izon diagnostic or the Gray Wooded soils. The 
B horizon contains small concentrations of clay in isolated peds, tongues, 
clay flows, or in thin horizons ( <'. 211 ). The matrix of the B horizon ie 
either darker in col~r value or higher in chroma by one ~nit or more than 
the Ae horizon. These soils are mildly acidic and the percent base satura
tion is high. 

The Cutanic Podzo Regoeols usually have thick Ae horizons. The B 
horizon is sometimes replaced by a horizon consisting of separate pockets 
ot Ae and B materials (A and B horizon) aoo in extreme ca.sea the matrix of 
the entire sol.um consists dominantly of light colored eluvial materials with 
small peds of darker colored illuvial material occurring in the lower part. 

The main occurrence of the Cutanic Podzo Regosols is in the plateau 
region or south central British Columbia under pine grass-forest vegetative 
cover. The climate here is characterized by heavy winter and low summer 
precipitation. However, it would appear that the nature of the parent 
material is the dominant factor in the formation of these soils, as on 
finer textured parent materials under the same biotic and clilllatic conditions 
Gray Wooded soils have developed. 

5.2-/7 CrYic Podzo Regosole 

Podzo Begosols with p,rmanently frozen layers within 40 inches (100 cm) 
of the mineral soil surface. There may be gleying in the lower part of the 
profile. 

5.2-/8 Gleyed Podzo Regosols 

Pa:izo Regosols with mottling and dull colors in the subsurface soil due 
to periodic wetness. 
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REPORI' CN THE CLASSlFICATICN OF GLElSOLIC SOILS 

W. A. Ehrlich 

Chairlllan1 Subcommittee on Gleysolic Soils 

6. Gleysolio Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

6.1 Humic Gleyaol 

6.2 Gleysol 

6.3 &luviated Gleysol 

6.11 
6.12 
6.13 
6.1-/5 
6.1-/6 
6.1-/7 

6.21 
6.22 
6.2.3 
6.2-/5 
6.2-/6 
6.2-/7 

6 • .31 
6.32 

6. Gleyaolic Order 

Ort.hie Humic Gleyeol 
Rego Humic Gleysol 
Fera Humic Gleyaol* 
Saline Humic Gleysol 
CarbcJllated Humic Gleysol 
Cryic Humic Gleysol 

Ort.hie Gleysol 
Rego Gleysol 
Fera Gleysol * 
Saline Gleyaol 
Carborated Gleysol 
Cryic Gleysol 

Humic BJ.uviated Gleysol 
Low Humic Eluviated Gleyaol 

The soils are saturated with water at one or more seasoru1, or are artifi
cially drained. The soils are developed under hydrophytic vegetation or they 
may bo expected to produce hydrophytic vegetation it left undisturbed. 

These 1oils may have an organic horizon of less than 12 inches of consol
idat ed or 18 inches ot unconsolidated peat, &n Ah horizon, or both, or they 
mAy be without these horizons. I! the soils are cultivated the suggested 
criteria for classifying surtce horizons is presented in the definitions of 
6.1 am 6.2. The B horizons , it present, may have one of the following 
combinations of colors: 

(a) Daninant chranas of ],. to 2 in hues of 101R or redder on the ped 
surfaces, or 011 the riiatrix if the pads are lacking, accompanied 
by mottles of stronger chroma, or 

(b) Dominant chromae or 1 to .3 in hues of 2.5Y or 791lower on the ped 
surfaces or on the matrix if the peds are lacking, accompazded b7 
mottles of stronger chroma and redder hue, or 

~ Two subgroups, Fera Humic Gleysol and Fera Gleyeol, are addltiona. In the 
previous classification these soils were inclw.ed with the orthic subgroups 
in the Gleysolic Order. 

**'rhe color criteria for B and C horizons are suggested as guides for classifying 
Gleysolic soils. 
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(c) Danina.nt chromas of 1 or less on the surfaces of the peds or on the 
matrix if peds a1-e lac king and stronger chrana of mottles if present. 

The C horizons have colors in one of the following: 

(a) Hues as red as lO!R or redder, chranas of' 2 or less it mottled, 
less than 1 if not mottled, or 

(b) Hues between lOlR an:l lOY (i.e. 2.5Y, 5Y, 7.5Y), chromas of 3 or 
less if mottled ard 1 or less if not mottled, or 

(c) Hues bluer than lOY (i.e. GY, G, BG, B, PB), or 

(d) Any color that may be due to uncoated sand grains. 

6.1 l!!!!!!e Gleysol Great Group 

Soils with an Ah horizon more than J inches thick under virgin conditions 
ar-.:i'when mixed to a depth of 6 inches (or cultivated Ap) has more than J per
cent organic matter and has a rubbed color darker than J.5 when moist or 5.0 
when dry aDi is at least 1.5 units of value (moist) darker than the next 
wnerlying horizon either B or C. 

Examples of cultivated soil: Ap 
B or C 

• hl 
5.0 or higher 

= l& 
4.5 or higher 

These soils may have organic horizons up to 12 inches thick. 

6.11 Orthic Hum.ic Gleysol Subgroup 

Soils with a noncal.ca.reous ( < 2 percent CaC~ equivalent) Ah or Ap 
horizon and a gleyed B horizon un:ierlain by atrong1y gleyed, dull colorad soil 
material.. May have up to 12 inches of consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type: . (L-H), !!:!., (Aha ) , §!. or ru..&, Q&, (Ckg), (Ccag) 

This soil, except for st rong gleization and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drai~d Gleyed Orthic Black in morphological characteristics. 

6.12 Rego Humic Glepol Subgroup 

Soils with a noncaloaraoue ( < 2 percent CaC~ equivalent)* Ah or Ap 
horizon whicb grades into dull colored, gleyed soil material. May have up to 
12 inches of' consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type:** (L-H), !!l, Q&, (Ckg) , (Ccag) 

This soil, except for strong gleization and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drained Gleyed Rego Black in morphological characteristics. 

* Application of HCl to soils with approximately 2 percent CaC~ equivalent 
results in weak effervescence that can be detected only when treated sample 
is held near the ear. 

**'rhe horizons in brackets may or may not be present. 
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6.13 Fera Humic Gleysol Subgroup 

Soils with a noncalcareous ( < 2 percent CaCO~ equivalent) Ah or Ap 
horizon ard a high chroma strongly gleyed B horizofi with an accumulation of 
dithionate extracta'ole iron (one percent greater than in the C horizon) and 
little or no accumulation ot dithions.te extractable aluminum (no more than 
0.5 percent hi~her than in the C horizon). May have up to 12 inches ot 
c~nsolidated peat on the surface. 

Profil e type: (L-H), &, (Ahe), (Aeg), Bgf, Q£ 

This soil, except for strong gleization and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drained,weakly leached, Gleyed Eluviated Black in morphological 
charactoristice. 

6.1- / 5 Saline Humic Gl.eYBol 

Soils with a saline ( > 4 mmhos/cm corductivity) horizon or layer within 
two feet of the surface or salinity e:,t:ceeding a cooouctivity of 6 mmhos/cm 
between 2 and 4 feet if the soil above is nonsaline ( < 4 mmhos/cm). Kay have 
up to 12 inches of consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profil e type: Sa.line C hori11on; A am B horizons may be saline. 

w.1s ~vll, oXCt;pt. 1or strong gleizat1on and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drained, Gleyed Saline Black in morphological characteristics. 

6.1-/6 Carbonated Humic Gleysol 

Soils with a carbonated ( > 2 percent CaC~ equivalent) Ah or Ap horizon 
which grades into calcareous noneal:iJ'l!t horizons or layers. Kay have up to 12 
inches of consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type : Carbonated horizons or lay-ere t hroughout the pro.file. 

This soil, except for strong gleization and degree o.f wetness, resembles 
the better drained, Gleyed Carbonated. Black in morphological characteristics. 

6.1-/7 Cryic Humic Gleysol 

Any Humic Gleyeol with permafrost within 40 inches of the mineral soil 
surface . May have up to 12 i~hes of consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type: Permafrost within 40 inches of the mineral soil surface. 

6.2 Gleyeol Great Group 

Soils that may have a dark colored surface horizon up to 3 inches thick 
under virgin conditions and when m.ixed to a depth ot 6 inches (or cultivated 
Ap) has either less than 3 percent organic matter or it differs from the next 
underlying horizon (Aej, B or C) by 1.5 units or lees in value when ~oist it 
the value of the underlying horizon is 4 or more, or by one unit or less if the 
value of the underlying horizon ia 3 or less. 
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Examples of cultivated soil: Ap . =~or higher, 2.0 or higher 
Aej, B or C 4.0 3.0 

May have up to 12 inches of consolidated peat on the surface. 

6 .• 21 Orthic Gleysol Subgroup 

Soils with an A, B, C horizon sequence. The Ah, if present, is less 
than J inches thick under virgin conditions and the soil with or without 
this surface horizon when cultivated is identified by the description under 
6.2. May have up to 12 inches of consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), (Aejg), ~ or ~ Q&., (Ckg), (Ccag) 

This soil, except for strong gleization and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drained, Gleyed Podzo lktgoeol in morphological characteristics. 

6.22 Rego Gleysol Subgroup 

Soils with an Ah or Ap, Cg or Cg only horizon sequence. The Ah, if 
present, is less than 3 inches thick ul'lier virgin conditions and the soil 
with or without this surtaoo horizon when cultivated is identified by the 
description under 6.2. The surface horizon or layer is noncalcareous 
( < 2 percent CaC03 equivalent) . May have up to 12 inches of consolidated 
peat on the surface. 

Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), Q&, (Ckg), (Ccag) 

This soil, except for strong gleization and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drained Gleyed Orthic Regoeol in morphological characteristics. 

6.23 Fera Gleysol Subgroup 

Soils with an A, B, C horizon sequence . The soil is similar to the one 
described under 6.13 except that the Ah horizon., if' present, under virgin 
conditions is less than 3 inches thick. The cultivated soil is identified by 
the description under 6.2. May have up to 12 inches of consolidated peat on 
the surface. 

. . 
Profile type t (L-H), (Ah), (Aeg), Bgf, Qg, (Ckg), (Ccag) 

Thie soil, except for strong gleization and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drained Gleyed Podzo Regosol in morphological characteristics. 

6.2-/5 Saline Gleysol 

Soils with a saline ('>4 mm.hos /cm conductivity) horizon or layer within 
2 feet of the surface or salinity exceeding a conductivity of 6 mmhoe/cm 
between 2 and 4 feet if the soil above is nonsaline ( < 4 rnmhos/cm) • May have 
up to 12 inches of consolidated peat on the surface . 

Profile type: Saline C horizon; A and B horizons may be saline. 

This soil, except for strong gl e ization and degree of wetness, resembles 
the better drained, Gl eyed Saline Regosol in morphological characteristics. 
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6.2-/6 Carbonated Gleyeol 

Sells with a carbonated ( > 2 percent CaC<>:, equivalent ) surface horizon 
o! layer which grades into calcareous nonsalini horizons or layeri,. May 
have up to 12 inche• consolidated peat on the i,urface. 

Profile ' vpe : Carbonated horizons or layers throughout the protile. 

6.2-/7 Cryic Gleysol 

Any Gleysol soil with permaf'roet within 40 inches of the mineral eurf'ace. 
May have up to 12 inches o! consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type : Permafrost within 40 inchee of the mineral surface. 

This soil, except for strong gleization 8Dl:i degree ot wetness, resembles 
the better drained, Cryic Gleyed Begosol in morphological characteristics. 

6.3 Eluviated Gley!ol Great GrouE 

Soils with or without an Ah horizon umer virgin conditions and with Aeg 
and Btg horizons. It cultivated the surface horizon i s differentiated on the 
basis of the descriptions umer 6 .. 1 and 6.2. May have up to 12 inches of con
solidat ed peat on the surface. 

6.31 Humic Eluviated Gleysol Subgroup 

Soil s with an Ah horizon greater than 3 inches thick under virgin condi
tions or an Ap as described under 6.1 and with Aeg, Btg and Cg horizone. May 
have up to 12 inches ot consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type: (L-H), Ah or Abe, ~ Qg, (Ckg), (Ccag) 

This soil, except !or strong gleizat ion and degree of' wetness, resembles 
the better drained, Gleyed Eluviated Black in morphological characteristics. 

6.32 Low Humi.c Eluviated Gleysol Subgroup 

Soils may have an Ah horizon up to 3 inohes thick under virgin conditions 
or an Ap as described under 6.2 and with Aeg, Bfg and Cg horizons. May have 
up to 12 inches of consolidated peat on the surface. 

Profile type : (L-H ) , (Ah), (Ahe) , ~ ~ Q.&, (Ckg), (Ccag) 

Thie soil, except for strong gleization and degree of' wetness, resembles 
the better drained, Gleyed Dark Gray Wooded or Gleyed Gray Wooded in 
morphological. cha.racterietice. 
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FAMll.Y CLASSIFICAT ICN OF SOILS 

R. Baril 

Chairman, Subcaunittee on Soil Families 

Intro<ilction 

The subcommittee members had to consider the various viewpoints 
expressed concerning the basis to be adopteq µi respect to family grouping 
in the Canadian Soil ClaHification Scheme. {lJ In brief, the viewpoints 
expressed fall mainly in two groups: 1. - those favoring a taxonomic 
classification; and 2. - those favoring interpretative l~d cla~sification. 

Taxonomic classification 

The taxonomic classification 11per se 11 is OM which is based on the 
characteristics developed in the soil profiles during its formation. In 
this objective, the family, as a categorical level, in the Canadian Scheme, 
is in line with the procedure used in establishing the higher categories: 
the order, great group, subgroup or the lower ones: series and type. 
The family lying between the subgroup an:i the series should be necessirily 
a grouping of soil series within each respective subgroup. The criteria 
to be used will not necessarily be the same within the classes ot all 
various kinds ot soils. 

Interpretative olassitication 

An interpretative land classification, that is for immediately applied 
objectives, was proposed by several colleagues for a famil.y grouping that 
would use criteria significant in the use and management of soils and 
plants. Ae an example, a grouping of series derived from various land 
capability classes and subclasses data canpiled unier the ARDA Land 
Inventory. This suggestion was not, at this time, retaired by the sub
committee members even it it seems to meet, (IOIOO of the requirements of 
the soil family definition given in 196.3. llJ Mention should be made that 
the usefulness of soils ie subject to change with the changing arts and 
skills in agriculture. For this reason it would be desirable, at this 
moment, to consider these interpretative groupinge outside the regular 
NSSC Scheme. 

Definition of soil family 

A soil family was defined by the NSSC in 1963 as being: 11A grov.p of 
soil series within a subgroup that are relatively homogeneous with respect 
to soil-air, soil-water and plant-root relationships. Hence families are 
differentiated primarily on the basis o! properties .important to the growth 
of plants. This category as yet has not been widely used in Canada.11tl) 

This definition above meets several objectives in a general way but, 
for those who want a more specific taxonomic point of view, the definition 
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of the family would be: A soil !am.Uy is a grouping of soil serie s , within 
a IS'J bgroup, that are relatively homogeneous in genetic horizorus but at a 
broader degree than that used in t he eoil aeri es . 

Criteria selected 

For a pr~~tical application of t he f oregoing statements, i t was a greed 
by the subconunit tee that a certain set or soil propert ies or cri ter:ia should 
be listed and propoaed tor trial in t he various pr oTi.nces. Some provinces 
have u8ed moet or t hese criteria in the est abllahment o! soil !smilies; it 
is hoped that all pr ovinces will give a fair trial of these proposals. 

The criteria selected are listed a s ! oll0"'8: 

1. - Texture• 

The number of broad textural c lasses t o be used could vary for certain 
kinds of soils. At this t ime, broad t extural classes (6) are proposed, 
namel y: 

a ) Coaree-textured soils: sands and loamy sands . 
b) Modertat ely coarse-t extured soils: sandy loam and fine sarrly loam. 
c ) Medium-t extured soi l s: very f ine sandy loam, loam, silt loam and silt. 
d ) Moderat ely .fine-textured soils: clay loam, sandy clay loam, silty 

1..la.J luc:U. 
Fine-textured sollst sandy cl ay, s ilty clay and clay. 
Very fine-textured soils: heavy clay, that is with more than 6al> clay. 

Modifiers to textur&l classes 

The tenn !ragment&l. would apply t o any of the textural classes it more 
than 20%, by volume, of t he materi al.a was large r than 2 .an. 

2. - Composition (chemical and partly mineral ogical) 

Due to l ack of mineral ogical data the auboOD111.itt ee suggests a considera
tion of the composition o! the soil materials, namely, the presence or 
contents of soluble salts and/ or of tree carbonat es, as used in naming soil 
horizons. These criteria, added to that of t exture, have a s t rong cormotation 
on mineralogical coinposition ot the s oil materials . 

3. - Depth to a lithic contact 

Although the relative import.ance of depths of soils could vary in 
various provinces, it ia t hought t hat soils having a lithic contact at leas 
than 12 inches aoo more than 12 inches but less than 36 inches should be 
separated. By lithic contact, it is meant a layer or hard Mck (hardnes s of 
3 or more on the Mohs scale ) . 

*Texture classes, ae defined, are applied to the soil profile that l ies 
between the base of the Ap or 6 inche ,, whicheTer is deeper, am 36 inches 
or to a lithic contact or a non-conforming layer. 
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J+. - Non- oon!orming layers 

The presenoe within 36 inches ot a non-conforming layer, that ie, one 
which has more than two textural classes differences. 

5. - Special horizons 

1rhe presence of l) fragipan and 2) 'compacted layers belcw the solum. 

6. - Peaty families 

Soils having a p,aty surtaoe, that is from 8 to 12 inches, were formerly 
considered peaty subgroup•. They are now cons:i:iered peaty families. 

7. - Depth of 11olum 

The depth of solum am that ot diagnostic horizons wtv3n present could 
be considered at the family level. 

8. - Temperature 

Some consideration was given to the use of temperature limits in 
establishing soil families. No definite reccmnendation can be made at this 
ti.lie. Soil temperature, being a soil property, is to be envisaged as an 
important criteria in the future. 

Fam.i.lY on a national .basis 

The subcomnittee cannot, at this time., make definite recomnematione 
for the establishm9nt of family at a national basis. This approach would 
be, in the opinion ot our NSSC Chairman, Dr. A. Leahey, a very valuable one 
from a stardpoint of soil correlation between provinces. 

Reference: 

(1) National. Soil Survey Committee or Canada. Mimeographed, p. 5. 
Fifth Meeting, Winnipeg, March 4-8, 1963. 
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REPORT ~ THE CLASSIFICATIOO OF ORGANIC SOILJ> 

W. A. Ehrlich 

Chairusn, Subcomaittee on Organic Soila 

The classification of organic soils presented here was accepted and 
reconmended !or trial by the National Soil Survey Committee at its meeting 
at Laval University in October, 1965. 

Th classification proposed here is a modification of the one adopted 
by the Soil Conservation Service, United Sta tee Department of Agriculture, 
at the National Technical Work Planning Conference of the Cooperative 
Soil Survey held in Chicago, ll.linoie, in January 1965. 

·ro facilitate umerstanding ot this scheme, it is arranged in the 
order of definitions and criteria followed by the classification ot organic 
soils arxl notes on classification procedure. A section on properties of 
sane organic soils ie attached. 

Definitions ani Criteria o! Organic Soils 

A. Control Sectionl 

Thickness ot control section in organic soils is 40 inches tran the 
.JW f ...i.,u l.: Lr&., v,.. t,-Wl'- ~l.v.t..l.aJ. ~d COuoOl..i.G.~"6(1 Or txl 1nChelJ it J.t, iB 

unconsolidated. Consolidation o! peat is the result of subsidence 
through drainage, cultivation, pasturing, etc. The control section 
may extend into the un:lerlying mineral eoil or bedrock substratum. 

B. Kin:ls of tiers and layers2 

For classification purposes, the control section has three tiers -
surface, subsur!aoe and bottom, each of which may have one or more kinds 
ot layers. Tho tiers and layers are as follows: 

1. Surface tier is the top 12 inches or consolidated or 18 inches of 
unconsolidated organic material. (This thickness of peat is permis
sible with m.inaral. soils. ) This tier, except the loose surface litter, 
is incl\ded with the classification of Terrie am Lithic types having 
less than 24 inches of consolidated or 36 inches of unconsolidated 
organic material. Where these thin peats occur they are classified on 
the dominant type or peat moditied by other t7})8e if present in signif
icant proportions. 

2. Subsurface tier is inmediatel.y below and is equal in thickness to the 
surface tier. This tier establishes the great group classification it 

1AssWD9d to include the zone of ma.x.imum microbiological activity. 

4riers and layers a.re described to pennit easier discussion ot parts ot 
the control section. 
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no mineral substratum is present. If a mineral substratum occurs in 
this tier, the peat in this tier is included and classified with the 
surface tier on the basis of the daninant kind of peat. 

3. Bottom tier is that portion extending from the subsurface tier to 
the bottom of the control section. This portion may range from 
totally organic to totally mi.n3ral. The organic material in this 
tier, if in significant proportions, establishes or assists in estab
lishing the subgroup classification. 

In sunmary, tiers in the control section are as follows: 

Surface tier 
Subsurface tier 
Bottom tier 

Consolidated 
0-1211 

1.3-2411 

25-4011 

Unconsolidated 
0-18 11 

19-.3611 

.37-6011 

4. Diagnostic layers 

Fibric - least deoompoaed stage. 
It must have m<re than 2/3 fibers (140 mesh >.l mm) in the 
total mass. More than 50 percent of the fibers must be well 
preserved as to not change chran& when rubbed wet or will 
resist disintegration or becoming greasy. 

Mesic -

Humic 

- intermediately decompased stage. 
It has a fiber content between 1/3 and 2/3 in the total mass, 
or if the fiber content exceeds 2/ 3 of the total mass 
over 50 percent of the fibers will decrease at least one 
unit in chroma when rubbed wet, or if the fiber content 
exceeds 2/.3 of the total mass ard does not change color upon 
rubbing then over 50 percent of the fibers are easily broken 
down or become greasy when rubbed wet. 

- moat deoampaeed stage. 
It must have less than 1/.3 fiber in the total mass. It 
must not change color when rubbed wet, and the sodium 
pyrophosphate extract on white filter paper is lower in 
value and higher in chrana than lOYR 7/3. 

5. Other layers 

~ - consisting of one diagnostic mesic or humic layer throughout 
the organic section in the subsurface and bottom tiers or in 
shallow peats throughout the organic section of the surface 
and subsurface tiers. 

Fennicl- dominantly fibric fen peat in the subsurface tier or dom
inantly fibr ic fen peat in the surface and subsurface tiers 
if a mineral substratum occurs in the subsurface tier. 

---- - ---- - - - - - - -- - - -- - ---- - -- - - - - ------
lFenno-Mucinic or Mucinic-Fennic may be used where the first name indicates 

a subordins.te quantity that exceeds one-sixth of the volume in the organic 
profile (also see footnote on page 3). 
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Mucinic - dominantly fibric moss peat in the subsurface tier or 
daninantly fibric moss ~at in t he surface and subsurface 
tiers if a mireral substratum occurs in the subsurface tier. 

Stratic - tw-o or mare kinis of diagn06t ic peat layers in eignificant 
proportions1 in the subsurface and bottom tiers or in the 
surface and subsurface tiers if the mineral substratum 
occure in the eubsur.face tier. Twelve kinds of Stratic 
types may occur: Strat ic Mesic. Fibrisol; Stratic Humic 
Fibri.sol; Stratic Meso-Humic Fibriaol; Strat i c Humo-Mesic 
Fibriaol; Strati c Fibric Keaieol., etc. Wh3re all diagnostic 
layers occur in significant proportional they are arranged 
in the order ot :in:reaaing amounts. The first named of 
three has a suffix "o" in place of "ic 11 to reduce discordance 
of names. The 111cn remains when only one modifier is used. 

~ - an illuviaJ. layer in the subsurface tier or in the upper 
bottom tier with more colloidal mat erial than the underlying 
peat . This l ayer has fine materials with a greasy., gloesy 
appearance in fractures and in root channels. 

Clasto - a layer(s) of significant proportions with .30 to 70 percent 
mineral. material. in the organic part of the control section. 

Limno - a significant layer(s) (?-2 inches) of marl. diatomaceous 
earth., sedimentary peat., bog irm., possibly others. 

Cumulo - alternate layers or organic and mineral materials. 

Cryic - permanently frozen within the control section. 

Terrie - unconsolidated mineral substratum with less than 30 percent 
organic matter occurring in the subsurface or bottom tiers. 

Lithia - consolidated mineral substratum (bedrock) occurring in the 
subsurface or bottom tiers. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

lsignif icant proportions in peats extending into the bottom tier, is more 
t han one-oixth of the total mass .tor ea.ch di agnostic type in the subsurface 
end bottom tiers, ~nd ot similar amounts .for those peats extending only 
into the subeurface tier. The dOlll:inant type should be greater than one-third 
of the total mass in the subsurface tier or in the surface and subsurface 
tiers if a mineral. substratum occurs in the eu'baur.tace tier. 
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Classification 

Order Great Group 

7.0 Organic 7.1 Fibrieol 

7.2 Mesieol 

7.3 Humisol 

7.0 Organic Order 

Subgroup 

7.11 Fennic Fibrisol 
7.12 Mucinic Fibrieol 
7.1/3 Straticl 
7.1/4 Clasto-
7.1/5 LiJDno-
7 .l/6 Cumulo-
7 .1/7 Cryio 
7.1/8 Terrie 
7·.1/9 Lithic 

7.21 Unic Mesieol 
7.22 Luvic Mesieol 
7.2/3 Stratic 
7 .2/4 Clasto-
7 .2/5 Limno-
7.2/6 Oumulo-
7.2/7 Oryic 
7.2/8 Terrio 
7.2/9 Lithic 

7.31 Unic Humisol 
7.32 Luvic Humisol 
7.3/3 Stratic 
7.3/4 Olasto-
7 .3/5 Limno-
7 .).}6 Cumulo-
7 .3/7 Cryic 
7.3/g Terrie 
7 .3/9 Lithic 

Soils with 30 percent or more of organic matter and with more than 12 inches 
of coneol:idated or 18 inches of \Ulconeolida.ted organic material.. 

7.1 Fibrieol Great Group 

Organic soii.1 in the least decanpoeed 1tage as defined under Fibric in types 
ot di&f?P.ostic layers. 

7.ll Fennic Fibrisol - soils dominantly ten peat in the · subsurface tier or 
in the subsurface and 1urface tiere it a mineral substratum occurs in 
the eubeurtace tier. 

lThe subgroups to which the virgule im applied may be used together where 
better definition of the soil i1 required, e.g. Terrie Olasto-Fennic 
Fibrisol; Lithic Cumulo-Mucinic Fibrisol; etc . 
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7.12 Mucinic Fibrisol - soils daninantly peat mosses in the subsu~face tier 
or in the subsurface and surface tiers if a mineral substratum occurs in 
the subsurface tier. 

7 .1/ 3 Stratic - two or more kinds of diagnostic peat layers, daninantly fibric, 
in significant proportions in the subsurface am bottom tiers or in the 
surface am subsurface tiers if a mineral substratum occurs in the 
eubsurfaca tier. Four kinds or Stratic Fibrisol soils may occur: 
Stratic Mesic Fibrisol; Stratic Humic Fibrisol; Stratic Meso-Humic 
Fibri.sol; and Stratic Humo-Mesic Fibrisol, (See definition of Stratic. ) 

7.1/ 4 Clasto - dominantly fibric peat with 30 to 70 percent mineral matter 
t hroughout moet of the control section. 

7 .1/ 5 L:imno - daninantly !ibric peat with s ignificant amounts of one or more 
of marl, diatomaceous earth, sedimentary peat, bog iron, possibly others. 

7 .1/6 Cumulo - dominantly fibric peat with alternate layers of peat and mineral 
mat erials. 

7 .1/7 Cryic - dominantly fibric peat with a permanent frost layer in the control 
section. 

7 .1/8 Terrie - domi~ntly fibric peat with an unconsolidated mireral substratum 
within the s uhsU!"face or ~t.t..,,m t.iFt,.. 

7.1/9 Lithic - dotninantly fibric peat with a consolidated mineral subst ratum 
(bedrock ) within the subsurface or bottom t ier . 

7.2 Mesisol Great Group 

Organic s oils in an intermediately decanpoeed stage as defined \D'l.der Mesic in 
types of diagn~tic layers. · 

7.21 Unic Mesisol - soils consisting of inte~diately decomposed peat through
out the subsurface and bottom tiers or in shallow peats t hroughout the 
organic section of the surface and subsurface t iers. 

7.22 Luvic Mesisol - soils daninantly intermediately decanposed peat with an 
illuvial. layer in the subsurface or upper bottom tiers having more 
colloidal material than the urderlying layer. 

7.2/J Stratic - two or more kinda of diagnostic peat layers, dominant ly mesic, 
in significant proportions in the subsurface and bottom tiers or in the 
surface and subsurface tiers if a mineral substratum occurs in the 
subsurface tier. Four kinis of Stratic Meeisol soils may occur: Stratic 
Fibric Mesjsol; Stratic H~ Mesisol; Stratic Fibro-Hwnic Mesisol; 
Stratic Humo-Fibric Mesisol. (See definition of Strat ic. ) 

7 .2/4 Clasto - dominantly mesic peat with .30 to 70 percent mineral matter 
t hroughout moot of the organic pa.rt of the control section . 

7.2/5 Limno - da?1.inantly mesic peat with significant amounts of one or more 
of marl, diatamaceoua earth, aed iu~ntary peat, bog iron, possibly others. 
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-7.-2/6 Cumulo - daninantly meaic µ3at with alternate layers of peat and min,ral 
materials. 

7 .2/7 Cryic - dominantly meeic peat with a permanent frost layer in the control 
section. 

7.2/8 Terrie - dominantly mesic peat with an unconsolidated mineral substratum 
w1thin the eubsurfaoe or bottom tiers. 

7.2/9 Lithic - dominantly mesic peat with a consolidated mineral substratum 
(bedrock) within the subsurface or bottom tiers. 

7.3 Humisol Great Group 

Organic soils in a decomposed stage as defined under ~ in types of 
diagnostic layers . 

7.31 Unic Humisol - soils consisting of decanposed_ peat throughout the sub
surface and bottom tiers or in shallow peats throughout the organic 
section of the surfaoe and subsurface tiers. 

7 .32 Luvic Humisol - soils dominantly decomposed peat with an illuvia.l layer 
in the subsurface or upper bottom tier having more colloidal material 
than the underlying layer. 

7.3/3 Stratic - two or more kirrl s of diagnostic layers, daninantly humic., in 
significant proportions in the subsurface and bottom tiers or in the 
surface and subsurface tiers if a mineral substratum is in the sub
surface tier. Four kinds of stratic Humisole may occur: Stratic Fibric 
Humisol; Stratic Mesic Hwnisol; Stratic Fibro-Mesic Humisol; Stratic 
Meso-Fibric Hu.misol. (See definition of Stratic.) 

7.3/4 Clasto - dominantly humic peat with 30 to 70 percent mineral matter 
throughout most of the organic portion of the control section. 

7.3/5 Limno - dominantly humic peat with significant amounts of one or more 
of marl, diatomaceous earth, sedimentary peat, bog iron, possibly others. 

7.3/6 Cumulo - dominantly humic peat with alternate layers of peat and mineral 
mate rials. 

7 .3/7 Cryic • dominantly hwnic peat with a permanent frost layer in the control 
section. 

7.J/8 Terrie - dominantly humic peat with an unconsolidated mineral substratum 
within the subsurface or bottom tier. 

7.3/9 Lithic - dominantly humic peat with a consolidated mineral substratum 
(bedrock) within the subsurface or bottom tier. 

Series Criteria 

Based mainly on criteria presented below and possibly others occurring 
in the subsurface and bottom tiers. 
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1. Sphagnic - more than 50 percent. 
2 . Hypnic - more than 50 percent,. 
3. Woody - more than 10 percent by volume • 
4. Dystrophic - <pH 5.3 in .01 M CaC12 or pH 5.8 in H20 ( sat. paste ) . 
5. Eutrophic - >PH 5.3 in .01 M CaCl2 or pH 5.8 in H20 ( sat. paste ) . 
6. Calcareous - weakly, mcderately, strongly, very strongly, ext remely. 
7. SulphtL.-eous - > one percent. 
8. Ferruginou8 - > one peroent. 
9. Toxic eleinents - al, zn, etc. 

10. Texture of mineral substratum in shallow peats on t he basis of 
textural groups of coarse, moderately coarse, medium, moderately 
fine, fine and very fine. 

11. Developnent of mineral eoil. 

Phase Criteria 

Based mainly on the surface tier on criteria used for series separations 
and any other significant characteristic. such as anthropic (burned, min8Ci, 
15Calped). 

Notes on Claesitioation Procedure 

1. Mineral substratum within the surface tier 

ii s1.>.L. • .1. ... n 1-:ss t.n.u, l .2. 1 ........ a"'b ol co,,t1ollda ..,a~ or .Less thcsu lo inches 01 
unccinsolidated peat (surface tier) is not a member of the Organic Order. 

2. Mineral substratum within the subsurface tier 

A soil, including mineral layer(s) and organo-mineral inclusions, exceeding 
the surface but not the subsurface in thickneea is a shallow peat. This 
organic soil ie claBsified on the types ot peat in the surface (excl uding 
fresh, loose litter) and subsurface tiere. The dominant type of peat 
establishes the g·reat group ot either Fibrisol, Mesiaol or Humisol and t he 
subordinate type or types of peat as well as other modifiers establiish 
the subgroup. Exceptions to the last statement on modifiers are "Unic 11 , 

meaning one, in the Mesisol and Humisol great groups, and Fennic or 
Muc:inic in the Fibrisol Great Group. Fennic or Mucinic peats may be 
uniform in composition, however they are not classified on uniformity but 
on dominance of one or the other in the diagnostic section. All shallow 
peats are prefixed with Ter rie or Lithic, depending on thu kind of 
mireral substratum. 

3. Mineral substratum below the subsurface tier 

An organic soil with a thickness exceeding the subsurface tier is 
classified at the great group level on the basis of the daninant peat 
(i.e. fibric, meeic or humic) in the subsurface tier and at the sub
group level the peat i s classified on the subordinate type or types of 
peat and modi.tiers in the subsurface ard bottom tiers. Exam.plea of 
classification for this type of peat a re : one with 7 inches of con
sol idated Fennic fibric peat in the subsurface and the remainder in 
this and bottom tiers as mesic peat would be a Stratic Mesic Fennic 
Fibrieol . It' both mesic and humic peats were the remainder of the above 
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example, the soil would be a Stratic type of either a Meso-Humic or 
Humo-Mesio Fibrisol depending on the dominaD:e of the eiubordinate group. 
Additional modifiers m~ be necessary to add to the above such as Terrie 
or Lithic if the mineral substratum is in the bottom tler, or Claeto if 
high in mineral content, or Cryio i! permanently frozen, etc. 

4. Mineral substratum below the control section 

For organic soils with peats exten:ling beyorxi the bottom tier or control 
section, the classification is based on the same concepts as outlined in 
3 except that Terrie ani Lithic are not applicable. 

5. Where Terrie or Lithic are ueed, they should be used as prefixes, e.g. 
Terrie Clasto-Fennic Fibrisol rather than Clasto Terrie Fennic Fibrisol. 
Where Cryic is used with Terrie or Lithic it should follow either term 
but it should precede the others listed. The placement of these terms 
is to indicate the respective relevancy of the modifiers to the great 
group. 

6. As presently defined the horizon 111 11 (litter) is the fibric layer, 
11F11 (fermentation) is the mesic layer and 11H" (hwnus) the humic layer. 
Where the layers repeat they are to be indicated with Arabic nuim,rals 
used as suffixes, e.g. Ll, Fl, L2, F2, Hl, F3, etc. When no repetition 
or the layer occurs, the suffix need not be used. 

7. It applicable, the lower caee suffixes as defiMd in the 1965 N.s.s.c. 
proceedings may .be used with the layers L, F and H. 
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Properties of Organic Soils 

In this section are certain data which presently appear t o be the most useful 
for organic soil classification. These are fiber charac t eristics (size and amount), 
bulk density, water hold ing capacity, pH, ash content and degree of dec anposition . 
Below arti some data on physical and chemical analyses compiled by R. S. Farnham and 
H. R. Finney in Advances of AgronOIDY, Vol. 17, page 137, 1965. 

Layer type Range in Range in Range i n Range in Range in Range in Range in 
fiber con- ash con- water- bulk pH nitrogen sodium pyrophos-
tent ( > o.1% tent(% dry holding deneityl (H20) content phate solubility 
dry wt.basi s ) wt. basis) capacity g/cc (% dry (%) 

(% dry 
wt. basis) 

wt.basis) 

Fi bric 76-91 2.5- 9.2 850-1920 0.06-0.17 2. 9- 7.5 0.4- .3. 0 0.1-0.75 
Mesic 48-51 ll.4-21.2 625-660 0.21-0.23 4.5-7. 5 1.5-3.0 0.5-1.5 
Sapric (Humic) 12-20 26.2-59.4 187-418 0.31-0.45 4. 5-8.0 1.0-3.0 0.75-3.5 

The data in the table indicate ash content and bulk density as most meaningful. 
These figures suggest a range in ash content of fibric to be leas than 10.0 percent., 
inesic from about 10.0 to 25.0 percent., humic to be greater than 25.0 percent; and in 
bulk density (on a wet volume basis) ., t he fibric to be less than 0.2 grams per cubic 
~8'11t.imf!t.e'I"' fflA"l i f' f-rnin Ahnn+. 0 ? ti" () 3 .c:l'l'lQ }'ll""i" +,:- h e z-.c:i +A,.. t t'a!' 0 3 g""·~!!l!l pe'I" 

cubic centimeter. 

The figures on water holding capacity show a definite pattern of decreasing in 
capacity ,nth increasing decomposition. Further to these data on water., Farnham and 
Finney pointed out that: at all suct ions (0-15 bars) the water contents of fibric layers, 
expressed on an oven dry basis., are greater than those of mesic which in turn are 
greater than those of humic. Using the sane water cont rols expressed on a volume basis 
(the amount of water lost expressed as the volume of water per unit volume of soil in 
bulk) water ccntents of humic are highest at all suctions other than at or near satura
tion. Water contents of me sic are interzmdiate and that of fibric are least. 

The sodium pyrophosphate extract test for degree of decomposit ion, according to 
sane local trials, is reasonably good for distinguishing hwrdc layers. For the extracts 
of these l ayers the value should be lower and t.he chroma higher than lOYR 7/3. For the 
mesic layers the test is variable and therefore indecisive. For the fibric layers the 
extract values are generally higher and the chrom.as lower t han lOYR 7/3; hOW"ever, 
exceptions occur. 'The determination of fibric is usually no problem since the material 
is generally coarse enough to obtain a reasonably accurate classification by visual 
means. 

Another probable criterion for distinguishing relative degrees of decomposition 
in organic soils is exchange capacity. This capacity, considerably greater in organic 
than in mineral soils., i s affected by degree of decomi:osition and possibly by the 
kin:l of plant remaine. However., the meagre data available do not show enough to 
draw firm conclusions. 

Information on nit rogen and pH is useful for fertility evaluation and in separa
tions for series and phases. For an adequate fertility assessment, hO\'ever, i t i s 
necessary also to determine the presence or absence of a wide range of plBllt nutrients. 

------------- - ------------------------------
1 wet volt.une basis 
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One of the problems in the classification of organic soils is determining whether 
the material is consolidated or unconsolidated and therefore the control section to 
use. The simplest way to do this is to appraise the drainage. I :f the area is drained, 
that is, if the water table is more than 40 inches from the surface, the peat will 
have had initial subsidence and it will be very firm; if the peat is undrained, that 
is, if the water table is within 40 inches from the surface, it will be soft and 
spongy. The 40 inch depth for drained peat and the 60 inch depth for undrained peat 
as control sections are sanewhat arbitrary although a relationship exists between 
the two depths. Peat on drainage subsides initially about JO percent, thus a 60 inch 
thickness of peat through drainage is reduced to 40 inches, the recommended control 
section for drained peat. Under good drainage peat will continue to subside almost 
indefinitely; however, these probable changes in the future, like those expected in 
mineral soil~ have to be ignored. 

In addition to 40 and 60 inch control sections, intermediate depths arrived at 
by a fonnulal could be used for peat soils with water tables ranging from the surface 
to depths exceeding 40 inches. Thie range of control sections, through application 
of the fonnula, was tried but the differences in control sections fran one site to 
another made comparisons difficult and somewhat . confusing. Applications of the formula 
on a few examples of deep peat soils follow: 

Calculated control section 

l. Dwt = 40 inches 
S = 40 + 1.5 (40-40) : 40 inches 

2. Dwt = 20 inches 
S = 20 + 1.5 (40-20) = 50 inches 

3. Dwt = surface 
S =Of 1.5 (40-0) = 60 inches 

Reconmended control section 

40 inches (drained) 

60 inches (undrained) 

60 inches (urx:irained) 

Assessing drainage in organic soils with a mineral substratum within 40 inch~s 
of the surface poses a different problem. A general rule to follow is to establish 
whether the water table is in the peat or in the mineral substratum. If it occurs 
in the peat it is likely undrained and if in the mineral substratum it is likely 
drained (soil 2). 

To illustrate the classification of organic soils, two profiles are described. 

Soil l 

Location 
Surface vegetation - stunted black spruce and tamarack, labrador tea, sphagnum moss. 
Description - Unconsolidated (water table at 3011 , 60 11 control section). 

L1. 0-4 inches, brown (lOYR 5/3 dry) coarse-fibered, spongy, 
strongly acid, sphagnwn moss. 

--------------- - ------------ ------- -------
1s = Dwt + 1.5 (40-Dwt ), where Sis the control section, Dwt is the depth to the 
water table, 1.5 is the subsidence factor ~rxi 40 is a constant for depth of 
drained peat. 
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12 4-36 inches, brown to dark brown (lOYR 5/3 to 3/3 dry) 
coarse to medium fibered, loose, strongly acid, 
sphagnum peat with sane sedge remains. Sodium 
pyrophosphate teat lOYR 8/2. 

13 36-54 inches, dark brown (lOYR 3/3 dry) partly 
dieintegrated, medium fibered, tnatted to .felt-like, 
med hm acid, sedge and sphagnum remains. Sodium 
pyrophosphate test lOYR 8/3. 

F 54-60 inches, dark brown to very dark brown (lOYR 3/3 
to 2/2 dry) moderately decanposed, medium to fine 
fibered, canpacted, medium acid, sedge remains. Fibers 
becOJne greasy when rubbed wet. Sodium pyrophosphata 
test lOYR 8/3. 

Key to classification 

Control section= 60 inches (unconsolidated or undrained). 
0-18 11 surface tier - fibrous, B}Xl&gnic, no decanposition, acidic. 

19-36 11 subsurface tier - fibrous, sphagnic, slight decomposition, ao1dic. 
37-54" bottom tier - .fibrous, fennic and sphagnic, slight to moderate 

decomposition, neutral. 
55-6011 bottom tier - matted fine !ennic fibers about 50 percent 

decomposed, neutral. 

This soil has more than 36 inches o! undrained peat, therefore the great group 
classification is based entirely on the subsurface tier. (If a mineral substratum 
occurred in the subsurface tier the classification would be based on the dominant 
kind in the surface and subsurface tisrs). Since the d iagnostic layer has more than 
66.6 percent fibers it is a fibric type o.f' soma ldnd. Sphagnum predanina.tes with 
fennic material. exceeding one-sixth o.f' the mass below the surface tier to the 54 
inch depth thus classifying this as a fen and moss type of Fibrisol. The 6 inch 
layer of mesic peat at the bottom of the control section being less than one-sixth 
of the subsurface and bottcin tiers is not used in the classification. 

Taxonomic classification 

Order - Organic 
Great Group - Fibrisol 
Subgroup - Fenno-Mucinic Fibrisol 

Soil 2 

Location 
Surface vegetation - black spruce, spiagnum, feather mosses, sedges. 
Description - Consolidated (water table 50", 40 11 control section). 

L 0-4 inches, grayish brown to light grayish brown (lOYR 5/2 to 6/2 dry) 
coarse fibered, loose, slight decanposition with more than 66.6% fibers, 
slightly acid, SJXl&gnum and feather mosses. Sodium pyrophosphate test 
lOYR 8/3. 
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F 5-20 inches, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2 dry) fine fibered, some 
woody remains, moderately decomposed with about 50 percent fibers 
remaining, neutr al, mainly eedge·a and reeds with sane sphagnum. Fibers 
greasy when rubbed wet. Sodium pyrophosphate test lOYR 7/2 • . 

Ahg 20-2.3 inches, ver y dark gray (lOYR 3/1 dry) fine san:iy loam, weak 
fine granular , slightly sticky when wet, slightly _hard when dry, iron 
stained, mildly alkaline • 

Cg 23-40 inches, light gray (2.5Y 7/2 dry) fine san:iy loam, structureless, 
moderately alkalire. 

Key to classification 

Control section= 40 inches (consolidated or drained). 
0-12 11 surface tier - 4 inches fibric peat, 8 inches mesic peat. 

12-24" subsurface tier - 8 inches me sic peat, 4 inches mineral material. 
24-40" bottom tier - mineral material. 

Mineral soil occurs in subsurface tier, therefore the classification is based 
on the dominant kind of peat in the surface arxl subsurface tiers (excluding the 
loose surface). With moderate decomposition the peat is classified as Mesic .• 
Being uniform throughout the .J:eat section (excluding the loose surface) it . is -Unic 
and since a mineral substratum occurs within the control section it is also T~rric. 

Taxonomic classification 

Order - Organic 
Great Group - Mesisol 
S_ubgroup - Terrie Unic Me sisol 
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RE.PORT OF THE SUBCCMMIT'IU W CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES 

A.. F. Maolenzie, Chainnan 

Terms of Reference: 

The 11Ubconmittee on Chemical and Physical Analyses was instructed to 
review the findings o! the 196.3 report dealing with methods o! soil analysis 
to ba used in soil survey work. In particular the subcomnittee was to 
attempt to clarify the term "diagnostic horizon". 

(1) 

The subcomnittee decided the following points should be enwmrated: 

11diagnostic horizons" as indicated in the 196.3 report of the N.S.s.c. were 
those horizons that could be analyzed to place a soil profile into its 
particular great group. It was not intended that only one horizon be 
ana~ed for any one profile, or for any one determination. There are 
times when analysis of horizons above and below a "diagnostic horizon" ii, 
required. Such "diagnostic horizons" as a textural B or an iron B can 
only be defined in relation to the horizons above or below. 

"''r - --t,.;~t :::.u ... f ..,li, Lh ... 1 ,.. h...... v. '1'l.wluE3i' o1 analytl.Ct1.l procedures that 
should be exa.m:i.ned and evaluated by aoil survey personnel. It is recom
mended that new procedures be carried out along with current standard 
procedures tor a trial period, allowing the methods to be evaluated and 
compared. 

Chemical Analysis 

(a) E!! of soils should be obtained. by suspending the soils in 0.01 molar 
calcium chloride, preferably in a one to two soil solution ratio. (Schofield 
and Taylor, 1955. Soil Sci. Amer. Proc. 19: 164.) 

(b) Free a,cides - The subcomnittee recomnended ammonium oxalate-extractable 
iron and aluminum as used by McKea~e and Day (McKeague, J. A. , and J. H. Day., 
1966. Can. Jour. Soil Sci. 46: 13), in addition to dithionate extractable 
iron, Mehra and Jacks<m method. (Mehra, P. o., and M. L. Jackeon, 1960, 7th 
Natl. Cont. Clays and Clay Minerals: 317-327.) 

(c) Carboratee - Total carbonates were suggested by the Schollenberger method. 
(Scholienberger, C. J., 1958, Soil Sci. 85: 10-1.3). Calcite and dolomite 
could te determined by the Skinner, Halstead and Brydon method of differential 
decomposition rates in acid. (Skinner, S.I.M., R. L. Halstead and J.E. Brydon, 
1959. Can. J. Soil Sci. 39: 197-204.) 

(d) Organic matter - The WaJ..lcley-filack method was suggested as a suitable 
technique. (Walkley, A. 1946. Soil Sci. 6.3: 251-26.3. Greweling, T., and 
M. Peech, 1960. Chemical Soil Teets, Cornell Univ. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 96o). 
In addition the dry combustion method for organic carbon was suggested. 
(Allison, L. E., 1965, Chpt. 90, Methodo of Soil Anal. Amer. Soc. Agron. 
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Madison, WiBoonein) . L~ss on ignition for organic soils waf1 suggested • . 
Solubj.lity of organic material in sodium pyrophosphate was uuggested as a 
method of determining the degree of decanpoeition in organic soils. 
(Farnham, R. s., and H. R. Finney, 1965. Adv. in Agron. 17. 115-161.) 

(e) Salt concentration - Salt concentration by saturation ext:ract was sug
gested. (U . S.D . A. Handbook 60, 1954. Gov•t. Printing Office., Washington., 
D.C.) 

(f) Exchangeable cations - The method of J. s. Clark was suggested in which 
exchangeable cations are extract ed in neutral 2 N sodium chloride. (Clark, 
J. s. 1965. Can. J . Soil Sci. 45: 311- 322. ) 

(g) Cation exchange capacity - The anmonium acetate extract method is suitable 
tor soils of neutral pH with little ie11Quioxid,e content. For calcareous soils 
a possible method is that of using lithium fluoride extractions. (Yaalon, 
D. H., J. Van Schuylenborgh, and S. Slager, 1962. Neth. J. Agric. Sci. 10: 
217-222.) For s oils with high sesquioxide contents and a . high 1:1 clay 
mineral content, neutral salt extraction am saturation followed by replace
nnt with another neutral 11al t is preferable to acetate extractions. An 
example of this method is tl'vlt of Schofield in liihich NH4 Cl is used to saturate 
the soil, and KN0.3 is used to displace both the 8.IIID.onium and chloride ions. 
Both displaced ions are then determined. (Schofield, R. K. 1949. J. Soil 
Sci. 1: 1-8.) 

(h) For the determination of nitro en in soils - The methods of Bremer were 
suggested for the analysitJ ot soils. Bremner, J. M. 1965, Chp. 83, 84, 
Methods of Soil Anal., Amer. Soc. Agron. Madison, Wisconsin.) 

Physical Analysis 

(a) Particle size distribution - The pipette analysis with pre-treatment to 
remove soluble ealts and organ:i.c matter was maintained as the standard 
analysis . The procedure of Toogood and Peters was suggested as a suitable 
technique . (Toogood, J. A., and T. W. Peters, 1953, Can. J. Agric. Res. 33: 
159-177.) Carbonates should be removed if they restrict dispersion. Removal 
of free oxides may be necessary t or some studies. The subcommittee felt that 
the hydrometer technique oould be used for some purposes. (Day, P. R. 1956. 
Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. Proc. 20: 167-169.) 

(b) Moisture characterietics - The suboommittee felt that moisture chat•acter
iatics are best detennined by a soil water va . suction analysis . Two or three 
points on the curve would be a minimum. LCMer suction values should be 
obtained on undisturbed cores. 

Data compilation - The suboomnittee recommended that a uniform system 
of reporting of analyaea ehould be established. 'l'his should include ana.lY,sis 
on the basis of volume as well as weight. The subcomnittee also suggested 
that regional correlators could collect analytical results and prepare a list 
of soils that had been analyzed. This list could be circulated so that 
anyone interested in information could write to the regional correlator. 
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Reference ~oils - The subcoamittee felt some thought should be giv~n to 
collecting the available data on significant soil profiles in one publica
tion. An example was the Caribou. 

Expression of results - Analyses should be expressed on the basis of ax.ides 
for silicate anal.yl,es, and on the elemental basis for other analyses. 
Physical. analysis - It was suggested that water ehould be calculated in per 
cent by volwm as well as by weight. · 

Sampling - The problem of representative sampling was discussed by the sub
comnittee. Problems of what soils to sample and how often to sample them 
were again raised, but no change in current practices was suggested. 

Selective analysis - The subcommittee again felt that the analyses to be 
carried out on soil profiles should be those vhich would yield the most 
info.cmation for the least effort. The concept of 11routine analysis" was 
again rejected in favor ot a concept ot selected analyses for specific 
purposes. 
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REPORT OF' THE SUBC01MITTEE 00 SOIL SURVEY REPORTS 

D. B. Cann, Chairman 

Soil survey reports are the principal means of presenting soil 
Wonnation to the public. The imreasing use of soil survey reports 
both in agriculture and in many other disciplines makes it essential that 
the reports provide reliable and accur~te information. The way in which 
this intonnation is presented will determine in a large measure the 
extent to which our reports are used. 

Terms of Reference. The suboomnittee on soil survey reports was asked 
to review the reconmendations of the 1955 report and to suggest such 
revisions as seemed desirable in view of our experience since that time. 
It was also asked to consider the advantages and disadvantages of three 
general styles of Canadian reports (~tario, Edmonton, Alberta and C.D.A. 
reports). In addition, the subcOD111ittee examined reports from the United 
States and Irelaoo. 

Many of the recommeniations of the 1955 report have been implemented. 
Better quality paper is used in the reports and photographs have .improved 
in quality. More colored photographs are being used. The use of a sunmary 
in the front of the raport hae not been generally followed nor has the 
placing of detailed descriptions in a separate section of the report. 
However, the eoil descriptive material has been expanded as has also the 
section on utilization of t he soil. 

The suboormnittee dealt at some length with the subject of publishing 
interim or prel:iJllinslry maps. It was felt generally that this practice 
should be avoided it poseible and an effort should be made to have the map 
and report cone out together to avoid extra expense. It was agreed that 
there are sane situations where a preliminary map is useful for special 
purposes. 

It is recoumended that publication of such maps be left to the 
discretion of local authorities and that distribution be limited to 
specialists. A limited amount of labor and expense should be involved. 

It is recommended also that extra copies of the final map sheet should 
be ordered tor distribution on request, especially in the case of maps 
being completed before the report. The final map and report should be 
released together as soon as possible. 

The subcomnittee studied the reoonmendation of the 1955 report to 
publish a scientific monograph on the soils of major sections of each 
province. It was decided t hat the present state of our knowledge does not 
permit the publication of scient ific monographs or very large areas. 
Instead, it is recommerxied t hat each province urrlert.ake t~ preparation 
of a guide or swmnary report similar to the recently published 11A Guide to 
Understanding Saskatchewan Soils" o The oontent of this report would depend 
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on the area covered and on the state or knowledge of the soils in t.hat area. 
Eve ntually, these guides could bo expanded into scientific monographs of physio
graphic regions. 

The subcommittee exB.lllined sewral reports having different styles of 
format. It was felt that some guidalines &fl to format and content of Canadian 
soil eurvey r eports should be suggested in order to maintain eome degree or 
national unifol'mity in our publications. It was agreed t hat reports s hould 
be technical rather than general extension publications, since the reports 
are now used by technical people in many fields other than agriculture. The 
general format presented here ie tht one most favored by the subcomnittee and 
is recanmended for use in future soil survey publications. It is inten::ied to 
promote uniformity in presentation ot material, but is in no sense intended to 
be restrictive a:5 to content within the guidelines. Urder the main headings, 
the subcomittee suggests topics which they feel should be treated in the 
report . In some instances a specific arrangement is suggested. In some reports 
not all of these will be necessar;y or even desirable. 

Recolllllellded General Format of Soil Sur,-ey Reports 

1. Table of Conte nts ( index)1 

2. Pref aoe or Foreword. This may or mav not be used . 

J. Acknowledgments. Use in all reports. 

4. Swzmary. Becoomerrled in all reports. 

5. Introducticm. Recomnended in all reports. It should be a description 
ot the purpose and coritent or the report. Some authors combine the 
Summary ard Introduction. A report s hould have either a Preface or 
an Introduction. 

6. General Description or the Area 
Thie section should include discussion ot the following: 
Location and Extent, Climate, Physiography, Geolog;v, Vegetation, 
Population, Towne, Industries, Transp<rtation, History of 
Development and Eccmomic Aspects. Those underlined are con
sidered essential, but do not necessarily have to be discussed 
in this order. The treatment of t he other subjects s hould be 
brief. 

7. Soil Developnsnt and Classification 
(a ) It is recamnended that the factors of soil formation be treated 
first (climte and vegetation, geology and parent materials, 
topography and drainage). This section is an interpret at ion of 
the major sections presented un:ier "General Description of the Area" 
as related to soil development. 
(b) Soil development - kinds of soils, etc. 
(c) Soil classification - soil key. 

1/ See tmder Descriptions of So1le 
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Note: In Saskatchewan, sections (b) and (c) may not be discussed in 
the report., if the 11Guide" is issued with the report. 

a. Deseriptione of the Soils 
The soils may be described either in alphabetical or in taxonomic 
order. However, the suboonunittee recommends that in those reports 
in which the soils are not treated alphabetically, an imex to the 
soils, listed alphabetically, should be presented as part of the 
Table of Contents. Soila may be listed alphabetically in the Table 
of Contents if desired. It is felt that as much information as 
possible about the soil should appear in one place. Soil analyses 
may appear with the detailed soil description or in the latter 

9. 

part of the report or in both places. Olly pertinent information 
should appear with the soil description. Both a ge~ralized and 
detailed profile description should be used. The following format 
is suggested for writing descriptions of the soils: 

(a) 

(b) 
(o) 

(d) 
(e) 
(r} 

Land Use 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Location and extent, parent materials, topography, drainage, 
vegetation, great soil group. 
Generalized profile description. 
Detailed profile description (tabular form) 
(give depth or thickness of horizons in inches tollc:wed 
by centimeters in brackets). 
Range in characteristics. 
Associated soils (difference between related or similar types). 
Use - a statement, no matter how brief, is recomnended, 
where soils have a very limited use. 

Agriculture - history, present agricul'bl.re, soil problems, 
soil management, soil capability, soil ratings. 
Forestry ) Treatment or these subjects depends on the 
Wildlife ) information available. They can be treated in 
Recreation) the 88.lMI manner as the section on agriculture. 

10. Engineering Applications 
The development of this section will depend on the information 
avail&ble . 

ll. Discussion of A.nalYtical Data 
The subcommittee agreed that a discuss ion of the chemical and 
physical cCDposi'~ion of the soils wae desirable. 

(a) Methods of Analysis - should be outlined in this section. 
(b) Tables of Physical and Chemical AnaJ.yses - are presented in 

this section if they are not presented with the description 
of the soils. · 

12. AppemiX 
Thia section includee tables of data not used elsewhere in the 
report, e.g. acreages of soils. 
Ref'erences - can be placGd here or as footnotes throughout the text. 
Gloesaryo 
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13. Classi fication of Soils According to the Ame r ican Comprehensive System 
of Clasei!icat ion 

This section may or may not appear in the report depending on the 
preference of the author( s ) . 

other Topics Considered by the Subcommittee 

The subcommittee recomnends that the style of biming used in Nova Scotia 
Soil Survey Report No. 14 be com idered for general use. The title on the 
spline should be readable when the report is lying face up. 

The most econanical size for reports is 6 x 9 or 8t x ll inches_. The sma.ller 
size fa preferred. It is reco.nmendod that whichever size is w,ed., there 
should be unitormit;y within each province. 

The s ubcomnittee recoomends that a transition to the metric system be 
i nstituted when possible. 

Appearance of report - The appearance ot some reports could be improved by 
d ressing up the cover, using color or some other means. The authors• names 
could be omitted. ain placed on the title page, giving more room on the cover. 
Colored photographs should be used where they are o! good quality and 
contribute to the understanding ot the text. 

The subcommittee was favorable toward the publication of photomosaic maps 
f or detaile d soil suneys. 
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PUBLlSHED SOIL MAPS 00 A PHOTCMOSAIC BASE 

by 

J . G. Beal.¥ioin 

The presentation of soil inf ormation on photomosaic bases, rather 
than on line maps, is a eubject which has been \lllder discussion and con
sideration for many yeaL•s. This interest has been unanimous in Canada 
although the strongest support has come from Manitoba and Ontario. This 
can probably be attributed to the fact that resurveys have already begun or 
are under serious consideration in these two provinces. Resurveys provide 
&n opportunity to wnertake detailed surveys where it is deemed necessary 
which, in turn, lend themselves admirably to photomosa.ic mapping. 

The reasons why this system of presentation was not implemented earlier 
are probably different in the various provinces, however, some apply to all 
provinces. 

,(a ) The value of presentation or soil Wonnation on photomosaic bases 
increases only if detailed surveys are undertaken instead of the reconnaissance 
and broad reconnaissance surveys which have dominated the survey pattern in 
the past. This is understandable since the provincial Soil Survey Unite were 
reluctant to undertake detailed surveys while there were still large tra.cts 
or agricultural lands in Cnnada for which there was no soil information avail
able. This pattern is now close to reversing itself and I am confident that, 
in the next few yea:rs, more and more detailed surveYll will be undertaken. 

(b) The presentation of soil information on photomosaic background introduces 
problems of both economic and technical nature which necessitate a research 
program of production methode before the scheme can be fully evaluated and 
adopted. Until now very little experimentation has been carried out in 
Canada on this subject. 

The initial aim or the Soil Survey organization is to make an inventory 
of the various soils and portray their distribution in their relative position 
to other existing features. To arrive at this purpose it has been the habit 
in Canada to use an existing map on a scale more or less suitable to portray 
this information. Therefore, we now find that very little standardization as 
to size and scale has been adopted am soil maps are published, depending on 
need, on nWD!lrous scales and sizes varying .f'ran less than one mile to one inch 
to four milezs to one inch and even smaller. These have been :uientif'ied as 
reconnaissance and broad reconnaissance surveys. Detailed surveys have been 
relegated to special areas such as irrigation projects am individual farms 
and were not made availabla tor distribution as a general rule. 

Now that most agricultural areas have been . surveyed and ·t,hat reaurveye 
based on new classification schemes are being considered it i s imperative 
that detailed surveys be given serious consideration in areas that warrant 
it. 
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Before discussing the economic and technical aspects of this p r ogram 
let us consider the advantages and disadvantages which wi ll be e ncountered 
once this system is implemented. 

The greatest advantage to be gained fran an aerial photomosaic back
ground map i~ that the base on llfhich the soil infonnation is plotted is 
relatively re~ent and illustrates the present land use pattern. This feature 
is most important in thie age of rapid urban a nd rural developnmt . 

'l'he preparation of topographical. maps for a country the size of Canada 
is a long tedious process and tm periodical revision of each sheet is also 
a major uniertaking. At the present time only 5.,000 map sheets out of a 
potential total or 13.,000 at the scale of 1:50.,000 are available for the area 
south of the 6oth parallel. It is very difficult to estimate when this area 
will be compl etely covered and a cyclical system o! revision established. 

In the past we have otten published soil maps on bases that were over 
twenty years old and on which the only revision and updating had been what 
was obvious to the watchful eye of the soil surveyor such as new towns, 
highways, d&m8., major reclamation or irrigation proj ects. 

On the other hand photanosaics are relatively sillple and fast to prepare 
once the specifications are adopted and the method is approved. The fact 
t hat any photomosaio has no legal value in Canada should not be a deterrent 
;.,.ctw i.u ;,,~ c.c:1.bti v.1. ~o.u. fSlJ.n't,;yt,. l de.L \tbillJ an up to data uncontrolled 
mosaic. or no legal value is of greater importance than a completely outdated 
base map. en the at.her ham I am sure that in the near future fully controlled 
mosaics will become quite cc:mnon and will receive the same recognition as maps 
produced by photogramnetric plotters and at that time the necessary legisla
tion will be passed to legalize the.ir use. In the case of Soil Survey 
uncontrolled mosaics are adequate; what is needed is a base tor the plotting 
of the soil lines in their relative position in respect to up to date physical 
and man made features. To the soil surveyor one of the greatest advantages of 
the mosaic is that he can establish hie see.le of publication according to the 
amount or detail he wbht!s to portray without consideration being given to 
the availability of base maps. In the matter of detailed soil survey the 
scale ot 1:20,000 used in the United States seems to be acceptable to moet 
soil surveyoris. It would be impossible to consider the acceptance of t his 
scale for soil suryey in C&nada without the uae o! mosaics because the only 
mapping produced in this country at a n "4r ec&l.e is at 1125,000 am covers 
only urban and suburban a.Ntas which a.re ot little interest to the soil 
surveyor. 

If I may touch on the financial aspect of th8 photography at this time 
we IIIU3t admit that the cost of air photos compared to the overall cost of 
a detailed survey iB a negligible item; as a matter of fact this accounts for 
only a few cents of each dollar invested in any soil &UrTey project. Further
more., the cost of publishing the results obtained ie also only a minor factor 
when comJjired to the total coat. 

The illustration ot soil information on a photomosaic background may 
necessitate two sets of aerial photos. The first, to be used for interpreta
tion and plotting, should be ot large acal.e up to dato photograph s taken at 
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medium t o low level altitudes. Should the se phot.os be taken with a desirable 
type of aircraft and oamera according to rigid photomosaic specifications 
they would be very adequate for t he final photomosaic publication. However, 
in most cases, the soil mapping will be made on exieting photos which were 
taken for topographic mapping and therefore do not meet the necessary 
specifications for mosaics . 

Topographical mapping does not require the rigid si:ecifications dema.med 
of photomosaics; variance in aircraft elevation., tilt and crab can all be 
compensated on the various photogr~tric plott ers9 

On the ot her hand, in the case of photography f or mosaics, every photo 
must be taken at a constant altitude without tilt or crab of the aircraft, 
otherwise the function of preparing the mosaic becomes practically impossible. 

During t he past swmnor two attempts were made to prepare a mosaic of 
Waterloo County, Ontario, from existing photos and each one failed because 
the original photography had not been taken according to specifications 
written f or this pur pose. This is net a criticism of the photographs them
selves which were ideally suited for interpretation or photogranmetric plot
ting but could not be fitted into a. suitable mosaic . In trying to mosaic the 
photographs it was noted that the aircraft had varied by as muah a.s 900 ft. 
ot altitude and t his of course made the fitting of the photographs into a 
mosaic an impossibility. As an experi.mnt, it was dec i ded at this time to 
reduce or enlarge, a s required, all the photos to a conmon scale. This 
procedure did not solve our problem either. At this stage it had been 
agreed that the erllar~nt and reduct i on of some of the photos would nmtch 
the largest number of photos of identical acal e. The original photos had 
been printed on a ccmtrolled continuous tone log Etronic printer which had 
given us prints of com11on density. The enlarged an:l reduced prints which 
were processed on etandard enlargers without t he benefit. of a new n~gative 
could not be tone controlled and would necessitate hand retouching which 
would beco~ a formidable task . 

Retouching would also have been necessary to adjust t he joins of the 
_photos which were alightl7 out of line as a result of the tilt and crab of 
the aircraft. '!'his retouching is a t-edi ous task which requires t he t echnician 
to make adj ustments wharever necessary on each join of tll:, photos using as 
many as t wel ve ahad0s of the gray scale ranging from white t o black before 
the mosaic is rephotographed with a half tone sor.een for final reproduction. 
Another meeting wa s heli:1 at this stuge and it was agreed that it would be 
cheaper to rephotograph tM area. than to make another attempt at preparing 
the mosaic which could very well have developed into another futile effort. 

This is where the second series ot photographs j ustifieB i t self . At 
the beginning it had been agreed that t he publication of the mosaics would 
be at the scale of 1:20 1 000 . In order to eliminate s cme of t he technic_al 
pr oblems encountered in the preparation of t he mosaic it was decided to 
request high altitude photography which would eventually be enlarged to the 
required size. Thia photography would be taken from a very stable aircraft 
flown at an altitude of 301 000 ft. This had been agreed upon in principle, 
but after checking with the Air Transport Control we discovered that to fly 
at that altitude perrniesion had. t o be obtained 14 days in advance because 
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of the danger of interfedng with conrnaroial air lanes . Since it is impos
slble to forecast good photographing weather this far in advance this plan 
wae abandoned. This is also probably one of t he reasons why high level 
photography is 2 to 3 yea.rs behind schedule in Canada. However, photography 
could be uade fran an a ltitude of 20 ,000 feet without major difficulties and 
while realizhg t hat this altemative wae not as suitable as the higher altitude 
it was agreed to proceed with the plan. Requests weN placed for photography 
with the Interdepartmental COillllittee on Air Surveys to be ncwn during 1966 
and using new specifications which they approved . There are four separate 
areas to be photographed; Waterloo and Brant coW1ties in Ontario arid the 
Winkler-Morden and Portage la Pra.i rie areas in Manitoba. 

I would like t o point out, at thie t ime, that although our r equest for 
aerial photos was restrict ed to the areas mentioned, the Interdepartmental 
Committee on Air Surveys would automat ically enlarge the areae requested to 
cover the balance of any 1:50, 000 National Topographic map sheets which 
might be partly covered by- our request. 

The requested scal e of photography will eliminat e most of the problems 
o! preparing an aerial photo background for our maps if the contractor adheres 
to the new rigid specifications app~oved for these projects. The preparation 
ot eac h s heet which is based on 61 of l ongitude by 31 of latitude in the east 
and 3 sections by 3 sections in the west will only neceesitate an enlargement 
of a s.inp:le photo or the fitti.tut of a few into t he desired mosaic. 

This layout was agreed upoo. 1n order t hat all publications would be of 
a standard size of 9" x ll" with each mosaic having only one tip in. 

It is not anticipated that a great amount ot detail will be lost in 
the final reproduction by using high altitude photos since the interpretation 
and plotting of soil lines will be made on low to medium level photographs 
and transferred at a late r stage to the high level photography. 

The scale distortion will be identical to that of a map since the 
scale of a photo is fixed by the ratio of the f ocal l ength of the camera 
l ens to the height above the ground. The effect of height will be that each 
imaginary contour will be on a different scale. Consequently no form of 
photographic representation can be at a definite and uniform scale unless 
the ground ie quite flat. We can therefore accept t hat in Canada t he areas 
of a worthwhile sise where a uniform scale can be achieved on an aerial 
photo are limited. or course , the same ie true or a line map, but here an 
advantage can be obtained by t he overprinting of contour lines which give 
the illusion of slope. In aeri&l photography, this can only be obtained by 
s tereoscopic pairs and therefore impossible to obtain in the case of mosaics. 
However, this physical limitation of our vieuaJ. acuity is partly overcome by 
the use of a stereoscope in the field by the soil eurveyor. 

The economic involvement of a phot011osaic progra~ ie a very intricate 
one and at this tinl9 it i s al.moat impossible to draw any conclusions except 
that it will mean a more extensive financial expenditure. It is also felt 
th.at this will remain this way until at least the third or fourth report is 
published on this basie . The firet is expected to be e ssentially experimental, 
in the second we will endeavour to e l iminate the errors and resolve the 
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problems which we will encounter in the first. However, we anticipate the 
third and following to be lftlll coordinated productions. 

We are well aware that the production of a mosaic background soil 
survey report will be more expensiYS than our present type of report and for 
the following reasons: 

l. We feel that it is desirable to produce and incorporate in the report 
a fully colored and contoured soil association map which will give the 
reader an overall picture ot the soil pattern. This niap will be only slightly 
cheaper to produce than the present soil map which accompan:ie s each soil 
survey reporto 

2. For each map sheet presently produced at a scale of one mile to one inch 
approximately 30 to 40 sheets with photomosaic background at a scale of 
1:20,000 will be required to supplement the soil association map. This will 
necessarily involve a longer production time; it will require considerably 
more typesetting because of the surround of a greater number of sheets and 
the necessity of duplicating names of features which may be common to several 
sheets. 

J. The system will necessitate a more comprehensive system of adjusting the 
data along the four edges or each mosaic sheet and in tum require a more 
thorough and intricate method of edi. ting. 

4. It will be necessary that political boundaries, roads and railroads, 
drainage and shorelines, cities, towne,villages and buildings be identified 
before they can be scribed and labelled on each mCl6aic. This will necessitate 
various degrees of ,air photo interpretation on the part or the cartographer. 
This interpretation could well develop into one of the meet time consuming 
aspects of the production of a mosaic. 

5. For each mosaic sheet published it will be necessary to prepare a negative 
of the background information, a acribecoa t of the planimetry, a name overlay 
and a scribecoat of t he soil boundaries and symbols. 

6. We will have to transfer and adjust the soil lines from the field photo.
graphs to the mosaics by means of a projector because in practically all 
cases these will be, at different scales. 

?. To identify and locate each mosaic sheet it will also be necessary to 
produce a key map indica·t.ing the area covered and having sufficient background 
information in order that any location within one sheet can be easily 
established. 

8. In the reproduction stages negatives for tha halftone, the black and the 
red plate will be prepared, watercote proofs will be required for the editing 
aspect, and lithographic plates will be required for the printing of each 
sheet. Press time will be increased; trinming, collating and folding will 
have to be provided. 

In consideration of the above statement it is obvious that it would be 
presumptuous on our part to try and estimate the cost of such an endeavour 
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before we face the problems which will develop and make some attempt at 
evaluating them. 

From these camnents i t can be assumed that while detailed soil survey 
projects published with an aerial photo background are deeirable it would be 
preferable if ~hese were published on enlargements of high altitude photos 
rather than on mosaics of low altitude photos which are difficult and expensive 
to produce . To achieve this aim it is essential that tn0re extensive planning 
be made 'lt the provincial meetings in order that arrangements can be made 
for the photography well in advance of the completion of the field work. 

In these daye of high costs., efforts should be made to take advantage 
o! all i nformation at our disposal. and one way to reduce these high costs 
would be to base the area of each soil survey project on N. T .s. map sheets 
rather than on a county basis as has been the pattern in Eastern Canada in 
t he past. As previously stated the I.C.A.S. in allocating contracts to 
comnercial firDlfJ for aerial photography base their requests on N.T.S. map 
sheets and if we were to make full use of the photos taken under one contract 
it would eliminate the duplication of future photography. Our experience has 
proven that it is impossible to match photos taken under different conditions. 

Ard now that I have climbed out on t be proverbial limb I feel that I 
can crawl out a l ittle further to test if it will support more of my views. 

To my mind., serious consideration should be given to using the N.T .S. 
map eheet system for all resurveyed areas whether on line maps or mosaics. 
The system has already been succeasfully introduced in Saskatchewan and 
Alberta to the delight of the Department of Mines and Technical Surveys 
which print our maps., and I ca.n assure you also that of your Cartographic 
Office which appreciates any effort at standardization. I am hoping that 
this system is given serious thought in Manitoba where a resurvey is in 
progress for the South West Sheet which is part of the N.T.S. map sheet 62F. 
which 01Terlaps into Saskatchewan. Under this scheme the map would now be 
known as eithex- the Manitoba portion of sheet 62F Virdsn or a cooperative 
project could be effected to cover the !ull area of the map sheet. Where a 
provincial boundary bisects a map sheet I realize that problems would occur 
in the publication or the repart and map. However, I doubt that these cannot 
be overcome with the necessary correlation and collaboration of both parties. 

The system does present problems ; nevertheless it should not be 
abandoned before being given serious consi deration. Of course, the greatest 
advantage is that the implementation would hasten the release of the soil 
survey information to the users soon after the completion of each project 
and this ishould be our aim. It would eliminate the long delays which have 
occurred 1n the past where immense areas were sul'V'eyed a s part of a single 
soil survey project. These took years of field, laboratory and office work 
which had to be continuously revised in the light of new classification 
systems and were reluctantly published 5 or 10 years after the project was 
originated. 

In these days o! rapid developDBnts it is essential that the information 
gathered by the soil surveyors be made Rvailable as soon as possible to other 
Governnent Departments, Universities &nd the vast number o! users which 
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request the information. 

Another argument in favor of this eyetem is that very soon resurveys 
will occur in all provinces and if based on N.T.S. map sheet nal!V3s and 
numbers the danger of confusion between a soil survey report 11old aeries" 
am "new series" would be eliminated. 

. . 
From a Cartographic point of view it would simplify arxi speed up 

publication since most base ma.pa could be obtained from the Department of 
Mines and Technical Surveys arxi converted by overlays and with a minimum 
ot adjustWtnts and revisions into a soil map. 
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CANADA LAND INVENTORY 

Opening Remarks 
by 

L. E. Prat t 

Two an:i one-half years a.go, at the last meet i ng of t he Nat i onal Soil 
Survey Comnittee, members of the ARDA administration asked for a nd reoeived 
the coo~ration o! this carmittee in developing and impl ementi ng a national 
eystem of cl assification of soil capability for agriculture. This interpre
tat ive c lassification of lands for agricultural capability was required as 
a pn rt of a nation-wide inventor.y of land capability for major alt ernative 
usue - subsequently called the Canada Land I nventory. 

At this t ime I wi sh to exprese the admiration of myself and other 
JD9lli:>ers o! the ARDA administration toward the effective manner in which 
t he member organizations ot thie oomrd t t ee have responded t o thus challenge . 

Since t he last N .s.s.c . .meeting we have been fort.lm&te in receiving 
equally fine cooperation from other federal and provincial government agencies 
responsible for research and administ ration in the other major uses of land -
forestrv. wildlife and recreation. A!",- .,.,..,..... , t of' tl-d -. ,."'"'"''=' ... .nt i..,"! ... 0 e."e 
na, at various stages in the defflopment., tri al wse and impiementati on of. 
land capability claasification systems in t hese other fields. 

We appreciat e t his opportunity to discuss with you our progress in 
t he devel opent of these other claasiti cation systems and parti cularly., our 
growing awareness ot tr,, need tor interdisciplinary cooperat i on if thia very 
ambitious undertaking is to be successful. 

Before calling on the Coordinators of the forestry., wildlife and recrea
tion sectors of the Land Inventory to address you on their acti vities ., I 
would like t o take n few minutes to emphasize the importance of this unde r
taking. I will not do this by expressing DI.}' own opinion as that may be 
suspect to a certain degree of partiality. Rather I will quote from t wo 
recent si:eeches by a provincial Cabinet Minister and a federal Deputy 
Minister. 

Addressing a dinner meeting at the provincial agricult ure minist ers ' 
conference held in Winnipeg last sumner, t he Honourable Sterl ing Lyon., 
Minister of Mines and Natural Resources for Manitoba, is reported to have 
said that the Canada Lam Inventory is one of the great national objectives 
which Canada ca.n strive for. He said, "In my mind, if it is developed properl y, 
it ranl<Zl in importance with the building of the C.P .R. or the St. Lawrence 
~eaway as a great pational undertaking 'Whose results will benefit gene rations 
t o come". 

In a similar vein, Dr. L. z. Rousseau, Deputy Minister of Forestry for 
Canada , addressing a ~eting of the Northern Alberta Deve lopnent Council, said 
"That the Canada Land Inventory should . henceforth, be regarded as an 
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indispensable inetrwnent for the establishment, improvement and develop
ment of sound forest management practices in this country, is beyond doubt 
~n my mind. Its potentialities, though different, are as important for for
estry as they are for agriculture; but in either case, they bold the key to 
a rational husbandry of the two resources. 11 

At recent meetings across the country, Mr. Davidson, Assistant Deputy 
Minister of ijural Develop~nt, has stressed that the two major tasks of 
Canada in the rural develop1113 nt sphere are those of working toward optimum 
lard use and optimum opportunities for the employm,nt of our labor resources. 
He regards the Canada Land Inventory as the major source of information 
upon which to base recommendations to the federal and provincial governuents 
of Canada for future programs in these fields. 

As for ~self I have been fortunate to be in a position to fully 
appreciate the potential usefulness of this program. With the type of 
political and administrativo publicity I have referred to we have to be 
constantly on guard to see that creclit, and consequently financial support, 
is given to t~e proper agenoies that have made this Inventory possible. I 
hope you will agree that so far we have been successful in this regard. 

I have not read tm presentations that you will hear this morning, 
because I feel strongly that tha most appropriate cooperative arrangements 
between yourselves and the scientists of the other disciplines represented 
here must grow out or a mutual un:ierstanding of the needs and possibilities. 
I hope I can contribute toward providing opportunities for this growth in 
understanding and toward expaditing administrative arrangements so that the 
people of Canada will benefit from the resulting cooperation between all the 
various groups of scientists that are interested in improving land use. 

I hope that the presentations this morning and the discussions that 
result will further this aim. Maey of you will be att ending the forthcoming 
meetings in Vancouver and Woltville where we hope to obtain agreement on the 
classif'ication systems in tt ildlife and recreation. We have asked the senior 
federal and provincial soil 1.mrveyors to attend these regional meetings 
because we bel:il!ve you. can contribute substantially to the development ·of 
these elassitieation systems, and t he exchange of views will help toward 
developing co:operative arrangements for the field work in each province. 

Beyond this series of technical meetings an:l our continual administrative 
discussions with tha provinces and other federal departments we can do very 
little toward fostering the day to day cooperation that is essential to the 
success of this Inventory. It is up to you and the foresters, wildlife 
biologists and recreationists ,in your provinces t,o determine mutually satis
faotory work relationships. 1 think the effort is wor·th it . I hope you 
agree. 
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THE FOREST LAND CAPABil.ITY PROGRAM 

by 

R. J. McConnack 

In the brief tille at my disposal I would like to deal with three aspect s 
of tm forest land capability program which, I beUeve, will be of interest 
to thi s group. These will be: a very brief progress report, a comparison of 
the f orestry and agriculture capability syateme am an explanation of the 
National Conmittee on Forest Land which has rec,sntl,y been announced. 

As moet of you know the clasai!ication system of land capability for 
forestry was adopted at a national meeting in January of this year. We 
do not, as yet, have a complete progress report for this year but expect 
to complete 50,000 to 75,000 square miles. From west to east the areas in 
which the program ia being carried out are aa follows: 

British Columbia - Prince George-Quesnel 
Alberta - Grand Prairie 
Saskatchewan - Prime Albert North 
Manitoba - Interlake and SancUland~ 
Clltario - Eastern, Central and Northern Ontario 
Quebec - Gaspe, Lower St. Lawrence, Quebec-

Saguenay R., Western Quebec 
New Brunswick - Sussex-Chipman 
Nova Scotia - Pictou, Colchester, Antigonish 

Guysborough Counties 
Prin:: e Edward Isla rd - To be completed next year 
Newfoundland - Gambo-Gander 

Since most , if not all of you, are familiar with the forest land clas
sification, there would seem to be little point in dwelling on it. However, 
a compariecn of the essential. di.t'!erencea with that of agriculture would, I 
think, be useful as it would, to some extent at least, indicate the dif
ferences in approach to classification !or the two purposes. 

The .fundamental differeroee ma.y be discuseed under 3 categories. These 
are: 

1. We are concerned only with the effect of the physical. and chemical 
properties of the soil on the gro,,th or coomercial tree species. 

Thus we are not concerned with elope or topography which, of course, is 
one o! tll, main criteria of classification for agriculture. Similarly only 
in extreme, if at all, are we likely to recognize stoniness. Erosion was 
considered to be primarily a management condition and not an inherent soil 
property. 

On the otmr hand, siroe a tree crop is exposed to all the possible 
variations of clirtiate for a mini.mum or L~O and usually close to 100 years, we 
have had to pay more attention to the climatic factor. We have decided that 
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limiting factors are necessary to express extremes of heat and cold, aridity 
or drought, and exposures to Winds, ice etonne, · salt spray or· a combination. 
We also use C where . a combination of climatic factors are limiting. There 
are a few other minor differences but they are mostly for mapping convenience. 
It is worth mentioning that, where we use the same limiting factor symbol as 
you do we have tried to use it in the same sense. 

2. Productivity: 

It was decided from the beginning that a productivity rating along 
with a rating of the physical and chemical properties of the soil would 
be desirable for a variety of reasons. These are: 

a) The system would have greater economic application. 
b) It would be more objective. 
c) It would be more useful for forest managers. 
d) It would allow the participation of persons whose background 

was primarily .forestry. 
e) It would make use of a vast amount of forest inventory 

inf orns. t ion. 
f) It would permit of a comparison between the productivity as 

expressed by capability ard average prcx:luction which is 
available from inventory statistics. This, of course, is a 
major departure from the agricultural approach. A number of 
measures of productivity are possible but after considerable 
discussion we have adopted gross IWan annual increment in cubic 
feet per acre per year to rotation age, exclusive of thinnings, 
bark and branch wood. It would be somewhat comparable if you 
were to use the volume production of the stem of wheat, not 
the seed, as a 1m:1aeure of your capability rating. In the 
light of our short experience I feel the inclusion of a 
productivity rating has been a wise move. While we realize 
that you must subdivide land initially on a physical basis, 
nevertheless the productivity rating has kept the classifiers 
honest and has reoulted in a much more objective approach. 
Because of the ability of species over long periods of time to 
adapt theI11Belves to :p3culiar soil conditions we must insist 
that the productivity rating will be for the best species or 
group of species adapted to the site and these are stated, 
where poo sible, in the symbol. 

J. Moisture z 

The third difference, and in iey opinion one of tm 1118.jor difficulties 
that foresters encounter in interpreting soils maps, is the importance of 
soil moisture to tree growth. Those of you who have been on field trips with 
same of us this past sumner will agree, I think, that our preoccupation with 
soil moisture is justified. In the beginning we have found a need to con
sider the quality ae well as quantity of available moisture. Thus telluric 
or moving soil moisture is almost always beneficial. Furthennore exc(Jpt 
in very high rainfall areas, which in Canada only occur in the Coast region 
of British Columbia, our heat sites seem to be occurring on somewhat 
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imperfectly drained areas rather than t he well drained as tradi t ionally 
assumed . The point which can tentatively be made, at t his time, i s that we 
will probably need more moisture or drainage classes t han have heretofore 
been provided. I do not believe it is clear yet how many olaesee may be 
required ne.tionally, but there is no quest ion that your maps will be much 
more valuable •.o us if greater attention is given to moisture and drainage 
separat ions. 

Finally I would like to outline briefly the purpose in t he f ormation 
of the National Coumittee on Forest Land which wa s recently announced by 
Mr. Sauve' and, by so doing, perhaps diepel sam of the d oubts and blunt some 
of the criticism of your group. 

The aims of t he coomittee are t o advise the Deputy Miniet er, Canada 
Department of Forestry, on the technical aspects of the forest land capa
bility program of the Canada Land Inwntor,y of ARDA, recomnending such 
revisions as from time to time appear necessary. I t will also advise on 
the developnent of a national system of forest l and and soil s inventory, 
and on t he research that seems necessa ry t o support an inventory of the 
forest land resource. 

The terms of reference are: 

1. To examine. review and offer rec0111nendationR on ,i~qt,A"'" 0! 1 ;.nrl 

classification developed for use at national or regional level s, 
with particular attention to the correlation ot inter-provincial 
programs. 

2. To invest i gate and make reconmendations on a syst em of forest l and 
inventory which would serve &f!! a basis t or sound forest mana gement 
and rat ional use ot wi.l.dlands. 

3. To review research pertaining to the management ot forest l and and 
soil, recommending investigations on problems pertaining to classi fica
tion ani interpretation for useo 

4. To serve as a review board am clearing house t or recomnendations and 
proposals Cll forest land classification and reaea.rch which are submitted 
to the oonmittee by other nationa.l. or regional organizations. 

5. To promote teaching of la..nd-ani-soil inventory technique a in forestry 
schools and universities . 

6. To express a Canadian viewpoint on fore st land survey and cl assi fica
tiQl'l methods, utilizing ttit joint experience of participant s in those 
evolving fields or work. 

Membership "'111 consist of one representative from each province, from 
each faculty of forestry ot Canadian universities, and each regional office 
of Canada Department of Forestry. There will be representation from t he 
Nr..tional Soil Survey Coumi ttee, Canadian Wildlife Service, National Parka 
Service and the Canada Land Inventory o! ARDA . 
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This is the formal organizational detail but my purpose today is to 
give you some of the background behind tha formation. In the first place 
we have no national approach to forest land classification in Canada; in 
f :9.ct there are almost as many systemB as we have classifiers. Thus it is 
not possible for anyone to speak with any degree of unanimity; it is only 
possible to express a personal opinion. One of tl'l!l primary purposes of 
this con:mittee is to stimulate a national approach or, put in another way, 
to find out what system we wish to adopt.-

Seccndly I do not believe many of tu, provimes have decided whether 
all or even any of their forest land should be classified. There is no 
doubt that a decision in this regard is necessary before any meaningful 
discussion can take place on methods. 

Thirdly, there must be a large increase in the number of trained forest 
land classifiers before any sizeable program can be undertaken. The logical 
source of these trained men is rrom· the forestry faculties of our univer
sities but to do this there will have to be a considerable effort on the 
part of the universities to provide the necessary educational. training. 

The committee is intended to stimulate decisions in all of these matters. 
I am aware that you are concerned as to your responsibility in the event a 
forest land classification program is undertaken. I can assure you that we 
will be anxious to enlist your help in such a program and to cooperate 
fully. However, it should be obvious to you that we have to get our own 
house in order before any effective cooperation can be achieved. All that 
is required now is that we maintain a certain flexibility in our approach 
and there will be no difficulty, even if the system we adopt may be somewhat 
different from that to which you are accustODJBd. The committee has been 
formed pr:1.na rily to achieve a national approach and make meaningful cooperation 
possible. 
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SOILS AND W.Il.DLIFE 

by 

W. Arthur Bernson 

The Wildlife Land Capability Classification is really two classifica
tions (one for ungulates and one for waterfowl) which wi.11 both appear on 
tr,,e same map. Both classiticatione use productivity as their yardstick and 
this is rel ated to environmental taotors of several kinds. I personally 
would prefer to lean more heavily on eoils than the present classifications 
superficlally appear to do. An attempt has been made to b e general enough 
so that anyone with good soils knowledge could apply that knowledge and so 
t hat people without a l arge soils background will not be too appalled. 

It is a fact that wildlife biologists generally have a poor knowledge 
of soil science. Many have none. Some have taken several courses in 
plant ecology, agrooomy, forestry or agriculture but almost always theee 
courses have related to soils in a general way or as part of a micro
environment for some specific plant. On the other hand many wildlifers 
can describe broad forest belts, biotic areas, plant co!Illlunities and 
ecological zones with a fairly high degree of competence. It is difficult 
to get them ti!ed to the idea that these delineations are directly related to 
eoils ard are moet easily described with reference to soils. 

I do not wish to give the impression that I am an exception. I am 
sure that my ignorance, about soils, will becon:e apparent as we progress 
further in these meetings. I have been lucky in that I have at several 
times, in several places, wcrked on problems which coreerned plant reactions 
to part icular soil factors. UnfortW1a t ely, until recently, I had never 
really bot hered much about soil classification itself an::i what it could 

IIW3&n to me. Ot.her wildlife biologists ac1'oss the country are in varying 
st ages of realizing the same thing. 

Bel ieve it or not it is possible to write treatises on soil moisture 
as it affects the oak-hickory and linden-maple associations ; capillary water 
and its effect on corn growth; plasticity ot the subsoil as i t affects 
occurrence of red-osier dogwood, etc., without knowing anything about soil 
classification. I have done some or these things but I am appalled now by 
how much work I put in on it that was not required. The info rmation was 
a l ready available i! I had only spent t he time to learn to use it. 

In what way are soils data important to wildlife? Ours is a dawning 
respect for soils data and at the moment the full realization of their 
i mportance escapes us. At beat I can give you some examples. Research is 
needed for full realization ~t with luck soil scientists will volunteer 
information on some plant - soil reactione which will b e of tremendous helpo 

These examples will not con!ine themselves to t he Canada Land Inventory 
but are mostly directly applicab].e. There are first of all some rather 
obvious situations . You cannot have groundhogs or gophers where there is 
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no soil for burrows. You cannot have any wildlife on vast expanses of 
sheer rock. You cannot produce waterfowl on a lake with a salt crust. 

Dr. J . Tener of the Canadian Wildljie Service has finished a monograph 
on the muskox and it will be printed this year. In his work he compares 
the supply of nitrogen on soils of a muskox winter range with that found in 
the Milk River brown soile studied by Wyatt., Newton., Bowser and iliynsky 
(1941). He finds that the 0001pariscne are close. He also compares the 
base exchange properties, potassium levels., and other factors and comes to 
the conclusion that muskoxen range in the Arctic compares favorably with 
the best cattle range of Al.b&rta for the properties studied. The actual 
plant species involved are quite different as are their adaptations. The 
major reason for the difference is that the annual thaw of the surface 
layer in the Arctic (over permafrost) varies with the texture of the soil 
and its water content . Under the A.retie conditions only those plant species 
whose below soil surface parts are adaptable to soil movement or deposition 
can successfully colonize am persist. 

In forested regions, soil moisture directly or indirectly, is the moat 
critical factor in germination, early survival ard growth of useful wild
life shrub and tree species and/or in the competition they receive in the 
early stages f'rom tree species. 

Seed gennina.tion ard early survival in forested areas involve mainly 
the surface soil, hence surface conditions am colonizing vegetation are 
extremely important. Later penetration to the lower soil layers am their 
relative fertility i s important. · 

Again in forested soils of the west, wild.lifers are particularly 
interested in texture and other factors as they relate .to erosion. In 
fisheries and in game we have come to expect logging methods (i.e., the 
roads and dragging systems) to cause more gullying and runoff, more destruc
tion of soil and contamination of water., t han any other factor or land-use. 
It is helpful to be able to predict how bad it . i s going to bs because of 
the effect on game and tioh production. 

Flowering dogwood and red- osier dogwood (Cornus sp. ) densities are 
related to texture and depth of the surface soil and the plasticity of the 
subsoil. Fine t extured s oils are better t han medium or coarse soils. With 
wolf willow (Eleagnus sp. ) and with buffalo berry (Sheperdia ep.) the 
situation is revel'sed . All species are important wildlife shrubs and the 
dogwoods are the ioe cream com s of the wild hoofed manmals. 

The und~rstory vegetation i s greatly affected by fertility and for 
most species of vegetation useful to big game the shade tolerance increases 
with increasing fertility. 

Topography is important to big game trainly when it affects light 
penetration to the understory or because a slope faces south. On the 
other hand, topographic phase is extremely important to waterfowl in that 
it so greatly affects presence of water. 

Wild rice r equires a peculiar combination of circumstances. It 
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w~thst arxis only a slight amount of al kalinity. It prefers neutral waters 
w'nich are fairly clear and requires a high carbonate availability to its 
rooting system. Obviously soils in!orma.tion gives the best key to its 
distribution. 

Depth t o bedrock or some other impervious layer is often important 
in judging marsh values. Some rock- bound marshes go t hrough a cycle of 
plant establishment, optiiaum growth on deposited soil, wind displacement, 
floating ma_ssea of vegetation which die, decomposition, recolonization and 
est ablishment and so on again. In the long run the plants and stable soil 
win out but the time is t oo great for normal management plans. 

Turbidity is an illlportant fac tor t o the growth of submerged aquatics 
because of the light reduction it causes. Therefore , i f surroW1ding soils 
ar~ prone to erosion i t is often important to know the amount of colloidal 
clay present in those soils. Similarly particle size is important in 
determining how l ong turbidity will remain after rapid runoff periods. 

In the western short and mid-grass prairie, the wildlife species 
depend greatly on a few species of plants whose presence, absence or 
abundance are entirely dependent on fac tors which are soil factors or 
which are reflect ed by soils. As an example, the Stipa-Bouteloua or 
Bouteloua-Stipa conmunities are directly related to soil moisture as is 
the Ai;rronvron commu,i:ity . Tn t.hi 1111 ~-m,q, 1o1t1~+.111,..... ""'Ei"T'I t ~--- ~!'A~'"':!C"' ,.,4' 

Symphoricarpus is otten an :important factor to the presence and abW1dance 
of deer, porcupine, hare, eha.rptailed gn>use and nesting ducks. Symphoricarpus 
is only- found where soil moisture is high. Where soil moisture penetrates 
to a considerable depth, a shrub ca:rinunit y o! particular importance to game 
animal.a occurs. Plants in this cam.unity are the previously mentioned 
Symphoricarpus ocoidentalis plus !!:j',emisia cana, Rosa Macounie, Salix 
interior and numerous !orbs . The interspersion of these variations of soil 
moisture determine the intarsper1!Jion of cover and hence the wildlife 
species present and to a very large degree, their abundance . For a par
ticular area this in.fonnation can often come from examining the topographic 
phase but it is m0!9t difficult !or the wildliter to determine the degree 
to which soil moisture is affected by topographic phase for a particular 
soil type l'lithin a particular soil series. For this the wildlife biologist 
needs the help of a pedologiat. 

The examples I gave earlier where closely related work was done without 
reference to soil scientists have their parallel in other fields I am s ure. 
Certainly we in the other fields are at fault, but perhaps the soil scientist 
has been partial.ly at fault because he has often failed to provide other 
fields with simpl e keys to his work am because in many cases he was not 
really available to anyone outside agriculture. Thi s latter situation 
continues but to a lesser degree than in the past. The change has largely 
occurred because of ARDA arxi because of individual and very personal ad hoc 
relationships between a particular soil scientist and a particular scientist 
from another field. 

In the past, the close association of soil scientists with agriculture 
was natural arxt efficient. It suited the times and the economic goals of 
the country. At present , many of ua .L rom other fields feel that the t ime 
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has cane for soil scientists to becaoo more and more soil scientists 
instead of agricultural soil scientists. The demands from other fields 
are ever increasing am while we do not expect that needs from the wildlife 
field will ever be a large part of eoil activities in Canada, this will 
be offset by the much greater needa of forestry and engineering and of the 
many groups like wildlife ~ich, together, will involve a large volume of 
work. I am not saying that soil taxonomy is agriculturally biased, only 
tha.t the services and availabilities of soil scientists are ·biased in this 
way-. Because of this, we in the minor fields are in fear that the too few 
pedologists that Canada now has will be split to forestry and agriculture · 
and thus become even more unavailable to us in the future. 
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RECREATICIJ CAPABU.ITY AND SOW 

by 

c. s. Brown 

1. Introduction - The Growing Importance of Recreation as a Use or Lam 

"Nine-tenths or the American population participated more than !our 
billion times in one or another of seventeen forms of outdoor recreation 
in the 6Ull'Dler of 1962. Very likely the participation will be three ti.mes 
greater than that before the year 2000 when three-quarters of all Americans 
will be l iving in cities and may have more leisure and more money for 
recreation 11 . 

So started a section of the United States Year Book or Agriculture 
t or 1963, which you will recall is devoted to "A Place to Live". 

We in Canada may well take note, for the same trends are in evidence 
here. A few short decades ago in the United States and only yee.rs ago in 
Canada there appeared to be ample unspoiled. public land available and well 
~ ··H 0 d + .... -~~ - 1..1 :::.. :!.! ... :.l., ~ LI.~ '-' "' . . ... <.JUI.. £vi \,11.,i.\, ·o.)r r .., ... 1""'0".l.00 . l>U 1, rapi.a 
increases in urbanization, in leisure time, in mobility, in prosperity and 
in avera.ll population have enabled unprecedented masses of people to enjoy 
outdoor recreation more and more frequently. And they are taking full 
advantage ot nearly every opportunity as quickly as it is offered, with 
obvious preference tor the non-urban fo:nns. The resultant need f or more 
land ie making demand predictiom, or even ten years ago look naive. 

The actual land supply problem is now gaining attention in Canada. 
At the federal level, the Canada Land Inventory program is financing the 
mapping of lands according to their natural capability for recreation. 
Federal ARDA fume are supplementing provincial funds in accel erating 
recreation land acquisitiai pr ograms in several provinces. 

Development of recreatiai lam re sources and the construction of 
ueer facilities have aleo mushr oomed in Canada dur ing tm past ten years, 
with major capital. inputs at all le-vela of government and tram the private 
sector. Land ie being firmly COlll.litted to recreatioo uses, but frequently 
without proper consideration given to all factors influencing its suit
ability. 

My purpooe in describing these well- lmown trends is to impress upon 
soil scientists, as Can9.da's real land scientists, the growing significance 
of recreation as a use of land and the need for much closer attention to 
r.oiJ.-recreation relationships. 

I will fi~t tell you sODBthing of tm objectives of tm recreation 
sector of the Canada Land Inventory, the techniques being u sed and the 
progress to date. I will introduce fo discussion the subject of soil 
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relationships in the inventory, and conclude with some observations about 
soils in recreation resource use planning. 

2. Recreation 

various systems 11ave been devised and put to use to select and classify 
recreation areas and aites f or particular recreation uses, but there had 
been no attempt beforo last year to parallel agricultural capability rating 
systems in the recreation capability field. 

A tentative classification system was developed last winter by a 
conmittee of federal and provincial parks people working with ARDA repre
sentatives. The approach devised represented an attempt to m:tet in one 
classification system the needs of federal ARDA and of provincial. land 
administrators as well as poss ible. Thus, the system was designed to do 
more than rate land capabilities for broad planning purposes as ARDA 
initially intended. Furthennore, it would provide a framework for the 
gathering of detailed data about the physical character of high capability 
areas- -data which could be most useful to p r ovincial or local agencies at 
the programming and operational decision-making levels . 

The system developed reflects such influences as time and cost limita
tions., the scarcity of profess ionally competent people, the site, rather than 
area orientation of most outdoor recreation, arrl the extremely wide variety 
in the character of recreation resources. The variety factor challenges 
the vali dity o.f a classification system which would encompass all resources, 
and necessitates the definition o! a conmon basis of evaluation. 

In consideration of ARDA' s interests in rural economic development, 
the factor selected was the measure of intensity or quantity of use which 
the land (or the attraction) would engender and sustain given good manage
ment and ignoring access and location criteriao Thia meaaure might be 
expressed in numbers or parsons per unit area at peak load, or in maximum 
number of use units such ns visitor-days per year. Present lmowledge of 
recreation habits and preferences of people, applied to the lmown wearing 
quality or s ite types, was considered suffic ient to e nable meaningful 
guideli nes to be de.fined to malce this a measurable and useful criterion. 

The number and variety of recreation activities t o which a unit of 
land is suited was recognized as a second important factor. 

Types of r~H:r-eation activity were grouped according to their resource 
1"6quirements. The desirability of confonnity with the structure of the 
forestry and agriculture olaasification systems was considered. 

The intensive use capability of beaches, and ths high and increasing 
popularity of shore-baaed activities place ehorelands generally in a high 
r ating rel ative to uplands. Within the shoreland gr oup, bathing beaches 
rate high, with typical summer cottage sites following. Oltstanding 
phenomena. suited to special use s also warrant a hi&1 rat.ing. Shorelands 
lacking capability for swimming or boating drop to the level of uplands 
euited only to exterwive t ype a of use. In these , the variety of activities 
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possible and tl'J, quality of the landscape in terms of scenery, topography, 
surface water, natural history phenomena and other attractions determine the 
rating. 

The system is evolving as follows: Good beaches associated with 
usoful backah~t-e, an:i outstanding special use phenomenon will rate classes 
land 2, depending on quality and size criteria. Typical cottage frontage 
will rate CJ.ass J, while poorer share lands as well as good and fair quality 
uplands suited to extensive types of activity will rate cl asses 4 a™i 5. 
Clas:.. o lams have very limited capability for only extensive uses, and 
Clas~ 7 lands have almost none in the popular sense. 

The s ystem provides also for an indication in the mapping symbole of 
types of attractions and limitations to use. 

The recreation capability maps wi.11 thus identify all significant 
attractions in most categories; will give a reliable uxiication of shore
lands with public beach potential, a.rd. with private, commercial or group 
use potential; and will indicate areas ot superior scenery in the popular 
sense, and the lc.c ation and type of most special use features. Upon 
complexing, patterns of high capability areas will emerge to assist in the 
definition of recreation regions, to serve touriet promotion, wat ershed 
management and highway progranming purposes. 

Even at t he 1:50,000 Mcale ot mapping, the inventory is too generalized 
to be o! assistance in park or recreation area planning at the design stage. 

At the national level, the inventory will give a reliable indication 
of the natural capability for recreation use ot all land covered and ot 
the national distribution of recreational resources. It will aUow com
parison of capability !or recreation with capability for other uses and 
with µ-esent use. 

In spite or var.ious problems and of continued evolution of the system 
through the trla.l year., progress has been relatively good., and over 400 
1:50,000 map sheets or 8% of the present inventory area in eight provirees 
will have been completed by the end of the fiscal year. 

Problems encountered this year will be lroned out at federal-provincial 
meetings this fall and winter., and chang~s agreed upon in the classification 
system will then be incor pora ted into t his year• s maps. The program should 
proceed next spring in most pravimes at a r ate designed to canplete the 
inventory area now defined not later than 1969. 

3. The Soil Scientist in Recreation Land Inventory 

The soil scientist may question the usefulness o! soil survey data in 
the mapping of capability for recreation in such a system ae this. True, 
recreation capability is not closely rel ated to eoils, a nd rarely is soil 
the critical factor. The exception is the presence of sand at water's 
edge. An excellent natura.l beach can often be predicted accurately from 
a soil map. 
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In various other instances soil factors exert a more or less strong 
influence on recreation capability. Limiting examples include: severe 
boulder conditions in the surface soil, stony till on shore lands, imp(·irmeable 
hard pan layers or other natural drainage restrictions, shallow soil over 
bed rook, surtace erosion hazards and susceptibility to flooding, the 
likelihood of the presence of potable subeurtace water is often known t;o 
the soils man, and the recreation quality of streams and small lakes can 
be predicted from surrounding soils. 

Much more valuable than the information the recreation man can interpret 
from the soils type map is tha familiarity of the soil. scientist with much 
of the landscape the former is mapping. Traditionally, soils people have 
taken note of all natural and cultural aspects of the landscape, and this 
familiarity can save the recreation capability assessor many miles ot 
travel and hours of enquiry and interpretation. Every soil scientist is 
sonething of a geomorphologist, and there is a close relationship between 
land form and recreation capability. There is strong advocacy for the 
recreation oapatd.lity survey to map land forms as the first stage of 
capability mapping in areas where such mapping has not been done. 

Needless to say, the soil type map which shows contours is much more 
useful than that which does not. 

Cne of the first objectives of the recreation mapping crew is to 
block out areas of low potential. They are inclined to do this by scanning 
small scale air photos if these are available. They then use large scale 
photos for study of positive a1-eae, and check all uncertain features and 
unit bouniaries in the field. In many instances, this preliminary step 
could be expedited considerably by- consultation with a soils man familiar 
with the are~, or by access to soil survey photo mosaics. 

Three federal regional coordinator positions have now been established 
in the recraation ~octox•, and rec1>uitment il9 now under way. One of the 
responsibilities of the incumbents of these positions will be to establish 
liaison with soils people in each province in their region, and to encc,urage 
the recreation inventocy statfe to take full advantage of any services or 
assistance available from those sources. 

4. The Soil Scientist in Recreation Reeoul"C& Development 

The opportuniti~s for application of soil science in recreation 
resource use plennlng outside the Canada Land Inventory- are much greater 
than within it. The detailed zoning, for various intensive and extensive 
uses, of l and allocated to recreation, can be much 100re intelligently done 
after soil survey. The detailed locating of structures and facilities for 
core area developmant muet take soils into account. Reliable advance plan
ning of the recreational use of new reservoirs is impossible without 
thor ough study of the soils above, within and below the range of anticipated 
reservoir operating levels. 

The be.sic physiaal properties of soils which influence park planning 
&l"e the same as those which determine agricultural. practices. Only the 
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~roupings and interpretations aro different. Stoniness , shallow soils, 
hardpan, shrink-swell properties, permeability, all affect the locating 
of roads, buildings, camp ground•, playgrounie and parl<:ing lots. Soil 
texture, soil reaction and organic content, along with slope, permeability 
and surface drainage are important criteria in the planning of i.Jnproved 
landscapes for play fields, picnic groun:is and golf courses. Sources o! 
construction ~~terial.s--clays, sands and gravels--aro significant . 
Susceptibility to slumping or to wave or runoff erosion on shorelands 
is o! axtreme importance in planning waterfront development. 

u1 the Canadian prairies and in the Missouri basin in their United 
States counterpart, where there is a severe shortage of surface water for 
recreation, major reservoirs of thie and the last decade brighten the 
prospect s of the population of the entire region for close-to-home water
oriented recreation. Overenthusiaam in this respect, tailure to either 
wai t and see the effect of raised water tables ard wave action, or to con
sult canpetent soil scientists, resulted in frequent disappointment and 
the loss of significant capital. investments. On a Missouri system 
reservoir I was shown the abandoo,d remains of a public park development 
with tree plantatione, public rest room5, picnic, camp and play grollll.ds, 
and an elaborate ccncrete boat launching ramp, developed on a site which 
the engineers expected to of fer the best natural beach conditions on the 
reservoir. Five years after the reservoir filled, a twalve-foot wave 
cut bank had retreated t hrough one-third the depth of the park. The 
n'l"i ui nAl q.Q,id "'""i""''"H !" ,,_. "' ... "':-' t :"" 4 -;" •~ - _:, '..,,1 ., .... .,~ u.iJ. ,..,.u t -:£(, .... c c.i..,n t,O 

form a good beach a halt mile away, the boat ramp was in scattered frag
ments, the toilet building was toppling on the lip of the bank. 

In another instance , the occupants of a caretully planned and attrac
tively developed sumner cottage subdivision were putting large capital 
investments into rip-rapping and other devices to protect from wave action 
the frontage rapidly encroaching on their properties. In still another 
instance, surface cracks were ap~earing up to eight hundred feet inland 
from the water's edge as W1stable subsurface materials responded to satura
tion. In the Qu 1Appelle -valloy in the Regina area a choice park site on 
an old stream delta, bought and devoloped for public park purposes at high 
expense, was disappearing ro.pid.ly into tbe lake from wave erosion as a 
result of a two-foot lifting o! lake level. 

Proper consideration of soils information or consultation with soil 
scientists could have avoided all of these losses and disappointments. In 
contrast, a ca.mp ground near Halifax developed privately on farmland 
demonstrated the value of soil knowledge. Arriving thet'El late one sumner 
evening with a travel trailer, with heavy raine forecast and no internal 
roadways surfaced, we were reluctant to risk camping overnigr..t on ground 
allocated. The owner reassured ws, insisting he had considered soils 
carefully in selecting a camp ground within his one thousand acre holding 
and that the soils in the camping area would stand any amount of swmner 
rain without softening or surface puidling. The night's rain and morning 
observations proved him to be right. 

The present unprecedented rate of recreation area development across 
Canada offers soil scientists an excell6nt opportunity to make an extremely 
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useful contribution. 'rhe adaptation ol: soils data to park planning needs 
is iscarcely unde r way. Park agencies are now depeming on engineers and 
foresters f'or park design and none ·t.hat I lmow of in Canada employs a soil 
scientist. But as soil ecientists offer their services to agriculture, 
and to forestry though they are not foresters, they might well, to mutual 
advantage, offer them a.l oo to park agencies. Their contribution can be 
aigni..ficant . Their f'a:Uu~ t o do so could resuH, in the growth of another 
group--associating itself' wH,h park planners and park engineers--with loss 
of much of the ad.vantage of the long experience and tradition of soil 
science, and much time in t he proceas- -but of necessity stepping into thEi 
soils-recreation research vacuum which no)/ exis ts. 

For those who would l i ke to explore further, a brief bibliography is 
appemed. 

Baker, W.M., Assessing and Allocating Renewable Resources f or Recreation. 
Resources for the Future Conference, 1961. Background Papers 
Vol. I L 

Brooks, IJ.oxd,o The Forces Shaping Demand for Recrec'Ltion Space in Can1da. 
RA3eources f or the Future Conference, 1961. Background Papers 
Volo I I .. 

' 
Brooksa Lloyd. Land Suitability for Recreation. Background paper 12 p., 

Canada Land I nventor y Seminar, Winnipeg., Feb., 1964. 

10.ingebiel, A. A. Le.nd Cla ssif ication for Use in Planning. U.S. Yearbook 
of Agr iculture, 1963. 

Klingebiel 2 A.A. Unt i tled article on soil as a basis for urban development. 
Planning., 1963, American Society of Planning Official.a. 

La Page, W.F. Recl"'Oation and t he Foraat Site , Journal of Forestry, Vol. 6o. 

Lutz, H.J. Soil Conditiom1 il1 Picnic Groum s.11 Journal of Fa-estry, Vol. 43. 

Meinecke, E.Po Report - Effe11ta of Touriot Travel on California Redwood 
Parks, CaJ.ifornia Dopt. of Natural Resources. 

Obenshain, Part.an & Deve"wc. Soil Survey for Urban Planning and other uses. 

Resources tor .the Future Conf'eronce, 1961 , Workshop Report . Proceedings 
Vol .. Ille 

Soil Conservation, Vol . lllXi Nos. 4 & 51 1963a Soil Conservation Service, 
U.So Dept . of Agriculture . 
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CLASSIFICATION OF CALCAREOUS GRADES, TEXTURAL GROUP.WGS AND REACl'IOO CLASSES 

The N.S.S.C. accepted for immediat e use in soil survey the following 
nanenclature and limits. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Calcareous g£&des 

(a) Weakly' calcareous 2-5% CaCOJ equivalent 

(b) Model"8tely calcareous 6-15% ti " 
(c) Strongly calcareous 16-25% II ti 

(d) Very strongly calcareous 26-4<>% " " 
(e ) Extremely calcareous :::,,,, 4<:JI, n II 

Textural gro!minga 

(a) Coarae textured - sands, l~ sand.a 

(h) M~Ar0 t olj Co.:l- :::C t~~;d - E..'.t.n1y lu<lLl, .... 
I,~!·- """'" 

":, lo&. 

(c ) Medium textured - very tine sarny loaa, loam., silt loam., silt 

(d) Modere.tel,y tine textured - sandy clay loam, clay loam, silt7 clay loam 

( e ) P'ine textured - aandy- clay., silty clay, clay (40-60%) 

(!) Very fine textured - -;>-61:1/, clay 

Reaction pH pH 

Extremely acid < 4.5 Neutral 6.6-7 • .3 

Very at~ongl.y acid 4.6-5.0 Mildly alkaline 7.4-7.8 

Strongly acid 5.1-5.5 Moderately alkaline 7.9-8.4 

Medium acid 5.6-6.0 Strongly alkaline 8.5-9.0 

Slightly acid 6.1-6.5 Very strongly alkaline > 9.0 
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PROPOSAl'.. FOR STUDY OF REARIWJGEMENT OF GLEYSOLIC SOILS 

Dr. Ehrlich recomnonded that the eoil survey personnel in Canada etudy 
the feasibility of a subgroup for strongly gleyed eoile in each ot the 
great groups with soils ot similar profile characteristics, except gleiza
tion, to those in the Gleyaolic Order. 

This arrengemant, eliminating the Order of Gleyeolic soils, would 
permit the use of a modifier, such as Aquic, Hydric or Wet, for all sub
groups within each great group in the same manner as the use of Carbonated 
and Saline in the Chernozemic Order. The modifier would be applicable in 
all orders except in Organic. This scheme permits a greater number of 
soils in the strongly gleyed class than presently exiot in the Gleysolio 
Order. Also it would permit a gleyed equivalent, except for the gleyeid 
or imperfectly drained classes which in themselves are intergrades between 
poor and well-drained, for all subgroups with similar profile character
istics. The imperfectly drained classes would remain as presently 
defined and would not ha.Te u~e of the modifier. 

Comparieons between Gleysolic soils and better drained equivalents 
are made below: 

Gleysolic 

Rego Humic Gleysol 
Orthio Humi.c Gleyeol 
Fera Humic Gleyaol 
Saline Humic Gleyaol 
Carbonated Hwnic Gleyeol 
Cryic Humic Gloysol 

Rego Gleysol 
Ort.hie Gleytiol 
Fera Gleyeol 
Saline Gleyaol 
Carbonated Gleyeol 
Cryio Gleysol 

Humic Eluviated Gleyeol 
Low Humic Eluviated Gleyeol 

Similar soils with better drainage 

Rego Black 
Ort.hie Black 
weakly Eluviated Black 
Saline Black 
Carbonated Black 

? 

Orthic Regosol 
Podzo Regosol 
Podzo Regosol 
Saline Regoaol 
Carbons. ted Regosol 
Cryic Regoeol 

Eluviated Black 
Dark Gray Wood&d or Gray ijooded 

Examples of the application of Aquic to the above soils are: 

Aquio Rego Blaclc, Aquic Ort.hie Black, Aquic Arenic Podzo Regoaol, etc. 
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RESOLUT ICWS 

N.S.S.C. Meeting 
1965 

1. Whereas t he present title ot the soil drainage classes, outlined in 
the 1963 report, ia misleading. 

Therefore, be it resolved that the present title be changed from 
"Soil Moisture Classes" to "Soil Drainage Classes". 

Moved by B. C. Matthews 
Seconded by P. Lajoie 
Carried 

2~ Be it resolved that the N.s.s.c. Caomittee recanmen:i that the Chairman 
of the N.S.s.c. prepare an introduction to the next report in 
which the philosophy' behind the evolution and development ot 
the Canadian system of taxonomic classification is explained. 

Moved by B. C. Matthews 
Seconied by W'. E. Bowser 
C,;._-~ !. , 

3. Whereas it is ot utmost importance that the definition and description 
ot eaoh class in each category be such that they cannot be 
misunderstood. 

Therefore, be it resolved that in the reports ot this present meeting, 
the various classes in each category will be defined in 
terms o! di!terentiating characteristics and some other 
characteristics that are not di!f'erentiating for the par
ticular class may be incluied in t~e ,~,scription but should 
be clearly indicated as non-differentiating characteristics. 

Moved by B. c. Matthews 
Seconded by A. Mailloux 
Carried 

4. Whereas 1) the N.s.s.c. at its neeting in Winnipeg, March 4-6, 1963, 
reoognized the need !or addition&l interpretation of soil 
sUNey in!orma.tioo as pa~t ot the Canadian Lani Inventory 
program of ARDA and agreed to develop a soil capab:i.lity clas
sification system am establish an inventory of agricultural. 
soil capability for the settled areas ot Canada, 

Whereas 2) the need is now apparent for the establishment of land 
capability classification systems !or forestry, wildlife 
and recreation lard uses, 
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Whereas 3) ARDA haa· established additional staff to implement these 
capability systems and has requested the members of the 
organization ot N.S.s.c. to assist their staff in the ust, 
ot soil suney information in their land inventory progrnm, 

Therefore, be it resolved that the N.s.s.c. endorse the principlo of 
cooperation by its lm:lmber organizations a) in making ava5.lable 
the l!loil survey data that they have assembled and b) in advising 
on the interpretation of soil survey data by scientists :in the 
forestry, wildlife, am recreation capability inventory programs. 

Moved by D. W. Hoffman 
Seconded by R. Baril 
Carried 

5. Be it resolved that the N.s.s.c. express the sincere appreciation of 
itl!I members to the Quebec Department of Agriculture and 
Colonization tor the warm welcoma and soo ial hour provided on 
Wednesday evening. 

Moved by H.W.R. Chancey 
Seconied by J. Hilchey 
Carr led 

6. Be it resolved that the N.S.S.C. express the sincere appreciation of 
its members to Laval University and its Faculty of Agriculture 
for providing excellent facilities for the plenary an:i su·b
conmittee meetings and for arranging the interesting tour of 
the Agri<:ulture Service Building and for the pleasant reception 
on Monday atternoon. 

I 
Mored by A. Dube 
Secomed by D. w. Hof f man 
Carried 

7. Be it resolved that the N.s.s.c. express the gratitude or its members 
to Dr. L. Daviault, Director of tl'e Canada Forest Research 
.Laboratory, tor providing facilities tor subcommittee meetings. 

Moved by B. Rochefor t 
Seconded by Le Farstad 
Carri ed 
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MEMBERS OF SUBCCKMITTEES 

Organic Soil Classification: Ehrlich (Chairman), Chancey, 
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Caplbility Mapa for New Soil Sune7 Reports: Hortie (Chairman), Hilchey, 
Hoffman, Mailloux, McCormack, 
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Soil Survey Reports: 
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D. Acton Research Branch, C.D.A. Saskatoon 
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R. Hedlin 
H. Hortie 
R. Smith 
M. Zwarich 

' 
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D. Arnold 
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D. Hoffman 
B. Matthews 
R. Protz 
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R. Baril 
B. Bernier 
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Appe.ndix I 

REPORT~ LANDSCAPE FEATURES 

D. B. Cann 
Chairman., Subcomni ttee on Landscape Features 

The 1948 and 1955 l~ ports on landscape features contain a large amount 
of valuable background material. conceming the methods of dealing with 
landscape features in ths varloue provinces. They contain also, proposed 
classifications of topography, landforms, erosion, stoniness, land usa, and 
veget.ative cover, some of which were suggested for trial and others were 
adopted for use . 

The present subcomnittee was asked to make a careful and critical 
review ot this material. and to endeavor to !ind acceptable solutions to 
sone of the controversial matters arising out of these reports. The report 
of the subc011111ittee, which follows, is presented in three sections --
(1) La.nd Forms and Topographic Classes, (2) Erosion a.nd Stoniness, and (3) 
Land Use a.nd Vegetative Cover. 

1. Land Fome ani Topographic Classes 

Land Forma: The subcOlllllittee felt strongly that some means of indicat
ing lam form. on the map in relation to soil type was important. It would 
be desirable to have a method of irdicating land form in the mapping symbol, 
but there are many difficulties involTed and no satisfactory scheme was 
propoaad. 

The subcommittee proposed t hat a list or land forms be compiled 
describing those second&rJ' landforms that are encountered by the eurveyor 
ard which are not adequately described in standard texts . It was recom
mended that soil survey organizati ons in each province be asked to supply 
a list ard description ot tl'B landfonns recognized in their area and, it 
possible., to supply aerial photographs illustrating these landforms. Such 
photos would be used to compile a national collection of land.form illustra
tions. 

During tm discussion by the plenary seesion., i t was pointed out that 
several agencies were investigating l&JXlforms or had photos of landforms 
availableo 

It was llOVed that action be delayed until we hav1s further intornation 
on the subject. Carried. 

Topographic Clas ses: The topographic classes suggested for ua• in 
1955 were given critical examination. It was felt that, in general, the 
classes should be retained, but the symbols could be simplified. It wai, 
felt al.so that additions to the elope classes over 30 per cent were necessary 
to cover slopes found in mountainoue terrain. Considerable discusision 
centered around the O per cent slope class. It was thought that this could 
be included with t he O - 0 . 5 per cent class without altering the effectiveness 
of the clas8es. The question of symbols received much discussion and 
decisions were reversed several times. There was a unanimous desire for a 
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less cumbersome symbol to show slope class. 

The following topographic classes and symbols were, proposed by the 
eubc011111ittee to the plenary session and lfere a dopted f or use. 

Si.mEle ToEograEhz Ca:a.Elex ToEgsraE!lz Slr 
Single slopes Multiple elopes 

( regula. r ,ur f,ace) (irregular surface ) 

A depreeaional to level a 0 - 0.5 

B very gently sloping b 0.5 - 2 

c gently eloping c 2 - 5 

D moderately sloping d 6 - 9 

E strongly sloping e 10 - 15 

F steeply sloping f 16 - 30 

G very steeply sloping g 30 - (:J) 

H extremely sloping b over ff;) 

Whlln fiAql',..int ·hrA t<\""" ...,,,.~ .,., ..::::,~n, n +~-.:J --ll!n.::, -t ..... ., aJ.e l4- J , 
t hey should be defined, either in a glossary or in c onnection vith descrip
tions of the soil type. 

2. Land Uee aoi Vegetative Cover 

The subcommittee is in general agreement with the views expressed on 
pages 66 and 67 of the 1955 report. With the exception of some special 
maps, la.ni use and vegetative co-Yer are not shown on soil maps. Most 
SUr'fey organizations reco?tl some of these features on field sheets, aerial 
photographs or 1n notebooks ao:1 they are used as additional info rmation in 
doscribing the aoil.s in the soil aUrYey r0port. 

It was felt that it ~ould not be feasible to set up a uni!orm sy st em 
of classifying and Nco.rding data !or all of Canada, but this might be 
done on a regional basis. The broad groupings into cultivated and non
cultivated land suggested in the 1955 report are applicable everywhere, 
but subdivieions of these groops will depend on the object of the survey. 

The subcommittee recOD111ended that soil 1urvey organizations continue 
to record. land use and vegetatiff cover. 

J. Erosion and Stoniness 

Water erosion -- The water eroeion classes as defined in the U.S.D.A. 
Soil Survey Manual were adopted. The four classes would be designat ed 
on the map as Wl, W2, W3 and W4. The classes of water erosion are 
defined as foll~s: 
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Wl 'rhe soil hae a few rille or places with thin A horizons that give 
evidence of accelerated erosion, but not to an extent to alter 
greatly the thioknese and character of the A horizon. Except tor 
soile having very thin A horizons (lees ths.n 8 inches), the surface 
soil (Ap) consists entirely of A horizon throughout nearly all of 
the delineated area. Up to about 25 per cent of the original A 
horizon, or original plowed layer in soils with thin A horizons, 
~Y have been removed f'rom most of the area. In most soils, areas 
with thie class of erosion are not significantly different in uee 
capabilities and management requirements from the uneroded soil. 
In a few soils naving very shallow aola over a nonoonforming layer, 
or in a few having a shallow A horizon over a claypan or hardpan, a 
signif ica.nt dit!arence may exist. 

W2 The soil has bean eroded to the extent that ordinary tillage implements 
re·ach through the remaining A horizon, or well below the depth of the 
original plowed layer in eoils with thin A horizon. Generally, the · 
plow layer eoosiete of a mixture of the original A horizons and 
underlying horizons. Mapped areas of eroded soil usually have . patches 
in which the plov layer consists wholly of the original A horizon and 
others in which it consists wholly of wnerl.ying horizons. Shallow 
gullies may be present. Approximately 25 to 75 per cent of the 
original. A horizon or surface soil may have been lost from most of. 
the area. 

W3 The soil has been eroded to the extent that all or practically all of 
the original. surface soil, or A horizon, has been removed. The plow 
layer consists essentially of materials trom the B or other under
lying horizons. Patches in which the plow layer is a mixture of 
the original A horizon an:i ttll B horizon or other urnerl,ying horizons 
may be included wit.bin mapped areas. Shallow gullies, or a few deep 
ones, are cOJI111on on SOlDB soil types. More than about 75 per cent of 
the original surface soil, or A horizon, and comnonly part or all of 
the B horizon or other unier lying horizons, have been lost from most 
of the area. 

W4 The land has bee~ eroded until it has an intricate patteni of 
moderately de~p or deep gullies. Soil. prof iles have been destroyed 
except, 'in small areas between gullies. Such land is not useful for 
crops in its present condition. Reclamat,ion for crop product:l.on or 
for improved pasture is d ifficult but may· be practicable if the other 
characteristics of t he aoil are favorable and erosion can be controlled. 

Wind erosion -- The wind erooion classes as defined in the u.S .D.A. Soil 
Survey Manual were adopted. The classes would be designated on the map 
as Dl, 02, and D3. The classes of wind erosion are defined as follows: 

Dl Wind has removed from the soil a sufficient amount of the A horizon 
that ordinary tillage will bring up and mix the B horizon or other 
lower lying horizons with surface soil ih the plow layer. Rarely ie 
this condition uniform throughout a mappable area, however. Ueually 
the plow layer consists mainly of the orig:mal A horizon in some 
patches, while in others the original A horizon is . removed. Generally, 
about 25 to 75 per cent of the original A horizon ( or surface soil in 
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soils with thin A horizons) may have been removed. 

D.2 Wind has removed all of the A horizon am part of the B or other 
lowr lying horizon. The plow layer consists ma.inl;y- of the original 
horizons below the A (or below the original plowed layer in soils 
with thin A horizons) , although soma patches having much of t he 
original. A horizon remain in the area. An occasional blow-out area 
may be included. 

DJ (BloMn-out land): The wind has removed moet of the soil profile 
and the land is classified as a miscellaneous land type. Use of the 
land for ordinary agriculture is not feasible without extensive re
clamation. Blowout holes a.re nWD!rous am deeply carved into the 
lower soil or parent material. Areas between blowouts are deeply 
buried by soil material !roa the blowouts. 

The folloN:1.ng special symbols were adopted for use in wind eroded areas. 

\,!v Blow-pit removal. Number indicatee depth in fee t . 

/5" R.eoent dune or dune-like accumulations. Num.ber indicat es height 
in feet. 

NV\/\ Hl.llllllocky area of mixed re!'loval and accumulation. 

Gully erosion -- The fol~owing classes of gul.l.y erosion were adopted for use . 

El Shallow occasional gulliea -- may be crossed by farm implement s and 
occur over 100 feet apart. 

E2 Shallow frequent gullies -- may be croesed b;y- !arm implements but 
ocour less than 100 feet apart. 

EJ Deep occasional gullies -- cannot be crossed by farm implements. 
Change of land use indicated. 

E4 Deep frequent gullies -- cannot be croased by farm implements. 
Change of land use indicated. 

Accumulation of eroded materials 

+ Recent accumulations less than 12 inches thick resulting from 
accelerated erosion, and not including normal flood plain deposits. 

1+2+ etc. Thickness of accumulations in feet. 

Stoniness -- The classes of stoniness, rockiness al'li coarse fragments 
expressed in the 1955 report were adopted !or use. The agricult-ural 
significance and the description of the classes of stoniness and rock
iness should be determined by each regional organization. The classes 
of stoniness are defined as toll.owe. 
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Stones O - Non-stony land. 

Stones l - Slightly stony land -- some stones which offer only' 
slight. to no hindrance to cultivation. 

Stones 2 - Mcxier9.tely stony land -- enough stones to cause some 
interference with cultivation, 

Stones 3 - Veey stony land -- sufficient atonE"ia to constitut.e a 
serious handicap to cultivation, som:, clearing required. 

Stones 4 - Exoeedingly stony land -- sufficient stones to prevent 
cultivation until considerable clearing is done. 

Stones 5 - Excessively stony lam -- too stony to permit any 
cultivation (boulder or stone pavement) . 

Rockiness -- The classes of rockiness are defined as follows. 

Rocky O - No bedrock exposures or too few to interfere with tillage. 
Lese than 2 per cent bedrock exposed. 

Rocky l - Sufficient bedrock exposures to interfere with tillage 
but not to make intertilled crops impracticable., Depend
ing upon how the pattern affects tillage, rock exposures 
are roughly 100 to .300 feet a.part and cover about 2 to 
10 per cent of the surface. 

Rocky 2 - Suf.ticient bedrock exposures to make tillage of inter
tilled crops impracticable, but soil can be worked for 
hay crops or improved pasture, if other soil character
istics are favorable. Rock exposures are roughly 30 to 
100 feet apart and cover about 10 to 25 per cent or the 
surface, depeniing upon the pattern. 

Rocky 3 - Sufficient rock outcrop to make all uaa or machinery 
impracticable, except for light machinery where other 
eoil characteristics are especially favorable for 
improved pasture. May have some use for wild pasture 
or forests, de~nding on the other soil characteristics. 
Rock exposures, or patches of aoil too thin over rock 
for use, are roughly 10 to .30 feet apart and cover about 
25 to 50 per cent or the surface depending upon the 
pattem. 

Rocky 4 - Sutficient rock outcrop (or of very thin soil over rock) 
to make all use of machinery impracticable. The land 
may have some value !or poor pasture or for forestry. 
Rock outcrops are about 10 feet apart or less and cover 
som 50 to 90 per cent of tm area. 

Rooky 5 - Lard for which over 90 per cent of the s1.rface is 
exposed badroek (rock outcrop). 
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Coarse !raf:J:nts - - The nrunes, sizes, shapes and kilxis of fragments are 
design.a e ae follows. 

Shape and kind of fragments 

Rounded and subrounded fragments 
(all kinis of rock) 

Up to .3 
inches 
diameter 

Grave1i.yll 

Irregularly shaped angular fragments 

Cb! rt 

Other than chert 

Thin flat fragments 
Thin flat sandstone, limestone, 
and 
Schist 

Slate 

Shale 

Cherty 

(Angular) 
gravelly 

Up to 6 
l.ucnos in 
lengt,h 

Channery 

Slaty 

ShaJ.y 

Size and name of .f'ragments 

.3-10 
incl1es 
diaueter 

Cobbly 

Coarse 
Cherty 

Angula7; 
Cobbl.y-'/ 

6-1!> 
inclieb ln 
lenJ{th 

Fla1~ 

Fl.aggy 

Fl.a.ggy 

10 + 
inches 
diameter 

Stony (or bouldery)2/ 

Stony 

Stony 

15+ 
lnChea m 
length 

Stony 

Stony 

Stony 

1/ The individual cl.&ases are not. always differentiating characteristics of 
mapping units. 

2/ Bouldery is sometimes used where stones are larger than 24 inches. 

3/ Formerly ca.l.led "etooy". . 
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Appendix 2 

~r<RT ON SOIL DRAINAGE CLASSES 

B. C. Matthews 
Chairmvi, Subc0ll111H,tae on Soil Drainage 

The 1955 report of the Subcommittee on Soil Drainage Terminology 
attempted to describe drainage classes on the basis of soil morphological 
features that were presumed to indicate the moisture status or the soil. 
<kl application or these criteria it became apparent that soils of similar 
morphologi.~al features did not necessarily have similar moisture regimes. 

Accordingly, ·the present Subcommittee on Soi l Drainage has defined 
the soil drainage classes in terms of (1) actual moisture content in excess 
of field moisture capacity, and (2) the extent of the period during which 
such excess water is present in the plant-root zone. 

It is recognized that permeability., level of ground-water and seepage 
are factors affecting moisture status. Howve1•, because _these are not 
easily observed or measured in the field, they cannot be used generally as 
criteria of moisture eta.tua . 

It is further recognized that soil profile morphology, e.g. mottling., 
normally but not always reflects soil moisture statue. Hence, it is recom
mended that al.though soil morphology- may be a valuable field iniication of 
moisture status it should not be the overriding criterion. For example., a 
soil may exhibit tha morpholo~ of a poorly-drained soil but recent changes 
(either natural or artificial) may have established the moisture status as 
defined for imperfectly-draiI12d soils. Such a soil should be classi-fied as 
imperfectly drained regardleliS of i:t,s morphologyo Some soils that we con
sider to be well drained aro 111ottl,3d within their oola. during the early 
spring and Wlillottled throughout most of the ~ar. other well-drained soils 
are permanently mottled in theix• sola due to the natura and distribution of 
minerals within them. Soil drainage cl asses, thus , cannot be based solely 
upon pres0~e or absence of mottling. Topographic position and vegetation 
as well as soil morphology are usoful. fiald criteria for assassing soil 
moisture sta.tuo. 

The recomnended definitions of tho soil d:~·uinage classes are un:ierlined. 
As a guide to mt.rvsyora., additional comments under eaoh claso indicate some 
of the pertinent morphological features that coornonly but not necessarily are 
found in soils having tte particular moisture status . Note: the word 
"significant" as used in the definitions is to be considered in relation to 
plant growth. 

1. Rapidl..y drained - Soll moisture content seldom exceeds field capacity in 
any horizon except inmediatel.y after wator additions. 

SoilJs are free or any evidence of gleying throughout the profile. 
Rapidly drainad soils are coamonly soilis of coarse texture or soils on 
steep slopes. 
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Soila are usually free ot mottling in the upper three feet but 
may be mottled below depths of three feet. B horizons, if present, 
are reddish, brownish, or yellcnd.eh. 

J. Moderately well-drained - Soil moiature in excess of field capacity 
remains for a small but signi!'icant period ot the year. 

Soils are comnonly mottled in the lower B and C horizons or below 
a depth of two feet. The Ae horizon, if present, may be faintly mottled 
in fine-textured soils or in medium-textured soils that have a slowly 
permeable layer below the solum. In gre.Hland soils the B and C 
horizons may be only faintly mottled and the A horizon may be relatively 
thick and dark. 

4. Imperfectly drained - Soil moisture in excess of field capacity remains 
in subsurface horizons for moderately long periods during the year. 

Soils are CCIJlllonly mottled in the B and C horizons; the Ae horizon, 
if present, may or may not be mottled. The matrix generally has a lower 
chroma. than in the well-drained soil on similar pa.rent material. 

5. Poorly drained - Soil moisture in excess of field capacity remains in 
all horizons tor a large part of the year. 

Soils show evidence of strong gleying. Except in high chroma parent 
materials the B, if present, and upper C horizana have matrix colors ot 
low chroma. Faint mottling u.y occur throughout. 

6 . Ver.y poorly drained - Free water remainp at or w.i. thin 12 inches of the 
surface most of the year. 

Soils show evidence of very strong gleying. Subsurface horizons 
are of low chroma arn yellowish to bluish hues . Mottling may be present 
but at depth in the profile. Very poorly-drained soils usually have a 
mucky or peaty surface horizon. 

Note: In some inetances it may be desirable to indicate whether the moisture 
status is a result of high ground-water level, low permeability, seepage, or 
telluric water. If so., appropriate notation oan be made follcwing the 
drainage class designation. 
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Appendix .3 

REPORT ~ SOIL STRUCTURE AND CONSISTENCE 

Wm.Odynsky 
Chainnan, Subcommittee on Structure arxi Consistence 

Introduction 

The Subcommittee was instructed to review the reports of 1948 ard. 1955 
which were presented by Dr. W. A. Ehrlich and to determine the need o! any 
modifications in the cl&Hiti.cation of soil structure and soil ooosistence. 

Fran the comments received in reply to a questionnaire forwarded to 
the membership and the added int ormation supplied by Dr. R. W. Simonson 
oonoeming recent proposals submitted by the u.s.D.A. Subco11111ittee, the 
following suggestione were submitted for consideration by the National Soil 
Survey Conmittee: 

1. That 11 etructurelees" be deleted .fran Grade and be included 
as a. type of structure. 

2. That the Miscellaneous Structures referred to in the 1960 
repcrt conBiet,ing of 11crumb11 , 11fragm.ental", and 11sbotty" be 
deleted from the classification of structure. 

3. That with respect to structure classification the term 
"species" be substituted by the term 11class 11 • 

4. That the classification of soil oonsistence be modified by 
the deletion of "very friable", "extremely firm", "slightly 
hard 11 , and 11ext.remely hard" to p:>rmit eome degree of duplica
tion in this classification. 

5. That ce.roontation ma;y be clas3ified as "weakly11 , "moderately", 
and "strongly" cemented ·,hrough the deletion of "indurated11 • 

6. Th& t whe.ream the dry - moist standard of soil moisture is 
used in the evaluation of soil structure, consideration be 
given to the use ot a similar soil moisture standard in the 
evaluation of consistence or durabi.litywith respect to the 
natural peds. Such usage will penrl.t the inclusion of the 
designation of durability in the terms describing soil 
structure. Furthermore, it was suggested that such terms as 
"sott 11 , "friable", 1thard" may be adequate when used alone 
since b;y definition they denote small, recognizable differences 
in d urab:1..lity. 

7. That the recognition of related features such as porosity, void 
spaces, clay films, silica flour and other l"elevant morphological 
features should receive f urther attention to provide for terminol
ogy and conventions in doscribing these features~ 
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The changes agreed upon tu-e in:orpora.ted in the following: 

SOIL STRUCTURE 

Soil structure refers to the aggregation of tl'!I primary soil particlee· 
into cocnpoun:i particles, or clusters of primar,y particles, which are sepa
rated from ad j ,ining aggregates b,y eurf'acee or weakness. The exteriors of 
some aggregatee have thin, often dark colored, su.rtaoe .tilms which may serYe 
to keep the aggregatee apart. Ot.her aggregates have surfaces and interiors 
o! like color, and the forcea holding the aggregates together appear to be 
wholly internal. 

An individual natural soil aggregate is called a ~ and should not be 
confueed with (1) a clod, formed as a reeult o! some disturbance, such as 
plowing or digging, that mould.a the soil to a transient maea that changes 
with alternating wetting arrl drying, (2) a fragment, for.a,d by a _rupture of 
a soil mass across natu ral surfaces of weakness, or (3) a concretion, formed 
by local concentrations of compounds that irreversibly cement the soil grains 
together. 

The classification o! structure involves cons:ideration of (1) the shape 
and arr&ng1D.ent, (2) the sue, and (3) the distinctness of tb9 visible aggre
gates or peds. The terminology ot structure consists of Hparate sets or 
terms designating each of these categories, which b7 combination form the 
11,..JJ.- .... v! ~::-.... .. .:"". "'c., \.uiv, $1,~yd w.,U oi, a~vwJ~1e, o~ pu<ie e1.t1 a.ettignat,ed as 
~ of soil structure which in turn is subdivided into~ on the basis 
of the character ot the faces and edges of the aggregateo. The size of the 
peds is of consideration under the claes of soil structure, whereas the 
degree or distinctness is expressed in the grades. 

The accompanying table indicates four principal types of structure. 
(1) Structureless in which there is no obserY&ble aggregation or no definite 
orderly arrangement of natural lines of weakness; (2) Block-like in which 
the soil pt.rticlea are arranged aroum a point and boUDied by flat or roW1ded 
surfaces; (3) Plate-like :ln which the l!loil particles aro arranged around & 

horizontal plane and generally bounded by relatively flat horizontal surfaces; 
and (4) Prism-like in which the soil particles are arra~-ed arourd a vertical 
axis an:1 bounded by relatively fiat vertical sur!acea. Most o! these types 
are subdivided into kinda or sub types. Thus, unier stzr.icturelees., t he 
single grain kind consists o! an incoherent mass of indi vidua.l. particles whereas 
massive consists or a coherent masa showing no eviden:e of any distinct arrange
ment along natural lines of weakness. The block-like typo inclw.es three kinds: 
the apgular blocky, whose faces are rectangular and r1a·itened, bounded by 
planes intersecting at relatively sharp angles; the eubangular blocky, whose 
!'aces are subrectangular., or consia,t o! mixed rounied am plane surfaces, with 
vertices moetly rouoied, and the granular that are spheroidal., characterized 
by roumed vertices. .&ach type ot structure includes peds that vary in shape., 
and detailed soil descriptions mq require supplemental etatements about the 
shape of the individual peds. 

The classes recognized are indicated by their name and t heir size limits. 
The size limits vary with respect to the shape an:l arral°l6ement. In this 
respect, the oblique dimension ia infer~d !or the block-like type, the 
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vertical dirnunsion for tha plate-like, and ·t;ha horizontal diraension fur t.he 
priBm-like type. 

Grade o.f' structure i s · the degree of distinctness of aggregatiC',,1. It 
expresses the differential between cohesion within the aggregates and 
adhesion between aggregates, a.nd is deter mined mainly by noting the dur
abilit ..... of the aggregates and the proportions between aggregnted and un
aggregated material when the aggregates a.re displaced or gen:·,ly crushed. 
Grade of structure varies with the moistening of the soil and should be 
described at the most important soil moiatut"e content of the soil horizon. 
The principal description of the structure of a soil horizon s hould refer 
to its nonnal moisture content, although attention should ba called to any 
striking contrasts in structure under other moisture conditions to which 
t he soil is subject. If grade is designated at an unstated moisture content., 
it is a.ssuned that the soil is nearly dry or slightly moist, which is commonly 
that part of the range in soil moisture in which soil structure is most 
strongly expressed. Terms for grade of structure are as f ollows: 

1. ~ - That grade of s·cructure characterized by weakly fonned 
peds tha.t are barely observable in place. 

2. Moderate - That grade of structure chara, . terized by moderately 
well- formed peds that a.re moderately evident in place. Soil 
material of this gra.de, when disturbed, breaks down into a mix
ture of many distinct entire peds» some broken pede, and lit~le 
unaggregated material. 

3 . Strg - That grade of structure characterized by strong;.y 
formed pede that s.re quite evident in undieplaced soil. They 
adhere to one another and withstarrl displacement and separation 
when the soil is diaturbedo When displaced., so:tl material of 
this grade coneists very largely of entire peds and includos 
f ew broken peds and little unaggregat ed u~terial. 

The sequence f ollOWEJd in combining t he t errns to characterize the 
structure ts (1) Gr ade (d ist inctness ) , (2) Class (size), (3) Kind (shape). 
Thus the designation for the soil structure i n which the peds are loosely 
packed and roundish, dom:.i.uantly below 2 mm. in diameter, ar.d quitEi distinct 
is strong fine granular., The designation of structure b'J" grado, class, and 
kind can be ~edified with any other appr opr iate t ~rms wherever necessary to 
describe other cha.racteriatice of the pads . 

Many soil hor i zons have compound structure consisting of one or more 
sets of smaller pads held together as larger peds . Such compound structures 
may be des~ribed as folll'.M"B: Compound mcxierate very coar se prismatic and 
moderate medium granular. Soil that has one structural form wb\:I) ' in place 
may assume some other form ,inen disturbed. When removed t.hlil larger peds 
may fall into smaller pads, such as large prisms into medium blocks. 

SOIL CONSISTENCE 

Soil consistence comprises the attributes of s oil materials that 
are expressed by the degree and kind of cohes ion and adhesion or by th 
resis tance to defo rmation and rupture. .Every soil material has consistet!Ce 
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i l't'El sped.ive of whetoor the mass be large or small , in a natural conait,ion 
or greatly di5turbed, a ggregated o~ ~tructurele ss ., mois t or dry. AlthouRh 
consis t ence and structure are inte rrelated, structure deals with th& shapr-) 
sh.e, and definition o! natural aggregates that result f rom variations in 
t he forces of attr action ~ithin a soil mass , whereas consistence deals with 
the str'-ength and nature of such forces themselves. 

The terminology !or consistence incluies separate terms for description 
at three standard. moisture contents (dry, moist, and wet ). If moisture 
condit ions e.r e not stated in using any consistence term., the moisture conji
tio11 .1.S that under which the particular term is de.fined. Thus friable used 
witbout a statement of the moisture content specifies friable when moist; 
l i kewise, hard used alone means hard when dry, and plastic means plastic 
when wet . If a term is used to describe consistence at some moisture content 
ot hei than the f: tandard condition uni er whi ch the term is defined., a statement 
o i tll:l moisture condition is easential. Usually it is unnecessary to describe 
c onsistence at a.11. three standard moisture conditions. The consistence 
when moist is comnonly the most significant, and a soil description with 
thie omitted can hardly be regarded ae complete; the c onsis teooe when dry 
is generally useful but may be irrelevant in descriptions of ooil materials 
that are never dry; and the consistence whe n wet is unessential in the 
description of many soils but extren,ely important in some. 

Al though evaluation of coneistence involves some disturbance. unless 
ottv:)rwise stated., descriptions of consisteooe customarily refer to that 0t 
soil from undisturbed hori zons. In addit i on, descriptions o! c onsistence 
under moist or dry conditiona carry an implication that disturbance causes 
little modification of consistence or that the original consistence can be 
almost restored by pressing the material together. Where such an imp) -1 .1.:ation 
is misleading, as in compacted layers, the consistence both before ano. after 
disturbance may require separate description. Then, too., compound consj,tences 
occur, as in a loose mass of hard granules. In a detailed description o-r' soils 
having cv-mpound structure, the consistence of the mass as a whole and of its 
parts should be stated. 

The terms used in soil d a scriptions f or consi stence f'ollow: 

I. Cons is ta nee When Wet 

Cons~'Genoe when wet is determined at moisture l iavels at or sl ightly 
above field capacity. 

A. Stickinees - Stickiness is the quality of adhesion to other 
objects. For field evaluation of stickiness, soil material. 
is pressed between thumb and finger am its adhe rence 1e noted. 
Degl'l!les of stickineH are described as follows: 

O. Non-sticky: After relea19e o! pressure, practically no eoil 
material adheres to thumb a nd finger. 

1. Sl ightly s ticky: After pressure, s oil material a dheres to 
both thumb and finger but c omes off one or the other l;-.g.ther 
cleanly. It is not appreciabl , stretche d when the digits are 
separated. 
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~: .After p~essure, aoil materi al adheres to both thumb 
aridTuger and t i:iiada t o a t rstoh somewha t and pull apart rather 
than pulling frtje f'rom ei't,her digit . 

\racy sticky: After pl.'0osure, eoil material ad~eres strongly 
to both thWllb and forafinger and i s dec i dedly stretched when 
they &l'e saparatedo 

B. Plastj_ci~ - Pla.cit.icity is t ha ability to change s hape continuously 
under t he influence of on applied i,t reus and to retain the impressed 
s hape on :removal of the Dt resso For f i eld detenuination of plasticity, 
roll t he soil material between t humb and f inger and observe whether or 
not a wire or t hin r od of soil can be .formed . If helpf ul to the reader 
of particular dGscri.ptions1 state t he range of moisture content within 
whi ch plast i cl t y cuntinues, as plast ic when slightly moist or wetter, 
plastic when mode;;.•atel.y moist or -wet t s r , and plastic only l'tten wet, or 
as plasti.e with a. llddG.11 mediwn., or narrow r ange of moisture content. 
Express degree of rsai otemee to deformation a.t or slightly above field 
capacity as :follow3: 

0. ti,on-pla.sti c_: No itire is f ormabl e • 

1. SlightlJr plastic : Wire formable but s oil ma:sa easily def ormable. 

2. Plastic : l.;Jire form.able and moderate pres sure required f or deforma
tion of the s oil mass . 

3. Very pl astic : Wire .t\·u·nis.ble a nd muc h pressure required for the 
def or.-. tion of the liJOil mass. 

IIo Consistenc0 Whan Moist 

ConsistencG wh2n moi~t is d~termined at a moisture content approximately 
midway betwean ah~ dry and .field capacity. At this moisture content most 
soil matel"ials e:xh:l.bit a form of consistence char acterized by (a) tendency 
to break into sme.ller massos ~athe~ than into pcwder (b) some deformation 
pr ior t o iupturGj (c ) abe~nce of bri t t leness, a nd (d ) ability of the material 
after distu1•1Js.nc~ to coh0i-e again woon pressed togeth(Jr . The r esistance 
dec reases with mois·l.uN canteni:., and the accuracy of f .ield descriptions of 
t his consistence ia limited b.r the accw."acy of estlmat.ing moisture content. 
To evaluate this consistence, s0l eot am. attempt t o c rush in t he hand a mass 
that a ppears oligM:.ly Jilloisto 

O. Loose: NoncoheNrt'i:.o 

l o V~ry friable: Soil material crushed urrler very gentle pr essure 
but coheres when pressed together • 

.2. Fria"bls : Soll mate~ial crushes easily W1der gent l e t o moderat e 
preHure bet.ween thumb am fora.f'in.gez·, and coheres when pressed 
togsthero 

:). Firm: Soil materl&.1 cruaheis unde1• malerat,e pressure betwen 
thumb and fore tinge~ but r&sistanoe is di3tinctly not ice a ble. 
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4, Very firm: Soil material crushee under strong press11r0, barely 
crushable between thumb and forefinger. 

(The term compact denotes a combination o! firm consistence and a 
close packing or arrangement or particles and should be used only in this 
sense. It can be given degrees by the use of "very" aoo "extremely".) 

III. ·consistence When Dry 

The con3istence of soil Dlaterial15 when dry is characterized by rigidity, 
brittleness, maximum resistance to pressure, more or less tendency to c:nish 
to a powder or to fragments with rather sharp edgei;, and inability of crushed 
matorial to cohere again when pressed together. To evaluate, select an air
dry mass am break in the hard. 

0, Loose: Noncoherent. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Sort: Soil mass ia weakly coherent and fragile; breaks to pa,,der 
or individual grains under very slight pressure. 

Slightly hard: Weakly resistant to iresoure; easily broken 
between the thumb and forefinger. 

Hard: Moderately resistant to pres.;ure; can be broken in the 
hands without difficulty but rarely break.able betwoen thumb 
1:1.rn:1 .rorex 1.nger. 

Very hard: Very resistant to pr13ssure; can be brokon in the 
hams only with difficulty; not breakable between thumb ani 
foref'~r. 

Extremely hard : Extremely resistant to pressure; cannot be 
broken in the hands. 

IV. Ceraontation 

Cementation of soil materials refers to ~ b:..•j.ttle hard consistence 
caused by sane cemsnting substance other than clay mine~als, auch as calcium 
carbonate, silica, or oxides or salts or iror1 :uici alumi1lUlll. Typically., the 
cementation is altered little~ it any, by Jloist"ning, ti~ hardness and 
brittleness persist in the wet condition. Semi-reverslhl.e ceimnts, which 
generally resist moistening but soften urder prolonged uetting, occur in 
some soils and give rise to 3011 layers having a cementation thrt ls pro
noW1ced when dry but very -weak when wet. Soae layers censnted wlth calcium 
carbonate soften somewhat with wetting. Unless stated to the contrary, 
descriptions of cementation imply that the condition ia altered little, if 
any, by wetting. It tre cementation ie greatly alterec1 by moistening., it 
s hould be so stated. Cemsntation may be either continuous or discontinuous 
within a given horizon. 

l. Weakly cemented: Cemented mass is brlttle and hard but can be 
broken in the hande. 

2. Strongly cemented: Cemented u.ass is brittle and harder than can 
be broken in the hande but ia easily broken with a h8.Jm.Uer. 
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3. Indurated: Very strongly cemented, brit tle, does not soften 
urner prolonged wetting ard is oo ext remely hard that for 
b1~akage, a sharp blow with a hammer i s required; hammer 
generally r ings ae a result of the blow. 

PAR.ENI' MATERJALS 

In the parent material. of soils, the material with structural shapes 
may be designated as pseudo-bloolcy, pseudo-platy, etc. 

Reference to geological terms in the description of parent materi.ale 
should apply to accepted terminology. Many of the terms used in stratigraphy 
have differing definitions. Generally the a r r angement of sediments in 
l ayers is referred to .as stratification. If these layers are not parallel 
to the dip of the fonnation they may be referred to as cross-stratified. 

Stra·t;wn* - A layer character! zed by certain unifying 
characteristics, properties, or attributes distinguishing 
it from adjacent layers. However, bedding aoo lamination 
connote a t hickness of the st rata, thus: 

Bed"* - A unit layer in a strat:i..fied sequence which is visually 
or physically more or less distinctly separable from other 
layers abovo and bel<Jltl and is one or more centimeter in thick
ness. A similar layer whose thiclmees ie less than one centi
meter ia called a l am:tna. 

When t hickness is implied, reference to cross-st ratification 
will involve consideration of croa~-bedding or cross-lamination. 

* Internat,ional Subcollllllseion on Stratigraphic Terminology -
International Geological Congress P:i.•oceedings, X:XV, 1960. 



Types and Classes of S,,il structure 

~ Kind Class IiI.: 

1. Structureless - no A. Single grain structure -
observable aggregation loose , incoherent mass of 
or no defini te orderly ir:di vidual particles as in 
arrangement a round sands. 
natural li~:s of 
weakness. B. Amorphorus (m9.ssive) struct ,1re -

a coherent mass showing no 
evidence of any distinct a rrange-
ment of a::>il particles. 

2. Block-like - soil A. Blocky (angular blocky) - Fine blocky <..10 
particles are arranged faces rectangular and f l att~ned, Medium blocky 10-20 
around a point and vertices sharply angular. Coarse blocky 20- 50 
bounded by flat or Very coarse blocky >50 
rounded surfaces. 

B. Subangular blocky - Fine subangular blocky <10 
faces subrectangular, vertbes Medium subangular blocky 10-20 

...., 
\.,.) 

mostly oblique, or subrouni 3d. Coarse subangular blocky 20-50 
N 

Very coarse eubengular blocky >50 

c. Granular - Fine granular <:.2 
spheroidal - craract erized 'q Medi um granular 2-5 
rounded vertices. Coarse granular 5-10 

3. Plate-l ike - soil A. Platy etructure - Fine plat.y <.2 
parti ~le s are arranged horizontal planes more or l~ss Medi um platy 2-5 
around a horizontal plane developed . Coarse platy 5 
and generally boumed by 
relatively flat horizon-
tal 5Urfaces. 

4. Prism-like - soil A. Prismatic structure - Fine prismatic <:'.20 
particles are arranged vertical faces vell defined• Medium prismatic 20-50 
around a vertical ax.is and edges are sharp. Coarse prismatic 50-100 
and boun::led by relatively Very coarse prismatic :,0100 
flat vertical surfaces . 

B. Colwnnar structure - Fine columnar < 20 
vertical edges near top of Medium columnar 20-50 
c olumns a re not srarp. Coarse columnar 50-100 
(Colucns may be flat -topped, Very coarse columnar ::,,100 
round-topped, or irregular.) 
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